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Preface
“Keep moving, don’t look back”
- Kylesa, “Don’t Look Back” from Spiral Shadow

This thesis describes the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) dark matter experiment
and its hunt for weakly interacting massive particle (WIMPs). LUX began in 2007 after
the XENON10 WIMP results [1] and has taken years to design, construct, implement,
deploy, test, and operate. It was carried out by over 100 people from over 17 academic and
government institutions worldwide. Students have received doctorate and masters degrees
for their work; professors have earned tenure; papers have been published. No single person
or institution can carry out an experiment like LUX, and as it takes a village to raise a child,
it takes a collaboration to build and run a 370-kg dual-phase xenon dark matter experiment.
While it took many people to carry out LUX, the work discussed in this thesis focuses
on the contribution of the author in the context of the greater whole. Chapters 1, 2, and
3 detail the motivation for dark matter, the techniques for its direct detection, and the design and goals of the LUX experiment. Chapter 4 summarizes the LUX 0.1 prototyping
campaign carried out at Case Western Reserve University from fall 2007 through summer 2010 to bring together the LUX subsystems in their trial states. Chapter 5 describes
the thermosyphon cooling system prototyped during the LUX 0.1 work and engineered and
deployed for use with the LUX detector. Chapter 6 details a study of the alpha backgrounds
during the first underground operations of the detector, which were used in the analysis to
xiii

produce the first LUX results, given in chapter 7. The author’s major contributions to the
LUX experiment were in the LUX 0.1 prototype; the engineering, deployment, and characterization of the thermosyphon cooling system; and the alpha background analysis of the
first underground WIMP hunt data.
The author was a major force in the LUX 0.1 prototype campaign, designing, machining, building, installing, and operating the instrument. The author designed the four-PMT
TPC detector used to test the PMT support structure provided by the LLNL collaborators.
The machining, assembly, wiring, and deployment of the TPC was carried out and led by
the author. With the small TPC installed in the full-size prototype cryostat the author participated in the development of the internal LXe plumbing and heat exchanger, as well as
cryostat instrumentation and deployment, and cooling system operations. This is described
in chapter 4.
With the departure of A.I. Bolozdynya in July 2009 the author took over the primary
responsibilities for engineering, testing, and deployment of the thermosyphon cryogenic
cooling system. This system was essential to the stable operation of the LUX detector
in the Surface Laboratory at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) and underground at the Davis Campus of the 4850’ Level of SURF. The author characterized
the prototype cooling system and engineered the full-size cooling system. An engineering campaign was conducted to find a nominally sized thermosyphon design to provide
250 W of cooling power from an individual cooling loop to fit within the space constraints
of the LUX cryostat and conduit. The deployed configuration was characterized and its
performance was compared to condensation and boiling theories, and full understanding
of the liquid nitrogen dynamics within a thermosyphon was exhibited. This is detailed in
chapter 5.
The author then studied alpha events from radon decays in data taken both on the surface and underground. Radon was injected into the detector for high-energy calibration and
the decay progeny from this source could impact a WIMP hunt. A spectrum of the alpha
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events showed two radon sources in the first underground data and the rates and general
positions were measures for each alpha population. The rates for these backgrounds were
used in the unblinded WIMP analysis to produce the first LUX results. The author’s radon
analysis is discussed in chapter 6, and the first LUX WIMP result is described in brief in
chapter 7.

Figure 1: Science marches forward, especially the night before proposals are due. Artist’s
rendition of the author and his Ph.D advisor working on a proposal up to the last minute.
Created by the author and S.A. Bryan, based on the works of Drew [2].
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LUX Thermosyphon Cryogenics and Radon-Related
Backgrounds for the First WIMP Result
Abstract
by

ADAM WADE BRADLEY

The cold, non-baryonic dark matter hypothesis describes the motions of galaxies and
clusters, as well as the character of the large scale structure of the universe. Particle freezeout arguments suggest a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) plays the dark matter
role. Decades of experiments have sought direct interaction with normal matter and this
thesis describes the efforts of the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment to directly
detect WIMP-xenon recoils.
The LUX detector is a 370-kg two-phase time projection chamber (TPC) deployed at
the Davis Campus of the 4850’ Level of the Sanford Underground Research Facility. It collects scintillation and ionization signals from particle interactions in the liquid xenon (LXe)
to measure deposited energy and recoil type. The xenon is purified by circulating through
a heated zirconium getter, condensed and evaporated with heat exchangers, and calibrated
with internal and external sources to characterize the detector response to gammas, betas,
neutrons, and alphas in a keV-MeV energy range.
Long, stable operation of the detector at 175 K is accomplished with the thermosyphon
cryogenic system, which is a passive, gravity-assisted closed cooling loop. The phase
change of a fixed amount of nitrogen transports heat from the detector to a thermal bath
xix

of liquid nitrogen (LN) above the cryostat. It delivers 1000 W of cooling power through
four loops whose transport tubing fits within a 6-inch diameter tube to cool the cryostat
in a water tank 6.5 m below the LN bath. Low-power heaters provide temperature control
to within 0.1 K. This system provided months of stable operation underground at 25-slpm
xenon circulation with a 5-W heat load.
The first WIMP hunt consisted of 85 live-days of data acquisition. Alpha decays from
radon were observed and studied to characterize their background contributions to the
WIMP analysis. The (α,n) rate and electron recoils from beta decays in the
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Rn chain

were found to be sub-dominant to other irreducible backgrounds. All backgrounds were
carefully measured to create a model used in the profile likelihood ratio test statistic for the
first LUX result that produced the most sensitive WIMP limit to date.
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Chapter 1
Why Dark Matter Matters
Leela: Then go get the hover-dolly you didn’t break and load all the dark
matter into the left engine.
Bender: Oh, man, that crap’s heavy.
Fry: And warm.
- “Brannigan, Begin Again”, Futurama, S02E06

What is Dark Matter? It is not anti-matter. It is not black holes. It is not “black matter.”
The term has been in use since 1933 from the first astrophysical evidence to suggest its
existence [3]. More detailed measurements later confirmed the need for more mass than
can be observed via electromagnetic radiation [4]. The Bullet Cluster has been hailed as
the strongest indirect evidence for dark matter [5]. Measurements and observations of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) [6, 7], type Ia supernovae measurements [8], hot
gas X-ray measurements [9], and big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [10] further support the
existence of dark matter. Taken all together, these observations tell how much dark energy,
normal matter, and dark matter is in the universe.
Possible dark matter candidates abound [11, 12, 13], and most current direct detection
experiments are hunting for weakly interacting massive particle (WIMPs). The evidence
1

for dark matter from galactic and galaxy cluster scales [4, 5] inform the location and distribution of dark matter throughout the universe. If dark matter is distributed throughout the
galaxy, along with the Earth, then models of its velocity and position distribution, along
with its local density and particle nature, guide its direct detection. This chapter explores
the evidence for and nature of dark matter, details the argument for WIMPs, and briefly
describes other hypotheses for dark matter.

1.1

Support for Dark Matter

Dark matter is a major component of the universe, comprising a large fraction of the matter energy density. Cosmological measurements and observations report the total matter
energy density, the baryonic energy density, and the dark matter energy density in the universe [7]. These measurements have increased in precision and accuracy since their initial
results, supporting each other and the overall interpretation that dark matter is out there
in measurable quantities. In an overview of the cosmology of an expanding universe it is
shown that the major components are baryonic and dark matter, a cosmological constant,
and the flatness of the universe.

1.1.1

An Introduction to Cosmology

Cosmology, like cosmetics, is based on the Greek root for organization [14]. Whereas
cosmetology organizes human physical aesthetics, cosmology studies the organization of
the universe, which is best described by the Freidman equations for an expanding volume
full of matter and energy:
 2
1 ȧ
Ωm,0 Ωk,0
H2
≡ 2
= 3 + 2 + ΩΛ,0
2
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where H and H0 are the time dependent and current expansion rate of the universe, respectively; a, a0 , ȧ, ä are the scale factor of the universe, its current value, its rate of change,
and its double time derivative, respectively; and Ωm,0 and ΩΛ,0 are the current energy density fractions of matter m, and cosmological constant Λ, with respect to the critical density
ρc =

3H 2
:
8πG

Ωi = ρi /ρc . Ωk is the curvature of the universe, defined to be -1, 0, or 1 for a

closed, flat, or open universe. The densities are constructed such that

Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ = 1,

(1.3)

which can be seen by taking eqn. 1.1 at the current time.
Figure 1.1 shows how these parameters, measured by modern cosmology and astrophysics, can be fit simultaneously to concordant values of (Ωm , Ωk , ΩΛ ). The first parameter is the sum of all matter in the universe, both baryonic and dark matter: Ωm = Ωb +ΩDM .
Together with particle relic density arguments from freeze-out and BBN measurements,
these provide the amount of dark matter existing today and mass and cross-section scales
for detecting it here on Earth.

1.1.2

The Cosmic Microwave Background

The measurements of the CMB have found the age history of the universe, as well as the
amount of matter, both baryonic and dark, and put constraints on dark energy. The CMB is
the leftover light from the Big Bang and was accidentally discovery by Penzias and Wilson
in 1964 [18]. It decoupled from matter when the Hubble expansion cooled the universe
so that its radiation temperature (a measure of the photon energy) was too low to stop
electrons from combining with free protons and small nuclei to form stable, neutral atoms.
Since then the Hubble expansion has redshifted these photons to microwave wavelengths
3
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Figure 1.1: Energy density plot with cosmological measurements from [9, 15, 16]. The
three major measurements give (Ωm , ΩΛ ) ≈ (0.24, 0.76). From [17]. These older results
has been superseded by the newest from Planck [7], which are in contention with some of
the complementary measurements.

with a temperature of 2.725±0.020 K [19].
This decoupling of light and matter is called the surface of last scattering. Tempera-
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ture anisotropies in this photon field are observed to be on the scale of 10−5 and are the
fingerprint of the matter density variations within the plasma of the early universe [15]. A
series of ground-based telescopes and satellites mapped the CMB, particularly the COBE
satellite in the 1990s [19], nine years of WMAP satellite observations [20, 21], and up to
the precision refinement of the Planck observations [6, 7]. These experiments made maps
of the CMB and calculated its power spectrum, like that of Planck in figs. 1.2 and 1.3,
respectively.
The plasma from which the CMB decoupled was a chaotic environment. It was comprised of radiation waves coupled to baryonic matter moving into and out of matter gravitational wells, and the observed anisotropies are the length scales of these wells. The power
spectrum shows how sound waves traveled throughout the plasma before the CMB photons
last scattered. The first peak is a measure of the size of gravitational wells wherein the radiation had just enough time to fall in completely before decoupling from baryonic matter
[22], and helps determine the age and geometry of the universe. The next two peaks are
the size of the matter wells in which radiation waves in the plasma traveled into and back
out of, and back into again, respectively, and measures the matter and energy content of the
universe. The relative heights, widths, and locations of the first three peaks show that dark
matter is needed to make the wells deep enough to correspond to the observation sound
wave.
The results from Planck give the best precision to date of the energy densities Ωm , Ωb ,
ΩDM , and ΩΛ [7]. The first peak’s geometry information gives 100Ωk = -0.10+0.62
−0.65 , meaning
that Ωk ≈ 0 and the universe is very nearly flat. Putting this into eqn. 1.3 gives
Ωm + ΩΛ ≈ 1.

(1.4)

The energy densities Ωm and ΩΛ were found to be (0.314, 0.686)±(0.006,0.020), with the
amount of normal matter constrained to Ωb = 0.0487±0.0006, with h = 0.673 as the mea-
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Figure 1.2: The Planck CMB map shows the 10−5 anisotropies with higher resolution than
the previous WMAP map, and reported cosmological parameters with the highest precision
to date. From the ESA.

Figure 1.3: The CMB power spectrum from the Planck measurements. The peaks in the fit
to the data reveal the age and curvature of the universe as well as the role dark matter plays
in its history. From the ESA.
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sured value of the Hubble parameterization.

1.1.3

Accelerating Universe from Type-Ia Supernovae

Hubble first showed that distant “nebulae” are traveling away from the Earth at a rate proportional to their distance [23], giving rise to modern cosmology and the parameter H of
his namesake appearing in eqns. 1.1 and 1.2. It has since been understood that these nebulae are indeed other galaxies, like the Milky Way. High precision measurements of the
magnitudes and redshifts of type Ia supernovae have shown that their motion is that of the
universe expanding, and that this universal expansion is accelerating [8]. These measurements gave the first evidence of a non-zero dark energy and further constrain the values
of Ωm and ΩΛ from CMB observations [16]. The 2011 Physics Nobel Prize was awarded
to Perlmutter, Schmidt, and Reiss for their work measuring the acceleration of type Ia supernova in distant galaxies [24], giving a measurement for the dark energy as an expansive
force in the universe.
Figure 1.4 is the Hubble diagram for sixty type Ia supernovae with redshifts between
0.01 and 0.83 [8]. The supernovae were used as standard candles, corrected for the lightcurve width-luminosty relation described in [8], to measure the expansion velocity of each
parent galaxy. The best fit to the data from both the higher redshift Supernova Cosmology
Project supernovae and the Calán/Tololo supernovae at z < 0.1 [25] gives (Ωm , ΩΛ ) ≈
(0.28+0.09
−0.08 , 0.72 ± 0.05), which are within error of latest Planck results for Ωm and ΩΛ [7].

1.1.4

Matter in Galactic Clusters

Galactic clusters, gravitationally bound and relaxed homes of hundreds and thousands of
galaxies, are the most massive, largest objects in the universe [26]. Fritz Zwicky was the
first to use the virial theorem, which is the relation of the time-averaged kinetic energy
of a system to its potential energy, on a galactic cluster, inferring the gravitational mass
of the Coma Cluster. This was 400 times the mass calculated from the luminosity of the
7
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Figure 1.4: The Hubble diagram of type-Ia supernovae and their effective rest frame magf
nitude as a function of redshift mef
B (z). The curves are for sets of (Ωm ,ΩΛ ), as listed. The
best fit values are (Ωm , ΩΛ ) ≈ (0.28+0.09
−0.08 , 0.72 ± 0.05). Taken from [8].
cluster, so Zwicky suggested that there should be more mass there, mass that could not be
seen through ordinary astrophysical observations [3]. He called this missing mass “dunkel
Materie,” German for “dark matter,” coining the term and giving birth to the field.
More recent measurements of galactic clusters can be used to constrain the amount of
baryonic matter in the universe. Stars, the obvious visible components of galaxies and
clusters, are known to follow certain mass-luminosity relations [27], but the dominant form
of baryonic matter in clusters is hot, ionized gas, primarily hydrogen and helium, that
exceeds six times the mass of the optically luminous matter [28]. Gravitational energy
released from cluster formation heats and ionizes this gas to 10-100 MK, so it emits X-rays
from bremsstrahlung [29]. The gas mass profile, expressed as the gas fraction fgas , can be
precisely determined because the X-ray emissivity of the X-ray gas is proportional to the
square of its density, and this is taken to be representative of the gas fraction of the universe
because clusters are contained, relaxed systems [28]. The total matter energy density is
8

related to the baryonic energy density can can be calculated from the measured fgas with

Ωm =

Ωb
,
fgas (1 + 0.19 h1/2 )

(1.5)

where Ωb is found from Lyman absorption [30] and based on BBN arguments (sec. 1.1.5).
The total matter energy density, Ωm = 0.30+0.04
−0.03 , found with this method is compatible with
CMB measurements (sec. 1.1.2).

Figure 1.5: left: A color image from the Magellan images of the merging cluster 1E0657558, with the white bar indicating 200 kpc at the distance of the cluster and the blue +s the
location of the centers used to measure the masses of the plasma clouds. right: A Chandra
image of the cluster the X-ray gas in false color. The green contours in both panels are
from weak lensing measurements, showing the separation of the more massive lensing
matter from the hot gas, the majority baryonic mass in clusters. Taken from [5].

The amount of hot gas in clusters can be used to measure the baryon energy density.
Gravitational lensing, however, probes the total matter content, both dark and baryonic, of
large astrophysical bodies, and thus supplements the search for matter in the universe. The
amount of matter needed to provide observed lensing surpasses that of baryonic matter,
suggesting the need for large amounts of dark matter in galaxy clusters. The Bullet Cluster,
a merger of two galaxy clusters, is a beautiful example of this [5]. The hot X-ray gas in
this cluster, the majority of the baryonic matter as described above, underwent frictional
stripping from the parent clusters (right plot of fig. 1.5). The green weak lensing contours
in both fig. 1.5 images show that the centers of the gravitating masses are not observable
9

except through their lensing properties and passed through each other with no interaction,
unlike the baryonic hot gas.

1.1.5

Baryons in the Universe

Measurements of the matter energy density Ωm is that of all matter, both dark and baryonic.
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is the theory of the formation of the light elements from the
neutrons and protons in the early universe [10]. BBN arguments are compatible with the
constraints from CMB measurements (sec. 1.1.2), and help find the baryonic density Ωb in
Ωm .
At early times (t < 3 min) in the universe, but long after the Hubble expansion cooled
the universe to allow quarks to combine into neutrons and protons, free protons and neutrons were in chemical equilibrium but had not yet combined into nuclei. The ratio of neutrons to protons followed n/p = e−Q/T during this equilibrium phase, where Q = 1.293 MeV
is their mass difference. When the conversion rate Γn↔p fell below the Hubble expansion
at T ∼ 1 MeV (t ∼ 1 sec), n/p ≈ 1/6, dropping to 1/7 from the beta decay of neutrons by
the time nuclear reactions began to form the light nuclei. These reactions are dependent
on the baryon density Ωb . By the time the Hubble expansion had “frozen-out” the abundance of the light nuclei at t = 3 min, at least until stellar nuclear fusion started, the primordial abundance of nucleons had set the subsequent abundance of light nuclei 4 He, 3 He,
D (2 H), and 7 Li [31, 10]. Figure 1.6 gives their abundances as a function of Ωb , along with
their observed abundances [30, 32], and CMB measurements for the baryon density [7].
The Planck value for Ωb = 0.0487±0.0006 agrees with the 0.0419–0.0530 range from BBN
measurements.
While BBN theory closely matches the measurements of the light elements, the measurements and prediction of the production of 7 Li do not match, as shown in fig. 1.6. This
light element is formed post-BBN, and so measurements of it in the universe are from
younger stars where it is produced as part of the CNO chain, or from older, metal-poor
10

Figure 1.6: The abundances of the lightest elements as a function of baryon density according to BBN. The observed abundances are the boxes and the CMB value for Ωb h2 is shown
as the blue hashed region, with h = 0.673 from Planck [7]. Taken from [10].

stars. These latter stars most likely match the primordial 7 Li abundance, but the lithium
measurement is from the stars’ surfaces, and more lithium could be mixed into their cores
[33]. The 7 Li abundance is an unresolved feature of these types of measurements and BBN,
but the remarkable concordance of D/H with the CMB is a great success in knowing Ωb to
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understand the energy-matter budget of the universe and the composition of the dark matter.

1.1.6

Large Scale Structure

Figure 1.7: Large Scale Structure revealed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The inhomogeneous nature of this structure speaks to its common origin with the CMB anisotropies.
Taken from [34].

Further evidence for non-baryonic dark matter is found through the study of the large
scale structure (LSS) of the universe. The anisotropies in the CMB are due to overdense
regions of the plasma in the early universe. These regions attracted hydrogen to form stars,
galaxies, clusters, and even filaments, strings of galaxies spread throughout the universe.
Optical telescope observations, such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [35] and the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey (CFHTLenS) [36], have mapped many
galaxies (fig. 1.7) and revealed the LSS to be heterogeneous, with structures even larger
than the largest clusters of galaxies. Structures at all scales could not be seeded by baryonic
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matter as it could not condense before the CMB photons last scattered [37]. Dark matter,
which is not affected by the photon radiation pressure because it is electrically neutral,
clumped before last scattering and provided the weight in the matter gravitational wells to
drive the observed LSS and the relative sizes of the first three peaks in the CMB power
spectrum [22].

1.1.7

Galactic Motion

Evidence for dark matter on galactic scales was found by Vera Rubin’s rotation curve measurements for nearly two dozen individual galaxies. Rotation curves are the velocity of a
spiral galaxy as a function of its radius. Rubin’s results, fig. 1.8, show sharp rises in stellar
velocities up to radii of 5 kpc, and constant velocities or slow rises past that up to 83% of
the total galactic radii [4]. Assuming a constant mass density ρ for a spherically distributed
central mass of radius R, as with the nuclei of spiral galaxies, the velocity v as a function
of radius r up to R is
v=r

r

4
πGρ,
3

(1.6)

which is linear in r and matches Rubin’s observations at small r. But outside of this central
concentration of mass the rotation curve should follow

v=

r

GM
,
r

(1.7)

in contrast to Rubin’s measurements. This suggests a nearly uniform distribution of mass,
in addition to the visible galaxy, out to distances far from the galactic center to produce
flat rotation curves. As this mass is invisible to known observation techniques the “dark
matter” moniker was applied to the needed additional mass.
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Figure 1.8: Mean velocities in the plane of the galaxy as a function of linear distance from
the nucleus of 21 Sc galaxies. Dashed lines from the nucleus indicated regions in which
velocities are not available. Dashed lines at larger R indicated a velocity fall faster than
Keplerian. These flattened or gently increasing rotation curves support the dark matter
hypothesis. Taken from [4].

1.2

The WIMP Hypothesis

Multiple experiments and theories converge to confirm that the universe is currently comprised of three primary constituents in the following amounts: 4.9% baryons, 26.6% dark
matter, and 68.5% an unknown dark energy [7]. The focus of the LUX experiment is to
directly detect WIMP dark matter [37], which are relic particles that formed in the big bang
and froze-out when their annihilation rate fell below the expansion rate of the universe [11].
14

The WIMP considered here is a particle with a mass mχ and annihilation cross-section
σann . WIMPs formed in the Big Bang and once they fell out of thermal equilibrium with
the plasma their number density satisfied the Boltzmann equation
dnχ
2
= −3Hnχ − hσann |v|i[n2χ − (neq
χ ) ],
dt

(1.8)

where hσann |v|i is the thermal average of the WIMP annihilation cross-section. The expansion of the early universe was radiation-dominated so the Hubble expansion term H(T ) =
1/2

1/2

1.66 g∗ T 2 /mPl , where g∗

is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom and mPl is

the Planck mass, is determined separately from the WIMP hypothesis [11]. When T  mχ
the WIMP number density was dominated by annihilation, described by the second term
on the right-hand-side of eqn. 1.8. The WIMP comoving number density fell with Hubble
expansion, as shown in fig. 1.9, and freeze-out of that number density occurred when the
time to travel across the universe at that time (H −1 ) equaled and then surpassed the time
for WIMPs to annihilate in an interaction (Γ−1 ) at a temperature Tf ,

H(Tf ) = Γ(Tf ),

(1.9)

where the annihilation rate is a function of the cross-section and the particle density, Γ =
mχ Tf 3/2 −mχ/Tf
e
,
hσann |v|inχ . From Boltzmann statistics the number density is nχ = g 2π
and putting this all together in eqn. 1.9 at the freeze-out temperature Tf gives:
1.66 g∗1/2


3/2
Tf2
mχ Tf
=g
e−mχ/Tf hσann |v|i.
mpl
2π

(1.10)

For weak-scale cross-sections on the order of 10−9 GeV−2 a freeze-out temperature Tf ≈
mχ /20 satisfies eqn. 1.10 [39]. To find the comoving number density at freeze-out note that
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the entropy per unit comoving volume remains constant so that nχ /s remains constant,

(nχ /s)0 = (nχ /s)f ,

(1.11)

where s ≈ 0.4 g∗ T 3 and f denotes the value at freeze-out. The freeze-out condition eqn. 1.9
gives
nχ hσann |v|i = 1.66 g∗1/2

Tf2
,
mP l

(1.12)

and using eqn. 1.11 for nχ gives
(nχ /s)0 ≈ 10−8 /[(mχ /GeV)(hσann |v|i/10−27 cm3 s−1 )],

(1.13)

which has the number density inversely proportional to the WIMP mass mχ .
The WIMP relic energy density is simply the ratio of the WIMP density to the critical
density
Ωχ h2 =

mχ nχ
,
ρc

(1.14)

where ρc ≈ 10−5 h2 GeV cm−3 . Using eqn. 1.13 with the current entropy density of s0 ≈
4000 cm−3 gives a mass-independent relic density inversely proportional to its cross-section:

Ωχ h2 =

3 × 10−27 cm3 s−1
.
hσann |v|i

(1.15)

Thus greater cross-sections give smaller relic abundances, as shown in the family of dashed
freeze-out curves in fig. 1.9. For weak-scale cross-section a relic abundance of Ωχ ∼ 0.1
is found, which is similar to that found via cosmological measurements (secs. 1.1.2 and
1.1.3). Thus the dark matter can be a WIMP: weakly-interacting and with the right relic
abundance. This single parameter model nicely illustrates the freeze-out mechanism and
the correspondence between σann and relic density. However, candidate particle models,
discussed next, have a richer phenomenology that complicates this simple correspondence.
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Figure 1.9: Particle freeze-out of comoving number density as a function of temperature.
The comoving number density follows the solid line until the expansion rate H equals the
annihilation rate Γ at a temperature Tf ∼ m, at which point the number density is “frozen.”
Taken from [11], originally in [37].

1.3

Dark Matter Candidates

The formation and density of the WIMP described in section 1.2 implies relic thermal abundances at freeze-out based on a weak-scale cross-section. A possible source of WIMPs
from an extension to the Standard Model is explored here. Other dark matter candidates,
axions and MACHOS, as well as the dark matter-free MOND paradigm, are also briefly
described.
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1.3.1

WIMPs from SUSY

One possible source of WIMPs is supersymmetry (SUSY), a particle theory developed to
answer the hierarchy problem in the Standard Model. This problem is the apparent > 1016
difference between the mass scale of the charged weak boson W ± , mW = 80.4 GeV, and
the reduced Planck scale, MP = (8πGN ewton )−1/2 = 2.4×1018 GeV. SUSY has developed
into an extension of the Standard Model that may produce a particle to provide the missing
matter in the universe. The following is a summary of extensive reviews in [11] and its
references.
SUSY posits that there should be a symmetry between fermions and bosons, and as such
there would be a family of supersymmetric particles (“sparticles”) wherein each Standard
Model particle has a supersymmetric partner (“spartner”). The Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM), a minimal extension to the Standard Model [40], does not explicitly conserve baryon or lepton numbers. A consequence is that protons should decay in
a small fraction of a second, a process with no empirical support [41, 42]. However, a new
symmetry of the form
PM = (−1)3(B−L)

(1.16)

in which B is the baryon number and L the lepton number, can be imposed that eliminates
the possibility of baryon and lepton violation. This symmetry is called matter parity, and
would only allow candidate terms in the MSSM Lagrangian if PM (all fields) = +1. In
principle this is an exact and fundamental symmetry, which baryon and lepton numbers
cannot break since these are broken in the electroweak sector. It is often useful to recast
matter parity as R-parity,
PR = (−1)3(B−L)+2s ,

(1.17)

where s is the spin of the particle field, to include all aspects of the particle fields. The
MSSM is defined as exactly conserving R-parity.
The MSSM also recasts the Higgs boson, so instead of one Higgs doublet there are two
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Higgs doublets in MSSM, as well two CP-even particles, one CP-odd particle, and two
charged Higgs particles that all have spin-1/2 SUSY partners. In addition to these higgsinos, the gauge bosons flavor eigenstates, W ± , W 0 , and B, also have gaugino spartners
named winos and binos. These gauginos and higgsinos mix with each other as superpositions giving a set of six particles, four neutral and two charged: χ
e0i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and

χ
e±
< mχe±2 . The
e01 < mχ
e02 < mχ
e03 < mχ
e04 and mχ
i , i = 1, 2, with a mass hierarchy of mχ
e±
1

lightest of these, the first neutralino χ
e01 , is called the lightest supersymmetric partner (LSP),
and is a prime candidate for WIMP dark matter. R-parity ensures that it is stable and will
not decay, so that the abundance from freeze-out will remain constant. Recent results from
the Higgs search at the LHC show that the Higgs does indeed exist [43, 44], capping the
Standard Model with all theorized particles found. LHC searches for SUSY have been excluding the phase space with no positive signal [45, 46], but there are plenty of models left
to describe SUSY and the WIMP neutralino [47].

1.3.2

Alternatives to WIMP Dark Matter

This work details the efforts to detect WIMP dark matter, but their are viable alternatives
to the WIMP hypothesis. These include non-baryonic axion particles, baryonic mass in the
form of compact objects in the galactic halo, and alternative formulations of gravity and
Newtonian dynamics. This section will briefly describe these theories.
The axion was originally theorized to solve the problem of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) not breaking CP-symmetry [48, 49, 50]. The mass of the axion that could solve
this problem has been constrained by inferences from SNIa observations and cosmological
measurements [51, 52]. The axion couples to two photons, and experimental searches
involve establishing strong magnetic fields in resonant cavities or creating strong electric
fields in spherical detectors [12, 53]. Passing axions decay in these chambers or strike
photons within them, and the resulting photons from these interactions are detected [54].
A one-time baryonic dark matter candidate is a class of astrophysical objects known as
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massive compact halo objects (MACHOs) [55], although they could not solve the cosmological dark matter problem because of the baryon density constraint. MACHOs are gas
giant planets let loose from star systems, gaseous objects that never become main sequence
stars, cold planet-sized balls of ice, or black holes. Microlensing surveys using the stars in
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) as possibly lensed objects have constrained the halo
composition from MACHOs [56, 13]. The dry humor of the physicist coined WIMPs to
counter the assertion that MACHOs could comprise the dark matter.
The evidence for particle dark matter from cosmology, astrophysics, and particle physics
is based on the assumption that Newton and Einstein correctly modeled gravity. But this
does not have to hold true. The bedrock of Newtonian dynamics, F = ma, may not function at galactic scales and accelerations as it does on table tops with carts and pulleys or
across solar systems. This challenge has been confronted and a series of new models collectively known as Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) have been produced. A fully
covariant relativistic tensor-vector-scalar (TeVeS) MOND theory [57] successfully satisfies
relativity and claims to match lensing measurements, even those of the Bullet cluster [58],
but discussion continues. MOND must exhibit explanatory and predictive power to truly
overcome the need for dark matter [59], but in the end, both MOND and WIMP dark matter
try to explain the as-yet unexplained. Whether it is a WIMP, an axion, or some new field,
there is a physical mechanism for the observations and measurements made since 1933.

1.4

Dark Matter in a Nutshell

The cold dark matter model is highly motivated with support from multiple lines of inquiry.
Astrophysical measurements of gravity’s influence on galaxies is the historical evidence.
Cosmology shows the need for dark matter in the universe to match the observations from
the CMB, large scale structure, the acceleration of type Ia supernovae, and lensing. Recent
results from Planck have adjusted the amount of dark matter in the universe from 24% of
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the total energy density to nearly 27%, and have given tighter constraints on ΩDM , Ωb , and
ΩΛ [7]. Particle physics offers specific hypothetical candidates [11, 39].
The WIMP candidate for electrically neutral non-baryonic dark matter is also highly
motivated with freeze-out arguments that give relic abundances matching the cosmologicallysupported energy density of dark matter. Extensions to the Standard Model suggest a light
partner to ordinary matter that can fulfill the WIMP role in the universe [11]. Competing
theories supply their own particle [12], attempt to find enough baryonic matter that has
escaped observation [13], or recast gravity in a new light [57]. The next chapter describes
dark matter detection through the measurement of the WIMP-nucleon recoil spectrum with
experiments carefully designed to reduce backgrounds and discriminate electron recoils
from the sought after signal. The LUX experiment is described in detail in chapter 3, and
a summary of the LUX 0.1 prototype is given in chapter 4, as well as the specific work on
LUX completed by the author in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Directly Hunting for WIMPs
“I’ll gladly pay you Tuesday for a hamburger today”
- J. Wellington Wimpy, Popeye comics and cartoons

The search for dark matter is best described as a hunt. In hunting, the hunter must
understand the prey, prepare and deploy the proper trap, wait patiently for the trap to spring,
and then identify what the trap captured. WIMPs are the prey, LUX is the trap used in
this work, and months of acquired data are assessed to determine whether dark matter is
captured. Designing the right trap is key to ensuring that the trapped prey is what was
hunted. Different direct detection technologies take advantage of some combination of the
light, charge, and heat signals produced when particles interact with the target medium.
This chapter begins with an overview of the WIMP recoil spectrum and how it informs
the choice of target medium and data acquisition in a direct detection experiment. Brief
descriptions of example experiments using different signals are described as well as the
ancillary methods used to improve the probability of directly detecting WIMP dark matter.
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2.1

WIMP Recoils

The differential recoil spectrum of WIMP direct detection,

dN
,
dER

is the number of events N

that scatter in the target as a function recoil energy ER , and is dependent on the target material atomic mass A and its cross-section σT , the WIMP mass mχ and its number density
nχ , the velocity distribution f (v) of the WIMPs in the galaxy, and a nuclear form factor
F . Knowing this is the first step to designing a successful direct detection experiment. The
galactic evidence for dark matter implies that if WIMPs exist they are all around Earth.
The theoretical underpinnings of direct detection, worked out in [60, 61, 62], are presented
here.
The energy spectrum of the WIMP differential event rate for the simplest case of a
stationary detector in the galaxy is
R0 −ER /E0 r
dN
=
e
,
dER
E0 r

(2.1)

in which E0 is the most probable incident energy of a WIMP of mass mχ , r = 4mχ mT /(mχ +
mT )2 is a kinematic factor for the target nucleus of mass mT , and R0 is the total event rate.
The true recoil spectrum aproximated by eqn. 2.1 is complicated by the relative motions of
the galactic WIMP distribution, the Earth around the sun, and the sun through the galaxy;
the nature of the detector medium; and the interaction of the WIMP with baryonic nuclei
or individual nucleons.
The WIMP event rate per unit mass of the target material mT with interaction crosssection σT and the differential particle density as a function of the WIMP velocity distribution dn is
1
σT vdn.
mT

(2.2)

n0
f (v, vE )d3 v,
k

(2.3)

dN =
The differential WIMP number density is

dn =
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where k is a normalization constant giving

R vesc
0

dn ≡ n0 , the mean WIMP particle number

density n0 = ρχ /mχ . The velocity distribution f (v, vE ) is dependent on the WIMP velocity v and the velocity of the Earth-borne target vE and is taken to be a simple Maxwellian
distribution based on the simple halo model (SHM) of an isotropic, isothermal sphere of
dark matter [61]:

f (v) =





1
Nv


 0



−(v+vE )2 /v02

e

−e

−(vesc +vE )2 /v02



v < vesc

,

(2.4)

v ≥ vesc

where Nv is a normalization constant, v0 = 230 km/s is the speed of the Sun about the
Galaxy, and vesc is the Galactic escape velocity, taken to be 600 km/s at the galactic radius of the Earth. The Earth’s motion around the Sun contributes a sinusoidal term to the
Sun’s galactic motion given by

vE = 244 + 15 sin(2πy) km/s,

(2.5)

where y is the elapsed time from March 2 in years; vE has extrema at June 2 and December
2. This distribution is cut off at vesc , and using it to solve for the normalization constant k
gives
k=

(πv02 )3/2





2
−e
v2
erf ve − √ ve e
,
π

(2.6)

where ve = vesc /v0 is the ratio of the two galactic velocities pertinent to WIMP detection:

the Sun’s galactic velocity and the galactic escape velocity. Any WIMP with v > vesc is
not part of the distribution and so does not contribute to the recoil spectrum observed by a
direct detection experiment.
The recoil energy ER of a WIMP with kinetic energy E = 21 mχ v 2 scattered isotropically at an angle θ is
1
ER = Er(1 − cos θ)
2
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(2.7)

where r is the kinematic factor introduced in eqn. 2.1. Isotropic WIMP scattering gives
a uniform distribution in cos θ, so the recoil spectrum is flat in the range 0 to ER,max =
χ mT
2mχ v 2 (mmχ +m
2 and the recoil spectrum is found by integrating dN (E) over the WIMP
T)

kinetic energies:
dN
=
dER

Z

Emax

Emin

1
1
dN (E) =
Er
E0 r

Z

vmax

vmin

v02
dN (v),
v2

(2.8)

where E0 = 21 mχ v02 , and the minimum and maximum velocities are based on the minimum
recoil energy ER needed produce a signal in a direct detection experiment and the galactic
escape velocity vesc , respectively. The minimum velocity is given by
vmin
=
c
where µT =

mχ mT
mχ +mT

r

1
2mT ER




mT ER
+δ ,
µT

(2.9)

is the target nucleus-WIMP reduced mass and δ is a factor to account

for inelastic WIMP scattering which will be ignored in this discussion as only elastic WIMP
scattering is considered. Taking all this together the recoil spectrum is
dN
(mχ + mT )2 ρχ σT
=
dER
2m2χ m2T mχ k

Z

vesc

vmin

2 /v 2
0

e−(v+vE )
v

d3 v

(2.10)

where k is from eqn. 2.6 and the second term in eqn. 2.4 is dropped because the Maxwellian
distribution is cut off at vesc . To simplify the calculation, most direct detection experiments
ignore the annual variation of the Earth’s velocity and take vE ∼ v0 , but some experiments
explicitly use the Earth’s velocity variation from eqn. 2.5 to measure the annual modulation
of the WIMP signal above the background.
The cross-section of the target medium, σT in eqn. 2.10, will now be addressed. When
√
the momentum transfer q = 2mT ER is such that its de Broglie wavelength h/q is small
compared to an effective nuclear radius rn , the cross-section becomes small so a numerical
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factor < 1 is introduced. This can be represented as
σ(qrn ) = σ0 F 2 (qrn )

(2.11)

where σ0 is the cross-section at zero momentum transfer. The form factor F (qrn ) can be
thought of as the Fourier transform of a spherically symmetric ground state mass distribution normalized so that F (0) = 1:
1
F (qr) =
mT

Z

4π
dr=
mT

−iq·r 3

ρmass (r)e

Z

∞

ρmass (r)

0

sin(qr) 2
r dr,
qr

(2.12)

where ρmass is the mass density of the nucleus; this is often assumed to be proportional
to the charge density of the nucleus [62]. A convenient analytical expression for F is the
Helm form factor [63] used by [60]:

2

F (qr) =

where j1 (x) =

sin x
x2

−

cos x
x



3j1 (qrn )
qrn

2

e−q

2 s2

,

(2.13)

is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind. The effective

nuclear radius is given by
rn =

r

7
c2 + π 2 a2 − 5s2
3

(2.14)

with c = (1.23A1/3 − 0.60) fm, s = 0.9 fm, and a = 0.52 fm, as suggested by [60], and A
p
is the atomic mass number; this gives rn = (1.23A1/3 − 0.60)2 + 2.18 fm. The zeromomentum transfer cross-section σ0 is dependent on the number of nucleons as

σ0 =

µ2T
(fp Z + fn (A − Z))2
π

(2.15)

where fn(p) are the scalar couplings of a WIMP with point-like neutrons (protons) and are
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often assumed to be equal. Thus eqn. 2.15 reduces to

2

σ0 = σp A



µT
µp

2

,

(2.16)

where σp is the proton-WIMP cross-section and µp is the proton-WIMP reduced mass. The
full target cross-section can be expressed as

σT (qrn ) ∝ σp A2 F 2 (qrn ),

(2.17)

showing the A2 enhancement for WIMP detection with different media.
The discussion above gives the target-material-dependent recoil spectrum as a function
of energy deposition. Figure 2.1 compares the differential recoil spectrum for currently
used popular mono-atomic target media: noble gases (neon, A = 20; argon, A = 40; xenon,
A = 131) and semiconductor crystals (silicon, A = 28; germanium, A = 73). As WIMP hunts
probe lower recoil energies and push down their thresholds, larger and more sensitive experiments are needed with yearlong or-longer-operation. Liquid xenon detectors, such as
LUX, have a distinct advantage over other liquid nobles and semiconductor crystals. Its
sharper slope in the log-log space of fig. 2.1 is from the A2 enhancement in the interaction
cross-section, shown in eqn. 2.17. Xenon is a much larger nucleus than any of the other
nuclei shown in fig. 2.1, and so the as the recoil energy increases the de Broglie wavelength of the momentum transfer decreases below that of the nucleus and the coherence
falls faster for xenon than for the lighter nuclei. The WIMP recoil rate from the first LUX
results, as discussed in chapter 7, was found to be < 0.01 events/ton/day over the window
of 5-25 keVnr , the energy scale of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils. The primary background
is low energy Compton scatters from gamma activity in construction materials. This drives
the need to assay materials going into detectors and shielding them as much as possible
from external sources of backgrounds, both discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.1: WIMP recoil spectra for media commonly used in dark matter detectors.
LUX was designed to probe a WIMP of mass 100 GeV/c2 with a 2×10−46 nucleon crosssection [64, 65]. The recoil rate is presented not in DRU (events/keV/kg/day) but in
events/keV/ton/year to show how current and future detectors need to be built larger and
run longer to build statistics for the detection of a few WIMP events in a year. At recoil energies less than 35 keV xenon has the best sensitivity to WIMP recoils, making it a choice
detection medium, motivating its use in LUX.

2.2

Techniques for Direct Detection Experiments

Current direct detection experiments make use of four modes of energy deposition from
recoiling WIMP dark matter: ionization, scintillation, phonons, and bubble nucleation,
shown in fig. 2.2 with example experiments for each detection technology and combinations thereof. There are advantages to using different energy deposition technologies and
various detection media discriminate between background and signal differently. Dark
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Figure 2.2: The trinity-plus-one direct detection technologies for dark matter experiments.
The experiments use at least one energy deposition mode, many two, and a future holy grail
experiment might be able to take advantage of all the three on the triangle.

matter experiments use shielding to attenuate or tag external backgrounds and in order
to decrease the cosmic ray flux for high signal-to-noise experiments are deployed in underground facilities. These ideas are explored through brief descriptions of several experiments utilizing each technology, followed by an overview of shielding and underground deployment. The subsequent chapter describes the LUX experiment in detail: the
scintillation-plus-ionization energy deposition production and collection technology used
in the detector; the use of xenon as a target medium; the detector shielding; and the subsystems that support the detector and science operations.
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2.2.1

Single Signals

Use of a single energy deposition detection technology has advantages that simplify experiments. Only one flavor of readout channels is used, and only one phase of the target
medium is used (liquid, solid, gas). The discrimination of possible signal events against
backgrounds is based on the difference in signal and background particle interactions with
the target or the ability to establish a background-free volume of detection medium.

Scintillation
Scintillation-only experiments use liquid scintillators, such as liquid nobles [66, 67], or
scintillating crystals, such as sodium-iodide (NaI) [68], to detect WIMP-nucleus interactions. The advantage of using a liquid noble is that it can be easily purified, although it
must be kept at liquid temperatures through cryogenic means. NaI scintillating crystals are
an established, well-known technology that operates at room temperature, so there is no
need for cryogenic cooling and temperature control.
The DAMA/LIBRA experiment uses twenty-five 9.7-kg NaI crystals each imaged by
two PMTs to record scintillation from particle interactions [69]. Their figure of merit is
the measurement of the annual modulation of the WIMP signal due to the Earth’s motion
about the Sun (eqn. 2.5). DAMA claims a detection of light-mass WIMPs in the 2–6 keV
range above the background, with cross-sections in the range of 1–5×10−40 cm2 . The
data were taken over several years and show a consistent annual modulation matching the
expected period and phase of the WIMP modulation, shown in fig. 2.3. The production
of the DAMA/LIBRA NaI crystals are kept behind a confidentiality agreement between
the collaboration and Saint Gobin Crystals and Detector Company [68], forcing follow-up
experiments to deploy active shielding [70] or go to the ends of the Earth [71] to crosscheck the DAMA annual modulation results, fig. 2.3.
To discriminate background from signal, liquid noble experiments take advantage of
their target medium’s self-shielding or pulse-shape discrimination capabilities. Heavier
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energy threshold of 2 keV is considered.
Residuals (cpd/kg/keV)

2-6 keV
DAMA/NaI ! 100 kg
(0.29 ton"yr)

DAMA/LIBRA ! 250 kg
(0.87 ton"yr)

Time (day)

Figure 1: Experimental model-independent residual rate of the single-

Figure 2.3: The DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signals over 13 years
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tudes of the fast and slow components are thus used to discriminate nuclear and electron
recoils in the target medium [72]. Neon and argon have widely separated lifetimes for the
two states whereas the singlet and doublet lifetimes for xenon are close enough that practical pulse digitization merges the decays into one recorded light pulse. The discrimination
of electron recoils from nuclear recoils in LAr is shown in fig. 2.5, exhibiting the power of
this technique for LAr dark matter detectors such as DEAP [67].

Ionization
The CoGeNT experiment, a p-type contact germanium detector, utilizes an ionization-only
signal in its dark matter search, and focuses on low-mass WIMP detection to confirm the
DAMA/LIBRA claims [74, 75]. The detector operates at 77 K, a far easier operation temperature than other germanium dark matter experiments [76], and achieves reduced noise
and thresholds with an enhanced energy resolution. This performance is shown in fig. 2.6
with an inset schematic of the p-type germanium detector. Ionization signals from event
sites travel in a finite time to the readout contact. Electron recoil backgrounds have multiple event sites throughout the detector, ionizing at several points and creating a pulse shape
based on these multiple event site. A WIMP scatters but once, so its different pulse shape
is based on the electrons traveling from this one event site to the point contact. These two
pulse shapes can be discriminated from each other with early signal processing to separate
possible signal from background events [74, 77].

Phonons
A phonon-only detector uses crystals with a low-temperature heat capacity that is proportional to the cube of the ratio of the operating and Debye temperatures. This heat capacity
is so small that the tiny phonon energy released from recoils generates a measurable temperature increase of the absorber [79]. The Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare
Events (CUORE), predominantly a double beta decay search experiment that can also hunt
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Large-mass ultralow noise germanium detectors
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the longitudinal HPGe crystal axis. The tiny axial dependence of the

second (0.15% maximum variation) demonstrates an optimal charge collection
even in the presence of a modified electrode configuration.

promising expectations may nevertheless be somewhat limited by the effect of lossy
dielectrics [27] and leakage currents [28], which are seen to start to dominate noise
contributions precisely at the scale of 50 eV FWHM (see discussion below). It
is nevertheless worth mentioning that JFET technology continues to improve, and
that experimental CF = 0.4 pF proprietary JFETs are available to CANBERRA
Industries. This represents a full order of magnitude improvement since [19].
Motivated by this potential for progress and aiming at obtaining detector
specifications sufficient for a demonstration measurement of the coherent neutrino–nucleus
scattering cross-section, a modified electrode HPGe detector was built by CANBERRA
Industries during 2005. Besides the mentioned improvements to the electronics, another
critical departure
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profiting from the ∼0.5 mm deep dead layer imposed by the n+ lithium-drifted contact
that spans most of the surface of a p-type HPGe. The second was to avoid the crippling
degradation in the energy resolution of the detector in [19], which can be ascribed to
electron trapping in dislocations as they travel
34 relatively long distances through the crystal
to the n+ central electrode in that geometry. It is for this reason that p-type detectors
generally exhibit better charge collection than n-type, and this was deemed especially

for dark matter, is an example of this technology. It uses 988 750-gm TeO2 crystals, shown
in fig. 2.7, as the dark matter target medium and as the double beta decay source and target.
The crystals are operated at 10 mK and the phonon signals are read out with doped germanium (NTD-Ge) thermistors [80], with an energy resolution of a few keV over an energy
range extending from a few keV up to several MeV [81]. CUORE is unable to specifically
discriminate nuclear recoil signal events from beta or gamma backgrounds. It relies on its
large target mass and radio-clean construction for a low-background WIMP hunt and plans
to probe the low-mass region of the WIMP cross-section space [82].

2.2.2

Dual Signals

Using two energy deposition signals to hunt for dark matter allows for a more complete
reconstruction of event energies and locations. The discrimination of nuclear recoil signals
from electron recoil backgrounds is often carried out with the ratio of the two signals as
the discrimination parameter. The differential response between the two energy deposition channels is due to the local energy density of the depositions and the difference in the
stopping power of the target media for the different recoiling particles. These experiments
might be more complex than their single-signal cousins with the need to read out two different signals, but in some of the experiments, particularly those recoding scintillation, the
secondary signal is often converted into the same form as the primary signal, simplifying
signal readout.

Scintillation + Ionization
The dual-phase liquid noble time projection chamber (TPC) is an example of using both
scintillation and ionization signals. Light from elastic collisions with condensed noble gas
nuclei are imaged by PMTs or photodiodes, and ionization electrons are drifted away from
event sites to be collected or to produce a secondary light signal. LUX is a detector of
this type and will be described in detail in chapter 3; other experiments of this type are
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Figure 2.8: The DarkSide-50 detector uses LAr as a target medium where elastic scattering
of nuclear recoils produces scintillation and ionization signals, the former collected by
two PMT arrays, the latter by drifting electrons to a gaseous argon region above the LAr
where electroluminescence occurs. The use of LAr allows for discrimination with both
scintillation-to-ionization comparison and pulse shape. Taken from [83].

XENON100 [84], the forthcoming DarkSide [85] (fig. 2.8), and ArDM [86]. These detectors often have a cylindrical symmetry with electrodes placed along the vertical axis to
establish static electric fields in the scintillating liquid bulk. These fields drift electrons to
be measured by an anode or to produce electroluminescence in the gas phase above the
liquid target [87]. The PMTs are either in a single array in the liquid below the active
target or both above and below the liquid. The ionization signal supplements the primary
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light signal and is used for reconstruction of the (x, y, z) position of an event. The (x, y)
position is found with algorithms analyzing the ionization or PMT hit pattern. The depth
is found with the timing difference of the scintillation and ionization signals and a welldefined drift velocity converts the drift time to a distance. This three-dimensional imaging
technology allows for the removal of background events near the edge of the active volume
and reconstruction of multiple-scatter events to differentiate them from WIMPs. Photons,
betas, and muons are ionizing particles and so deposit more energy in the ionization channel than neutrons and other nuclear recoil events, which have greater scintillation channel
deposition. Event discrimination is carried out with the ratio of the ionization and scintillation signals as a function of the scintillation signal where the gamma and beta background
events populate a band apart from WIMP-like nuclear recoils.

Phonons + Ionization
As with liquid noble TPCs, the ionization channel allows for the differential stopping power
of different particles on the target medium to produce contrasting signals, and as with
phonon-only detectors like CUORE, the phonon channel amplifies small particle interaction signals to a measurable quantity. The Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) uses
germanium and silicon detectors called ZIPs [88] (now iZIPs for the SuperCDMS upgrade
[89]) held at 30-50 mK to measure both the phonon and ionization signals from recoils. The
phonon channel is read out with superconducting transition edge sensors and the ionization
channel with electrodes on the face of the detectors. Event discrimination is accomplished
with the ratio of the two signals wherein nuclear recoils and electron recoils separate into
two distinct bands, as shown in fig. 2.9. The individual ZIP detectors were 1-cm thick by
3.81-cm diameter and 250 gm (Ge) or 100 gm (Si). The new germanium iZIP detectors,
with improved phonon and ionization readout, are 2.54-cm thick by 3.81-cm diameter and
635 gm each, increasing the volume to further enhance the separation of the bulk signal and
surface backgrounds [89].
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FIG. 3. Ionization energy versus recoil energy for detector Z5
(Ge). Black dots correspond to calibration events from a 133 Ba
source (emits gammas only) and gray dots correspond to calibration events from a 252 Cf source (emits gammas and neutrons).
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The Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Thermometers (CRESST) uses
both the scintillation and phonon signals produced in elastic nuclear collisions
in CaWO4
052009-6
crystals to hunt for dark matter. CRESST is comprised of individual detector modules,
shown in fig. 2.10, that are a 330-gm cylinder target crystal and a light absorber, both attached to thermometers and enclosed in a highly reflective housing coated with scintillating
foil to enhance light collection. It is operated at 10 mK for phonon amplification of recoils
and low noise readout of the phonon signal. Scintillation is collected by the light absorber
where it is converted to heat and read out by an independent thermometer. CRESST discriminates background from signal with the ratio of the light signal to the phonon signal,
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Figure 2.10: The CRESST-II detector collects both light and heat signals produced in 33
330-gm CaWO4 crystals to detect elastic scattering of nuclear recoils. Both signals are read
out as heat via the labeled thermometers. Taken from [90].

and further discriminates 222 Rn alphas and its progeny from other nuclear recoils because
alphas produce extra scintillation when recoiling with CaWO4 or the scintillating module housing. The possible low-mass dark matter detection reported by CRESST is based
on the triatomic nature of the crystal, which allows for competitive dark matter detection
throughout a large range of WIMP masses [91].

2.2.3

Superheated Droplets

Superheated droplet detectors (SDDs) have revived the former particle physics workhorse,
the bubble chamber [92], for use in dark matter particle detection [93]. Instead of superheated hydrogen as the target material, the Project in Canada to Search for Supersymmetric
Objects (PICASSO) used droplets in a gel suspension, and the Chicagoland Observatory
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for Underground Particle (COUPP) uses a room temperature CF3 I bubble chamber. These
two experiments are leading the SSD effort and have recently merged to form the PICO
collaboration to construct a 250-kg bubble chamber.
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small probability of interaction. The mean free path between scatters is of just a few cm for
neutrons, leading to an excellent ability to reject them in large chambers.
An SSD uses an adiabatic pressure increase on an incompressible fluid to establish a
superheated environment wherein bubbles nucleate from the energy deposition from a particle recoil, as shown in fig. 2.11 for electron, neutron, and alpha (WIMP-like) interactions.
The acoustics of bubble formation are recorded with piezoelectric sensors and position
reconstruction is accomplished with stereoscopic cameras. The cameras take successive
photographs of the active target with frame-to-frame comparison as the DAQ trigger. Background events near the edges of the active volume are rejected with this method. An SSD
15
can be tuned through temperature and pressure control to be sensitive to interactions that
have a minimum nucleation energy Ec deposited within a critical radius. Different particles
with their different stopping energies

dE
dx

in the superheated target medium deposit different
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total energies when coming to a stop, and if this total deposited energy is greater than Ec ,
a bubble will nucleate [95], with neutrons and alpha particles depositing more nucleation
energy than betas and gammas. This is the foundation for event discrimination in an SSD:
the target medium can be superheated to a state that is sensitive to nuclear recoils and not
electron recoils such that the latter does not produce any bubbles, effectively negating the
interference of typical backgrounds [96]. The COUPP experiment has also shown the discrimination of neutron events from alpha events via the difference of their acoustic powers
[97, 98], eliminating alpha contaminations in their WIMP hunt data. Scaling to a large volume and proper external shielding will make SSDs competitive with experiments utilizing
one or more of technologies from the trinity in fig. 2.2.

2.2.4

External Shielding for Direct Detection

Designing a dark matter detector with one of the technologies described above is the first
step toward a successful direct detection experiment. Detectors are made with radio-clean
materials to mitigate internal backgrounds, and event discrimination is specific to the energy deposition technology and target medium used, as related for each experiment previously described. While internal backgrounds are mitigated and accounted for through
proper design and construction, the pervasive issues of external gamma and neutron backgrounds are best addressed by shielding the detector with dense or hydrogen-rich materials.
Plastic, lead blocks, copper plates, and uninstrumented water tanks are typical forms of
passive shielding. Active shielding can be accomplished through the use of liquid or plastic scintillators, or by instrumenting a water tank with PMTs and recording the C̀erenkov
radiation to tag and veto external background events. Cosmogenic background sources,
particularly muons from cosmic rays and neutrons from muon interactions, are also an
issue for dark matter experiments, and so they are deployed deep underground with additional external shielding. The CDMS experiment is a good example of the use of multiple
shielding techniques during underground science runs at the Soudan mine (fig. 2.12).
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have high neutron cross-sections, easily absorbing them and producing gammas that can be
vetoed as in muon detection [100].
Lead is best used to attenuate the gamma flux incident on the detector. As shown in
fig. 2.4, lead has a high photon attenuation length, even greater than xenon, and thus makes
a great gamma shield. Lead shields have been used in CDMS [88], XENON10 [101], and
other dark matter experiments where the detector size was small enough to make using
lead cost effective, but as dark matter detectors grow to the ton-scale, lead shielding is
no longer a viable option. Instead, large, sensitive experiments combine muon detection
with C̀erenkov production, gamma attenuation, and neutron moderation. These shielding
methods are easier, more scalable solutions for future large experiments.
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Chapter 3
The Large Underground Xenon Dark
Matter Experiment
“Feel Fabulous. Do Fabulous.”
- House of LUX soap by Unilever

3.1

LUX in History

The LUX experiment is the latest in a long line of dark matter direct detection experiments
and takes its place alongside a number of contemporaries [102, 76, 103]. The members
of the LUX scientific collaboration come to the experiment with experience in dark matter
direct detection, low background rare event searches, underground deployment, water tank
deployment, and large scale deployment [104, 105, 106, 107]. As a follow-up of the successful XENON10 WIMP search experiment, LUX takes into account the lessons learned
to scale-up liquid noble TPC technology. The limits reached by previous work in the field
were pushed to build a low-background WIMP hunt experiment deployed in a water tank
deep underground for long, stable operations (chapters 1 and 2) at the former Homestake
Gold Mine in Lead, South Dakota [108, 64]. This location was chosen as the site for the
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Deep Underground Science and Engineering Laboratory (DUSEL) [109], now the Sanford
Underground Research Facility (SURF) [110]. LUX was assembled and tested in the Surface Laboratory at SURF and was moved underground to the Davis Campus at the 4850’
Level into the renovated cavern and former home of Ray Davis’ historic Homestake Experiment, with which the solar neutrino problem was discovered [111].

3.2

Design Goals for WIMP Detection

LUX is a direct detection experiment looking for signals coming from WIMP-nucleon
interactions in the target medium. The detector is a 370-kg dual-phase liquid xenon TPC,
rendered in fig. 3.1 with the basic TPC in place: PMT arrays; wire grids; reflecting PTFE
wall panels; and field cage. The experiment was designed with the goal to optimize the
WIMP hunt, maximizing the possibility for detection. This section discusses that goal
and lays out how it was approached from the aspects of design, construction, deployment,
operations, and data acquisition. The WIMP analysis is discussed chapter 7.
As discussed in chapter 1, the WIMP density at the Earth is 0.4 GeV/c2 /cm3 [60], the
WIMP-nucleon cross-section upper limit prior to LUX was >10−45 cm2 [65], and with interaction energies in tens of keV these quantities combine to suggest a very low interaction
rate of <10−2 events/ton/day. Events at this rate can be masked or mimicked by radioactive
and cosmogenic backgrounds, so these have to be mitigated and attenuated in order to observe a direct detection signal, with the remaining irreducible backgrounds measured and
modeled for the WIMP analysis. These backgrounds are myriad: cosmic rays whose flux
at the surface of the Earth is 10−12 -102 (m2 sr s GeV)−1 over five orders of magnitude in
eV; naturally occurring uranium-238, thorium-232, and potassium-40 in metal ores mined
and processed into raw construction material [112]; atmospheric pollution of krypton-85
from nuclear fuel rod processing [113]; naturally present trace amounts of radon-222 [114];
naturally occurring carbon-14 in polymers, which comprise a large fraction the LUX inter-
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in the circulation system.
The lowest grid is located 2 cm above the bottom PMTs
shield the photocathodes of the PMTs from the high volt
on the cathode grid. It employs 206 mm diameter ultra-finis
stainless steel wires spaced with a pitch of 1 cm and supported

Fig. 6. Thermosyphon temperature as a function of power applied to the cold
head. Shown are the temperature of the cold head (open squares), the gas pressure
inside thermosyphon (solid circles), and the vapor–liquid equilibrium pressure for
nitrogen at the temperature of the cold head (solid squares). The error bars are
similar to the size of the data points. Data taken from Ref. [11].
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Fig. 7. Rendering of the LUX TPC, supported from the top flange of the inner cryostat.

Figure 3.1: Rendering of the LUX field cage showing the PTFE reflector panels, electrode
grids, and PMT arrays on the left; the gamma shields and fields-shaping rings on the right.
Taken from [64].

nals; the

238

U and

232

Th in the rock out of which the Davis Campus was excavated [64];

and unshielded materials on the Earth’s surface and air transport leading to cosmogenic
activation of certain isotopes. LUX was designed and constructed to address all of these
backgrounds.
The WIMP signal is a nuclear recoil (NR) and most of the backgrounds are electron
recoils (ER). The ability to discriminate between them is a strong feature of the liquid
noble TPC. In the case of a LXe target, NR and ER discrimination occurs through the
ratio of the scintillation and ionization signals (see sec. 2.2.1), and the two event types
populate separate bands when this ratio is plotted against their recoil energies. LUX aimed
to optimize this by maximizing the drift field in the active region.
In order to attain optimal signal, the light produced in particle-xenon interactions must
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be collected by the top and bottom PMT arrays with minimal loss to absorption by the
internal materials. This was accomplished by minimizing obstructions between event sites
and the PMTs, namely the electrode grids, and by providing the most reflective surfaces
available to help guide the scintillation light towards the PMT arrays. The LUX design optimized light collection by designing stainless steel grids using minimal wire diameter and
high reflectivity that emphasized high transparency [64]. All surfaces in the active region
were made of or covered with PTFE, which has high reflectivity for xenon scintillation
light.
The detector is cooled with a thermosyphon-based system and is described in full in
chapter 5. A Slow Control System monitors environmental measurements, including over
100 temperature sensors, several pressure sensors, and liquid level meters to maintain stable
operations for long data taking campaigns. System redundancy and alarms alert personnel
of possible detector issues before they become catastrophic. The voltage signals from the
PMTs are processed by the DAQ and trigger system where they are shaped and digitized
with minimal deadtime to ensure high data throughput from event to disk. Off-site data
storage and processing allows LUX users to analyze the detector data in multiple formats
and platforms.

3.3
3.3.1

Experiment Overview
LUX as a High-Resolution, Sensitive TPC

The LUX detector is a dual-phase LXe TPC depicted graphically in fig. 3.2. The scintillation photons produced by particle interactions in the xenon are in the VUV (vacuum
ultraviolet) and have average 175-nm wavelength [115, 116]. The ionization electrons are
drifted by electric fields in the active region, and an electroluminescent signal is produced
when the electrons are extracted into a high-field region in the gas phase [117]. The initial
scintillation signal (S1) and the following electroluminescent signal (S2) are used to find
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Figure 3.2: A schematic representation of a dual-phase TPC and its two signals. Particle
interactions in the liquid bulk produce a scintillation signal (S1) and ionize electrons that
are drifted via static electric fields to an electroluminescence region to produce a secondary
light signal (S2). The S2 pattern on the top PMT array gives the (x, y) position of an event
and the timing difference of the two signals gives the z depth.

the depth and (x, y) positions and reconstruct the recoil energies of events in the active
volume.
The drift, extraction, and electroluminescence fields are established by five wire grids.
Top (T) and bottom (B) grids shield the PMT arrays from large adjacent electric fields. The
cathode grid (C), with cabling and feedthrough designed to carry up to 100 kV, establishes
the drift field in the 48.7-cm height of the active region. The gate grid (G), 5 mm below the
liquid surface, establishes the extraction field. The anode grid (A), 5 mm above the liquid
surface, establishes the S2 production field. The grids are strung with the thinnest wire
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capable of supporting the desired applied voltages at 0.5–1.0-cm pitches and are 96-99%
transparent, except for the anode which is a 100-wire/inch mesh with 88% transparency
[64]. This low opacity facilitates light collection by minimally obstructing the photon paths
from interaction and reflection sites to the PMTs.
The S2 signal is used to calculate the (x, y, z) position of each event. A series of copper
rings installed 1 cm apart behind the PTFE reflectors, shown on the right in fig. 3.1, shape
the electric drift field to make it as vertical and uniform as possible throughout the active
region. This field drifts the ionized electrons from interactions sites up out of the liquid and
into the 5-mm gas region between the liquid surface and the anode grid where the S2 signal
is produced. This region is 5.1 cm from the top PMT array so that a majority of the S2
light will reach the top PMTs without reflecting off of the PTFE walls or LXe surface. The
(x, y) position of each event is found with an algorithm that calculates a response function
for each PMT and compares those to the amount of S2 light collected by all the PMTs. An
alternate (x, y) position algorithm compares the S2 hit pattern in the top PMT array to a
simulated map of S2 events. These algorithms have sub-cm-resolution and great effort was
made to accurately find the position of events closer to the walls where reflection off of the
PTFE complicates the measurement, especially for low-energy events. The z depth of each
event is found by the difference of the timing of the S1 and S2 signals, using a well-defined
electron drift velocity through LXe.
The production of the two scintillation signals is dependent on the recombination of
the ionization electrons with ionized xenon atoms in the vicinity of the original event.
Recombination is a function of the drift field, and LUX was designed to maximize this
effect to achieve the greatest separation of the NR and ER bands on the discrimination plot
[73], given other design parameters. To do so the cathode was designed to hold 100 kV,
but it practically achieved a 30-kV maximum, and during the WIMP hunt was only able to
hold 10 kV before the production of unwanted light from the grids. While this was far from
the design goal, the ER/NR discrimination during the WIMP hunt was comparable to the
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design value and is discussed further in chapter 7.
A high S1 light collection of 8.8 phe/keVee for 122 keV γ-rays at zero field was achieved
in the LUX detector [118]. This was accomplished by careful design and construction of
the grid wires and the PTFE walls, and the choice of PMTs. The walls of the drift region
and the spaces on the PMT arrays between the tubes are made of or covered with highly
reflecting PTFE, rendered in fig. 3.1. PTFE has 65% and 100% reflectivities for gas and
liquid xenon, respectively, at the 175 nm LXe scintillation wavelength [119, 120]. This
allows the light to reflect around the detector with minimal loss at each vertex. When the
photons reach a PMT quartz window the light transmission properties of the quartz and the
quantum efficiency (QE) of the photocathodes determine the final light collection [121].
The PMTs had a 30% average QE and are described further in sec. 3.3.3.
The shielding of the active region from external backgrounds is enhanced by internal
components at either end of the cryostat. The field cage and reflector panels, rendered in
fig. 3.1, hang from a 5-cm thick copper plate attached to the top dome of the inner vessel
that acts as a gamma shield for downward-incident external backgrounds. At the bottom
of the field cage hangs a 15-cm thick copper piece shaped to fill the domed bottom of the
inner vessel to displace inactive LXe. This is known as the Filler-Chiller-Shield (FCS) as it
fills the lower region of the inner vessel, chills the xenon condensed in the heat exchanger
before it enters the active region (sec. 3.3.7), and shields against upward-incident gamma
backgrounds. Both gamma shields are thermally coupled to thermosyphons to directly cool
the internals (chapter 5).
Finally, the TPC active region is surrounded by HDPE panels. These are both electrical
insulators and volume displacers. They electrically insulate the field-shaping rings from
the inner vessel as well as filling the space between them and the vessel wall. This was
to cost-effectively use the LXe as a target medium and to have minimum un-instrumented
LXe wherein a second scatter could occur and not be recorded, which would result in losing
important veto information. The next LXeTPC experiment is being engineered to have no
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un-instrumented LXe, both within and without the active region.

3.3.2

WIMP-Sensitive Liquid Xenon Target Medium

Liquid xenon is used as the target medium for LUX because of properties that make it the
natural choice for a low-energy, rare event search. Xenon nuclei have atomic masses ranging from 124-136 AMU, depending on the isotope, giving an average mass of 122 GeV/c2 ,
comparable to the expected WIMP mass, and its recoil spectrum for WIMP interactions is
more sensitive at energies < 35 keV than other commonly used target media (see fig. 2.1).
Xenon is transparent with a high measured photon attenuation length La > 100 cm to facilitate high light collection [122]. Electrons drift through it at field-dependent velocities of
1-2 mm/µs [123, 124], giving drift times of 100-500 µs in the active region.
There are no naturally occurring radioactive xenon isotopes, making a background-free
volume in the target mass a possibility. Xenon is relatively rare in Earth’s atmosphere at 1
part per 11.5×106 [125], and is distilled out of the atmosphere [126], through a process that
does not fully remove other noble gases. This is particularly the case regarding 85 Kr, a betaemitting isotoped with a 10.76-yr half-life and a 2×10−11 (g/g) abundance among natural
Kr. LUX removed enough krypton from the purchased research grade xenon to make this
background sub-dominant. This was accomplished via gas chromatography whereby the
130 ppb (g/g) nat Kr/Xe original level was reduced to 3.5±1.0 ppt (g/g) of nat Kr, with a final
spectral shape to the beta emission of 0.17±0.10 mDRUee 1 [127, 128].
Liquid xenon has a high photon stopping power, attenuating gammas with a characteristic length of 10−4 –10 cm over five orders of magnitude in keV energies (fig. 2.4, sec. 2.2.1).
The center of a volume of LXe can be effectively background-free if the volume is large
enough; this is referred to as creating a fiducial volume, and the stopping power of xenon

The unit mDRU is defined as 10−3 events/keV/kg/day; the “ee” subscript means the energy is calibrated
relative to an “electron equivalent” beta or gamma emitter source.
1
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The active region of the LUX detector is imaged by 122 PMTs arranged in two hexagonal arrays above and below it, shown in fig. 3.3 with one PMT held in the foreground. The
lower array is submerged in the LXe below the active region and electrically shielded by
the bottom grid; the upper array is mounted above the gas S2 region and shielded by the
top grid. The PMTs are Hamamatsu 5.6 cm diameter R8778s that have a high 33% average
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quantum efficiency (QE) and can operate at 170 K, LXe temperatures, excellent features
for an LXe dark matter experiment [64].
The PMTs were screened with the rest of the internal materials for inherent radioactivity. The primary PMT backgrounds are (α,n) and gammas from

238

U and

232

Th in

the body materials. The levels measured from PMT samples at SOLO correspond to
1.2 neutron/PMT/yr, or 0.4 neutron/day for all 122 PMTs, and this background sets the
neutron rate standard for LUX [121], meaning that other materials should not contribute a
higher background since it is not practical to reduce the PMT neutron background further.
The water tank (sec. 3.3.6) shields much of the external neutron and gamma backgrounds,
and the neutron contribution from other internal sources was found to be sub-dominant
to the PMTs. The irreducible electron recoil background from the PMTs came out to be
0.5 mDRUee for an unoptimized, cylindrical 100 kg fiducial mass in the active region [129],
and other internal ER backgrounds were on the same order or less. Chapter 6 presents a
detailed discussion of these other backgrounds.

3.3.4

Light-weight, Radio-pure Titanium Cryostat

The cryostat of the LUX detector is made of chemically pure 0.223 inch thick titanium
with < 1 mBq/kg inherent radioactivity [130]. This radiopurity is comparable to copper
and much lower than that of stainless steel, which is the usual choice for large detector
cryostats [103, 102]. Titanium has a tensile strength much greater than copper and a lower
density, but a hardness less than that of stainless steel, making the machining of durable
knife edge ConFlat seals in the titanium flanges very difficult. For LUX, cryogenic sealing
surfaces were machined flat to a 32 rms finish so that Helicoflex all-metal gaskets could be
used [131, 132].
Figure 3.4 shows the dual-nested vessel cryostat. The inner vessel is a 39.75-inch tall,
24.25-inch diameter cylinder with a dome welded to the bottom and a 27.75-inch diameter
flange welded to the upper rim. A domed lid with feedthroughs for electrical wiring, cir54
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3.3.5

Low Internal Backgrounds

Low radioactivity construction of the LUX detector was achieved through careful screening
of the materials used. Materials comprising > 95% of the non-LXe mass in LUX were
screened at the Soudan Low-Background Counting Facility (SOLO) [121], including the
titanium used to construct the cryostat. Its activity was measured to be < 1 mBq/kg, the
established tolerance level of the LUX experiment [130]. The measured radioactivities
from screening and first WIMP operations were used to create a model that was supplied
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to the first WIMP analysis [128], and are discussed in chapter 7.

3.3.6

Underground Deployment and Water Tank Shielding
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3.2. Cryogenics

the specific use of these two strategies in LUX results in a low external background at
the cryostat exterior. The 4850’ Level of SURF has a 4300-m.w.e. rock overburden
that attenuates the muon background from a measured rate of 108.8±0.3 Hz to a flux
of 4.4±0.1×10−9 cm−2 s−1 . The cosmic-ray-induced neutron flux from the Homestake
rock is calculated to be (0.54±0.01)×10−9 cm−2 s−1 , corresponding to an event rate of
163 nDRUnr [133, 64, 99]. While muons are reduced by the overburden, the neutrons produced from muon interactions in the rock need further reduction, as do external gamma
backgrounds. The 6.1-m tall by 7.6-m diameter water tank has a steel pyramid installed in
the rock beneath it to further reduce background from that direction. This gives a 2.5-m.w.e
shield all around the detector and reduces the gamma flux from the cavern rock by a factor
of 8×10−9 , with the steel configuration reducing it by another factor of 1/40. This external
gamma background is expected to reduce to < 6×10−3 gammas in the 5–25 keVnr (1.3–
8 keVee ) energy range for the full LUX WIMP hunt of 30,000 kg days [64]. Water shield
attenuation fraction is shown in fig. 3.6, and the total neutron recoil count is expected to be
about 0.03 for the LUX WIMP hunt. In addition to shielding the detector from neutrons
and gammas, the water tank is instrumented with 20 Hamamatsu R7081 10-inch PMTs to
veto events that are coincident with passing muons that reach the Davis Campus [64].

3.3.7

Xenon Handling and Circulation with Heat Exchange

Drifting electrons in LXe requires continuous purification of the xenon to rid it of electronegative impurities. This purification is accomplished by circulating the xenon out of
the detector and through a SAES hot metal getter [134] to purify it of all non-noble contaminants. To reach useful electron drift lengths the Gas Handling System, pictured in
fig. 3.7, was designed to circulate the xenon at 50 slpm (420 kg/day), using a diaphragm
pump with parallel mass flow controllers (MFCs) to set the circulation rate. The system
is constructed of 3/8-inch and 1/2-inch stainless steel tubing and metal bellows of 0.006inch wall thickness. A gas sampling system monitors the xenon at several points along the
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circulation path to provide a detailed assay of the gas purity [135].
High circulation of the xenon gas through the getter will purify it rapidly, but also leads
to a large heat load. Because the getter only purifies gases, the LXe must be evaporated
as it leaves the inner vessel and condensed when reintroduced into the 300-kg LXe target
mass. Xenon produces a flow rate-dependent heat load of 9.8 W/slpm, so circulating it
at 50 slpm with no directed evaporation and condensation of the outgoing and incoming
xenon is a 490-W heat load on the cryostat and cooling system. To mitigate this load,
two heat exchangers are used to move the incoming and outgoing xenon past each other in
isolated spaces for efficient circulation and cooling management. The first heat exchanger
(HX1) operates in the gas phase. It uses two concentric stainless steel concentric tubes in
the vacuum jacket, 1/2-inch and 3/8-inch in diameter and 10-m long, to bring the outgoing
cold and recently evaporated LXe up to room temperature by absorbing heat from the purified, warm xenon gas returning from the getter. The incoming purified xenon is cooled
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Figure 3.7: The LUX Gas Handling System deployed in the 0 Level of the Davis Campus
at SURF. From left: storage panel plumbed to the 8 high pressure xenon cylinders off
photo; purification panel with SAES getter; control and measurement electronics rack; gas
sampling system; two diaphragm pumps with power panels.

in HX1 to LXe temperatures to prepare it for condensation in the internal heat exchanger
(HX2), which resides in one of the HPDE insulation panels. HX2 is a dual-phase heat exchanger and is the primary site of evaporation and condensation of the exiting and returning
xenon. It is a set of five 3/8-inch stainless steel tubes in a 0.75-inch deep by 3.00-inch wide
by 26.25-inch tall stainless steel box [136]. The incoming xenon gas is directed through
the five tubes where the heat released in condensation conducts through the tube walls to
be absorbed by the outgoing LXe that flows into the surrounding volume to be pumped
on, boiled, and evaporated. The cleaned and condensed xenon is brought to temperature
equilibrium with the rest of the LXe by passing through a long path in the FCS, which
incorporates HX3 and operates in the liquid phase. The HX2 design and capabilities were
engineered in the LUX 0.1 prototype [108], and during surface operations the three heat
exchangers showed > 98% heat exchange efficiency, resulting in a 5-W heat load on the
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Source Calibration
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coils. Figure 3.8 shows the six tubes of square cross-section that are installed with the
detector into the water tank. AmBe and

252

Cf neutron sources, and

137

Cs,

22

Na,

208

Tl

gamma sources are deployed in cartridges via a pulley system next to the cryostat to illuminate the active region with collimated particle beams. The self-shielding xenon and all
the intervening material between the source tubes and the active region attenuate these high
energy gamma sources so they only penetrate into the outermost few centimeters of LXe,
and the neutrons undergo multiple scattering so their true incident energy is unknown. The
flooding of the source tubes with water and their misalignment relative to the cryostat wall
introduced additional unwanted water between the sources and the active region.
Water and xenon between the fiducial region and the external source attenuate any lowenergy sources before their beams could reach the active volume, so two sources plumbed
into the Gas Handling System are used to introduce radioactivity into the detector. These
gases diffuse throughout the entire active volume to be used for low-energy calibration of
the detector. The source material then decay into harmless detritus and are swept out via
circulation. A system containing 83m Kr, a 1.86-hr half-life beta source with two decays of
9.4 keV and 32.1 keV down to the ground state [137] regularly measures the LXe purity
and the S1 and S2 response of the detector. A tritiated methane (CH3 T) beta source defines
the ER band at all WIMP recoil energies to study ER leakage into the WIMP window
[65]. The CH3 T is continuously removed by the getter, and within days of the calibration
the background level of the detector is restored. These sources help measure the detector
response and define the parameters of the WIMP hunt analysis.

3.3.9

Slow Control Monitoring

Xenon circulation and cryostat monitoring is carried out with a Slow Control System that
reads out all the sensors in and on the cryostat, throughout the Gas Handling System, LN
System, and the DAQ and trigger. The Slow Control System has alarms to alert personnel to pending disasters before they strike. These sensors include thermometers, pressure
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transducers, MFCs, level meters, residual gas analyzers, slow control module watchdogs,
and hard drive disk space. It also controls the actuation of valves, the setting of flow rates,
PMT and grid biasing, heater output, and thermosyphon operations. The Slow Control is a
series of simple read/write scripts written in C that output sensor data to a website accessible by LUX personnel, and its operations are controlable via PHP scripting at that website
[138]. The data is stored in a MySQL database and is read-accessible to study correlations
to the WIMP data.

3.3.10

Author's personal copy

100 MHz Pulse-Only-Digitzing DAQ and Trigger
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Fig. 3. A 9:8 keVee event from LUX 0.1 using Pulse Only Digitization (Section 4). (top) Sum of all four PMT channels. (bottom) The S1 and S2 signals in the individual PMTs.
The number of samples before and after each pulse is selectable up to 24 and 31, respectively (9.5 ns/sample). Each PMT has a gain of 1 % 105.

Figure 3.9: An example of a baseline-suppressed pulse with from LUX 0.1 the DAQ pulseonly-digitization mode. top: All four channels summed. bottom: The S1 and S2 pulse
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to mV-scale voltage signals. These are amplified again by preamplifiers at the deck-level
feedthroughs, 6.5 m through the water tank above the detector, and again by postamplifiers
at the DAQ electronics rack. Both amplifiers shape the PMT signals for use by the triggering and DAQ hardware [139]. The DAQ and trigger system digitizes the shaped analog
output from the PMTs at 100 MHz, or 10 ns/sample, and has the capability to differentiate between S1 and S2 signals [64]. A further advancement of the LUX DAQ and trigger
over previous systems is the pulse only digitization (POD). In the POD mode the baseline
between PMT pulses is suppressed so that as little disk space is filled throughout the long
WIMP hunt data taking campaigns. The DAQ and trigger is designed so that signals can be
processed from PMT to disk cleanly with high signal-to-noise and little deadtime.

3.4

LUX Summary

The LUX detector was designed and constructed to meet goals to optimize WIMP detection in a year-long data taking campaign at the Davis Campus of SURF. Low backgrounds,
both from the materials used in the internal structures and the cryostat and the environment
around the detector, are imperative. High and sustained xenon purity is necessary to detector recoil events throughout the active region and for optimal selection of a low-background
LXe fiducial volume. Purification is achieved with a thermodynamically-efficient circulation system using a getter to clean the xenon of electronegative impurities. The TPC was
designed to maximize S1 and S2 production and light collection for high NR and ER discrimination. The Slow Control system assures safe detector operation and facilitates remote
operation and monitoring. The DAQ and trigger were designed to achieve high throughput
of detector signals with minimum pileup and deadtime, and to produce compact reduced
quantities for WIMP analysis. All of these capabilities were prototyped during the LUX 0.1
campaign, the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
LUX 0.1 Engineering Prototype
The word prototype derives from the Greek πρωτ oτ υπoν (prototypon),
“primitive for.”
- Online Etymology Dictionary (http://www.etymonline.com)

LUX began as the LUX 0.1 prototype operated out of a basement laboratory at Case
Western Reserve University. Previous work there in liquid noble astroparticle detectors
included XeD, a small-scale detector that prototyped the fundamentals of LXeTPC detector technologies and explored the microphysics of particle interactions in LXe [140, 73].
LUX 0.1 built off the knowledge of previous experiments [103, 102] to scale the support systems needed to handle a multi-hundred-kilogram LXeTPC, all described in chapters 3 and 5. Specifically, the author worked on the cryostat and associated breakouts and
feedthroughs; the cooling system; a small four-channel TPC using LUX PMTs (sec. 3.3.3)
deployed as part of the prototype; and the internal xenon circulation with heat exchange.
This chapter focuses on those efforts.
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4.1

Stainless Steel Cryostat and Copper IR Shield

The LUX 0.1 cryostat was a nested pair of stainless steel vessels whose dimensions matched
those planned for LUX. As this was not a WIMP hunt detector but merely an engineering
prototype the radioactivity of the stainless steel was not an issue. The inner vessel housed a
small detector, the outer vessel held a thermally insulating vacuum jacket around the inner
vessel, and a copper can around the inner vessel shielded it from infrared radiation (IR).
The inner vessel was a 24-inch diameter by 45.6-inch tall cylinder with a domed bottom
and a 27-inch copper wire seal flange that mated to a custom-made flat lid with 2.75-inch
and 4.63-inch ConFlat flange ports welded in it. These ports were for wiring and circulation
breakout into the space surrounding the inner vessel and out into the laboratory. The copper
IR shield was a 0.125-inch thick copper can whose 2-cm thick top coupled to the inner
vessel and acted as a conductive connection from the cooling system to the inner vessel.
The IR shield was wrapped with multi-layer superinsulation to mitigate the IR and gas heat
load from the outer vessel which sat at room temperature. The inner vessel hung from the
underside of the outer vessel flange via six thermally isolating polymer hangers.
The outer vessel was a 31.125-inch diameter by 60.625-inch tall cylinder with a domed
bottom, and had a 34-inch rubber O-ring flange that mated to a custom-made flat lid with
2.75-inch and 4.63-inch ConFlat flange ports welded to it matching those on the inner
vessel flange. Figure 4.1 shows how the cryostat was suspended by its outer flange to an
aluminum extrusion T-slot structure with adjustable feet for leveling the cryostat. The inner
vessel was designed as a cryogenic pressure vessel to hold LXe in the range of 165-190 K at
1-3 bar absolute pressure. Both vessels performed successfully mitigating the conductive,
convective, and radiative thermal loads.
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Figure 4.1: The LUX 0.1 inner vessel and superinsulation-covered IR shield, T-slot support
frame, and thermosyphon dewar. The internal vessel hangs from the outer vessel flange via
six thermally isolating hangers.

4.2

TPC Active Region

The small, four channel TPC particle detector, shown in fig. 4.2a, was deployed in the
cryostat within 270 kg of aluminum blocks. These blocks displaced volume in the inner
vessel so that only 55 kg of xenon was needed to reach the desired liquid level position of
the active region. The aluminum blocks hung from the underside of the inner vessel flange
by three 48-inch long threaded rods. There were cutouts for the TPC, a weir to maintain
the TPC liquid level during circulation, and a source tube open to the lab space for the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: The LUX 0.1 four-channel time projection chamber. (a) The top three PMTs
sat in a copper hexagon prototype of the full LUX PMT array and the bottom PMT was
held by PTFE. (b) A schematic of the LUX 0.1 active region shows the LXe liquid level,
denoted by the wavy green line. The grid names are listed next to their respective wire
grids. All dimensions in centimeters.
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deployment of radioactive calibration sources near the active region.
The active region was a PTFE cylinder 4.7-cm ID by 5-cm tall, with a 1-cm thick wall
to reflect and channel LXe scintillation to the four PMTs imaging the volume, as shown
in fig. 4.2b. One PMT sat below the active region and three above it as a minimally-sized
array to reconstruct the (x, y) position of events in the active region. Five wire grids in
the active region established drift, extraction, and electroluminescence fields, similar to the
LUX grids. These grids were made of 125-µm diameter gold-plated aluminum and 40-µm
diameter beryllium copper wires stretched with 100-gm and 40-gm masses, respectively.
These grids, shown in fig. 4.3, were soldered and maintained tension during thermal contraction. A field cage was made from copper ConFlat gaskets that were held 1-cm apart by
three machined Cirlex legs, shown in fig. 4.4. The rings were electrically connected to each
other and the cathode and gate grids by 1 MΩ surface-mount resistors. Plastic tubing to and
from the internal circulation lines connected to the active region at the top and bottom of
the PTFE reflector to direct LXe circulation for targeted purification of the 500 gm of LXe
within the active region.

4.3

Gas Handling System

The Gas Handling System was a joint effort of the Yale University and CWRU Groups
of the LUX Collaboration; Yale handled the exterior portion (circulation panels, pump,
heated getter) and CWRU worked on the interface to the cryostat, internal plumbing, and
heat exchange. The circulation panels directed xenon gas into and out of the cryostat inner
vessel with a double diaphragm pump through a hot metal getter, and controlled the flow
rate with a mass flow controller (MFC). The system was plumbed with 3/8-inch stainless
steel tubing using Swagelok HVCR fittings to connect the various segments. The xenon
was purified by a heated getter at the circulation panels, then cooled and condensed by
passing through two internal heat exchangers, HX1 and HX2, depicted in fig. 4.5. This
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Figure 4.3: An example of a LUX 0.1 wire grid. The wires were stretched and soldered
to the innermost copper ring individually. Once all wires were attached they were cut to
length and soldered to the second copper ring. The four copper pads on the edge of the
Cirlex annulus are part of the capacitance-based S2 region liquid level meters.
is similar to what was carried out in LUX, except that HX1 was only 5 m in total length,
and HX2 went through several designs to engineer the optimal configuration for internal
two-phase heat exchange with high efficiency.
The xenon path in fig. 4.5 can be traced as it moves through the Gas Handling System.
The pump pushes xenon through the circulation plumbing. LXe in the active region is
pushed over the lip of the weir and into the evaporator space of HX2. There the LXe
evaporates as it absorbs heat from the incoming condensing xenon gas. The now gaseous,
unpurified xenon flows out of the inner vessel, through HX1 to come to room temperature,
out of the cryostat, and to the circulation panels. The pump pushes xenon gas through the
heated getter for purification and back to the cryostat. Xenon flows through HX1, is cooled
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Figure 4.4: The LUX 0.1 active region field shaping structure. Machined copper-clad
Cirlex legs support four copper 2.75-inch ConFlat gaskets whose inner diameters were increased to fit around the PTFE reflector wall. One of the legs was milled with electric traces
with 1 MΩ surface mount resistors soldered between them to divide the voltage between
the cathode grid, rings, and gate grid.
to LXe temperatures, enters the inner vessel and HX2 to condense and flow into the active
region.

4.4

Heat Exchange and LXe Purification Results

Several iterations of HX2 were tested to find the optimal internal heat exchanger. The first
heat exchanger deployed in LUX 0.1, shown in fig. 4.6, was horizontal and resembled a
stainless steel hatbox. The evaporator and condenser spaces were above and below one
another and were separated by a thin sheet of copper through which the heat released from
the condensing xenon gas was to be absorbed by the evaporating LXe. The condenser space
was filled with stainless steel wool to maximize the cold surface area to condense incoming
xenon gas. The condenser space sat below the evaporator space so that incoming condensed
xenon dripped down out of the heat exchanger and outgoing evaporated xenon flowed up
out of the heat exchanger. Inside the evaporator space a small capacitance-based liquid level
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Figure 4.5: A diagram of the LUX 0.1 internal plumbing.
meter monitored the evaporating LXe liquid level and a low-power heater was installed to
increase the evaporation rate in case the evaporator space overfilled at high flow rates. As
reported in [108], this heat exchange exhibited efficiencies greater than 90% in flow rates
<20 splm, but at greater flow rates the evaporation surface moved out of the heat exchanger
into the vertical metal tubing leading to the evaporator space, effectively “turning off” the
energy transfer in the heat exchanger. Scaling the size of this heat exchanger could have
afforded a larger volume for the evaporator space, but this footprint became unwieldy and
a vertical design was pursued to copy what was observed at circulation rates > 20 slpm.
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Figure 4.6: A cutaway schematic of the horizontal LUX 0.1 heat exchanger. Taken from
[108].
Vertical heat exchange has a gravitational advantage over horizontal heat exchange.
As the incoming gas flows in it condenses on the cold surface, releasing heat into the
evaporation volume. As described by Nusselt Condensation Theory and discussed in detail
in chapter 5, liquid condenses along the entire length of a surface held at a temperature
colder than the boiling point of the fluid. In a vertical configuration, condensed liquid
flows down off of the condensing surface allowing for newly introduced gas to condense
onto the surface. The endothermic action of the evaporation of the outgoing xenon creates
this cold condensing surface by occurring across a thermally conductive material. Dynamic
evaporation of a flowing fluid is a messy process, as shown in fig. 4.7. Atoms do not calmly
pop off of the liquid surface into the gas above it one at a time, but pure liquid evaporates
to pure gas through a transition of frothy, foamy, and misty mixtures of the liquid and gas.
The vertical heat exchanger design created an environment where this dynamic, chaotic
process could occur in contact with as large of a condensing surface as possible and with
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Figure 4.7: Evaporation of a circulated fluid in a vertical tube. The fluid transitions from
pure liquid flow to pure gas flow. Taken from [141].
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maximum efficiency.
There were three design goals for the vertical heat exchanger. First, its body was to
be thermally isolated to ensure that incoming gas condensed within the heat exchanger
and that no gas flowed through it to condense on the cold detector internals. Second, heat
exchange efficiencies approaching 100% at flow rates up to 50 splm were sought to rapidly
achieve multi-meter electron drift in the active region with minimal heat load on the cryostat
and cooling system. Third, a minimal footprint was needed so the final version could be
deployed within the space constraints of an HDPE panel at the outer edge of the LUX field
cage.
The LUX 0.1 prototype program successfully met goals of the the heat exchange design
employing the vertical design shown in fig. 4.8. Heat exchange efficiencies > 94% were
measured up to a maximum xenon circulation rate of 42 splm, shown in fig. 4.9a, producing
a 10-W heat load [108]. An electron drift length > 1 m was measured with the four-channel
TPC after four days of circulation through the getter, shown in fig. 4.9b. These results
showed that high heat exchange efficiency was possible at > 40 slpm flow rates with a
working design that could fit within the LUX detector space constraints.

4.5

Thermosyphon Cryogenic Cooling System

The LUX 0.1 cryostat and internals were cooled with a thermosyphon-based cooling system discussed in detail in chapter 5. The system designed and deployed with LUX 0.1
provided kW cooling power with a temperature increase of 20 K at the thermosyphondetector coupling and a 100-psia pressure increase within the closed loop, as shown in
fig. 5.6. These results suggested the possibility of scaling the cooling system to the size
and capacity needed for efficient and economic 175 K operation of the full LUX detector
deployed underground at SURF.
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Figure 4.8: The successful vertical design of the LUX 0.1 heat exchanger. The 3/8-inch
tubes are the condenser space and break up the volume in the 1.34-inch diameter evaporator
space around them to create the dynamic environment needed for evaporation. Image taken
from [108].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: The results from the LUX 0.1 heat exchanger and circulation prototype. (a)
Heat exchanger efficiencies > 94% were achieved at all tested flow rates up to 42 slpm. (b)
After 100 hours of circulation through a heated getter the electron drift length surpassed
1 m for a 5-cm tall drift region. Blue error bars are 1-σ, red are 2-σ. Taken from [108].
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Chapter 5
LUX Thermosyphon Cryogenic Cooling
System
“Just play it cool, boy,
Real cool!”
- Riff, “Cool” from West Side Story

The LUX experiment uses a thermosyphon-based cooling system to operate in the 165185 K temperature range to maintain liquefied xenon (LXe) at 1-3 bar absolute pressure.
Compared to other dark matter search experiments like CDMS or CRESST, which run at
10 mK [76, 91] to maintain low noise in their phonon readout as transition edge devices,
LXe at 165-185 K is relatively balmy and fairly easy to accomplish with a cooling source
and heaters. The XENON10 experiment [103], as well as XENON100 [142], used a pulsetube refrigerator for its cooling source. A simple, cryogen-based, passive cooling system
that could tolerate occasional interruptions in electrical service was desired for LUX. It was
also designed for economical operations in a laboratory 4850 feet underground, deployed in
6.1-m tall by 7.6-m diameter water tank, requiring a minimal footprint for the heat transport
from the Davis Campus Level 1 deck to the cryostat 6.5 m below.
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A powerful yet economical cooling system is worthless if the heat loads in and on the
detector are not managed appropriately. Thermal radiation, convective heat loads, and conductive heat loads on the cryostat must be mitigated. As described in sec. 3.3.4, the LUX
cryostat is two nested vessels with the outer vessel maintaining a vacuum jacket around
the inner vessel to attenuate the convective heat load on the inner vessel. Proper thermal
stand-offs and low thermally conductive connections from the inner vessel to the outer vessel and the outside world keep the conductive loads as low as possible. The appropriate
amount of superinsulation was correctly applied to greatly decrease the thermal radiative
heat load. Naturally, lessons learned from the construction of LUX 0.1 informed the design
and implementation of the LUX detector and its thermal loads.

5.1

The Two-Phase Tubular Thermosyphon

Thermosyphons (TS) are a simple heat transfer technology in which a fixed amount of
fluid transports heat between the “cold” and “hot” ends in a tubular vertical arrangement.
The simplest form of the TS involves the temperature-dependent density of a single phase
transport fluid. The temperature-dependent density establishes a convective cell where the
cold end cools the transport fluid to sink past the rising heated fluid from the hot end. This
can continue as long as the temperatures of the two ends maintain the conditions necessary
for the convective cell to persist [143]. This is the single-phase thermosyphon.
While the single-phase TS can be powerful and aptly suited for certain applications,
LUX required cooling power beyond what a single-phase could provide. The heat transport
associated with the phase change of a fluid whose boiling point is below the desired operating temperature brought the sought after cooling power. The fluid boils and evaporates
at the hot end, temperature TH , and condenses on the surface of the cold end, temperature
TC , in a continuous loop of evaporating and condensing. In this situation the cold end is
called the condenser and the hot end is called the evaporator; the two are plumbed with
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Figure 5.1: A simple diagram of a two-phase TS in operation. The transport fluid condenses
in the condenser, flows down the inner wall of the transport tube, boils and evaporates in
the evaporator, and returns up the center of the transport tube to the condenser. Taken from
[143].
transport tubing, and the apparatus is a two-phase thermosyphon. A simple diagram of a
two-phase thermosyphon is in fig. 5.1. The large enthalpy of evaporation from the transport fluid phase change and the pressure gradient established by the boiling liquid together
provide much greater heat transport than with the single-phase mode.
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The LUX TS system uses nitrogen (N2) as the transport fluid and a bath of liquid nitrogen (LN) as the cooling source for the condensers of each thermosyphon. The evaporators
are attached to the detector internals and an infrared radiation shield surrounding the inner
vessel. The heat loads powering the LN evaporation in the evaporators are the conductive,
convective, and radiative loads plus the heat from the circulating xenon. The transport tubing in both LUX 0.1 and the LUX detector segregated the condensed transport fluid as it
flowed down to the evaporator from the evaporated N2 flowing up to the condenser. This
served to avoid entrainment of the LN by the rapidly rising gas.

5.2

LUX 0.1 Thermosyphon

An early model of the TS cooling system was designed for the LUX 0.1 prototype campaign, summarized in chapter 4. The cooling source was a bath of LN in a 21-L dewar 1 m
above the cryostat. During the cooling of the inner vessel, 270-kg aluminum LXe displacer
blocks in the inner vessel, and the four-channel TPC were the heat loads. During stable operation xenon circulation and parasitic heat from the outside world were the heat sources.
The N2 was pressurized into a 1-m long closed loop of a 1.5-inch diameter stainless steel
tube. Its upper 15 cm were submerged in the LN bath and whose lower 15 cm ended in a
copper block 6-cm by -,cm square by 15 cm tall attached to the top of the IR shield that
was in thermal contact with the inner vessel flange. The transport tube held an interior concentric 1-inch diameter tube to create the loop needed to avoid entrainment. This was the
primary thermosyphon, TS1, used throughout the LUX 0.1 program to cool the detector.
Two smaller thermosyphons, TS3 and TS4, also terminated in evaporators coupled to the
large TS1 evaporator as part of thermal standoff tests. TS2-4 had 3/8 inch diameter stainless
steel transport tubes that ended in 2-cm deep by 6-cm wide by 15-cm tall evaporators and
whose condensers were a simple coil of 1/4-inch diameter by 12-inch long copper tubing
in the LN bath. A third thermosyphon, TS2, was mounted to the bottom of the IR shield to
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cool from the bottom of the cryostat.

5.2.1

System and Instrumentation

The N2 to operate each TS was filled via a panel of valves and pressure gauges, plumbed
from a pressurized cylinder with 1/4 inch polyethylene tubing. Similar tubing plumbed
each TS from its output to the condenser input at the LN bath. Manual valves controlled the
flow of N2 from the storage cylinder to the panel, and then to each TS. Each was outfitted
with a dial pressure gauge to measure the internal pressure of the N2 in the cooling loop.
A small diaphragm pump was used to evacuate the thermosyphons to empty them before
use and to stop their operation. There was no measurement of the N2 powering a TS.
This all-manual control panel required intuition to use, and only an experienced user could
operate it precisely. One of the LUX goals was to develop a remotely controllable panel
that measured how much N2 was put into a TS. The design and implementation of the LUX
TS panel is detailed in sec. 5.3.1.
The TS cooling source was an in-house designed and constructed dewar 10.75-in diameter by 14.125-in tall that held 21 L of LN. This was sourced from a 230-L commercial
transport dewar pressurized to 22 psig. The LN was transferred from the storage dewar to
the thermosyphon dewar (TSD) via vacuum-jacketed hoses and cryogenic solenoid valves.
The valves were controlled by a Teragon LC10 Liquid Nitrogen Liquid Level Controller
refill system with two Teragon LS10 Sensors that were submerged in the TSD LN [144].
This system read the dry/wet state of the sensors. When both sensors read dry, the system
closed a switch to send 110 VAC to the solenoid valve which opened it, allowing LN to
flow from the storage dewar to the TSD until both LS10 Sensors read wet. The TSD was
also instrumented with a 20 cm long parallel-wire capacitance-based level meter to directly
measure the LN consumption to characterize the heat loads on the TSD and the LN transfer
efficiency.
The cryostat was instrumented with platinum resistance temperature detectors (Pt-RTDs)
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to measure the temperature at several points on the cryostat and cooling system. Kilowatt
heaters installed at the top of the IR shield and the bottom of the inner vessel were used
to heat the cryostat to raise the temperature of the inner vessel up from LXe ranges to
room temperature at the end of a run. PID loops using 50 Ω heaters and a Pt-RTD on each
thermosyphon evaporator output 50 W to maintain temperature stability within 0.1 K.

5.2.2

Thermosyphon Operation

The TS was first used in a binary mode; fill the closed loop with N2 past a certain pressure
and it would “turn on.” An overfull regime was also seen: the system “turned off” after a
certain amount of N2 was put into it. Thus it appeared that the TS worked in a range of
input N2 at a constant power output proportional to the respective sizes of its condenser,
evaporator, and transport line, with the amount of N2, as measured by the resulting pressure
in the TS, as a limited coarse control. It was later learned that this was not how a TS
operated and that they are variable cooling loops, described later in this section.
The primary thermosyphon, TS1, with its large condenser, large evaporator, and largediameter looped transport tube connecting the evaporator and condenser, was designed to
act as a high-power cooling loop to cool the cryostat and its internals from room temperature to LXe temperatures. Once the system achieved LXe temperatures TS3 and TS4, the
two smaller thermosyphons, were operated and TS1 was turned off. TS3 and TS4 were
designed to act as quiescent control, maintaining LXe temperatures by delivering lower
cooling power via thermal standoffs.
The thermal standoff was based on the assumption that a TS puts out constant cooling
power in its operating range with a constant base temperature near the LN boiling point.
The smaller evaporators of TS3 and TS4 had a thermal contact area A and a stable operating temperature TE . The cryostat was to sit at a temperature TC > TE , which is in the
LXe range between 170–185 K. The thermal standoff was made of a material with thermal
conductivity constant k, thickness L, and contact area A to match that of the evaporator.
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The power transfer from the warm cryostat to the cold evaporator is

P =

A
k (TC − TE ).
L

(5.1)

To operate in the LXe temperature range a TC ∼ 175 K was assumed. The atmospheric
boiling point of LN is 77 K, so TE ∼ 80 K was used to accommodate the pressure rise
during normal operation. The evaporator for TS3 and TS4 was 15-cm tall by 6-cm wide,
giving a contact area A = 90 cm2 . Teflon (PTFE) was used for the thermal standoffs and the
integrated thermal conductivity constant k for PTFE of contact area A in this temperature
range is 23 W/m, needing a 4.3-mm thick sheet for the sought after 50-W power transfer.
This was tested and although the measured thermal conductance G = kA/L came within
11% of the calculated value, the thermal standoff was found to have unreliable contact
joints and was not used in LUX 0.1 operations when TS variable cooling power was found.
The idea that the LUX 0.1 TS worked as a switch within a range of input N2 during operation persisted until it was seen otherwise. The incident occurred after cooling LUX 0.1.
The N2 in TS1 was evacuated when the cryostat and its internals reached LXe temperatures. The system was left alone overnight and the next morning it was seen that TS1 had
continued to cool the cryostat despite its apparent lack of N2. It was concluded that not all
of the N2 was evacuated from TS1 and the small amount of N2 left in there was enough
to continue cooling the cryostat through the night. This serendipitous finding allowed for
control of both high-power cooling and low-power quiescent running of the cryostat and
internals with just TS1, abandoning TS3 and TS4, and using TS2 at the bottom of the IR
shield only to assist TS1. The observation of variable cooling power with a TS motivated
the redesign and construction of the LUX TS and control panel to meter in a known amount
of N2 to serve as a coarse cooling power adjustment, described in sec. 5.3. The LUX 0.1
thermosyphons operated successfully, and variable cooling power was seen and exercised.
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5.3

LUX Thermosyphon Engineering

The LUX TS cooling system was designed for reproducible control through quantitative
measurement of the LN in the TSD and the amount of N2 transport fluid input in each TS.
A new control panel for the TS system was designed and assembled with solenoid-actuated
pneumatic valves for remote control via computer networking and a mass flow controller
(MFC) for measurement of the N2 put into and removed from each TS. To find the optimal
TS design, a careful study was carried out of the variables limiting a TS: condenser size;
evaporator size; diameter and length of the transport tubing; and the configuration of the
transport tubing, either a single line where LN flows down the inner wall and N2 flows up
the center, or a loop where LN is constrained to flow down one length and N2 constrained
to flow up the other length.

5.3.1

Thermosyphon Control Panel

The LUX TS panel upgraded the control technology from manual valves and dial gauges to
remotely-actuated pneumatic valves and pressure transducers. The all-manual control panel
for the LUX 0.1 cooling system operated satisfactorily for a prototype system in a university
basement laboratory setting. An experienced user was able to input N2 into a TS, watch
the readout from the set of RTDs on each TS evaporator and the associated dial gauge, and
adjust the amount of N2 as needed to increase or decrease the cooling power delivered,
all based on intuition built up from repetitive use of the system. However, operation of
a cooling system based on experience and intuition alone would not suffice for a large
dark matter experiment 4850 ft underground. The need to quantify the cooling power as a
function of the amount of N2 input into a TS anchored the control panel redesign, as was
the ability to control such a system remotely and reproducibly. A P&ID of the final TS
panel is shown in fig. 5.2, with the as-built and installed panel pictured in fig. 5.3.
The MFC, item MFC-D1 in fig. 5.2, measures the amount of N2 put into a TS. Nitro-
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Figure 5.3: The LUX TS Control Panel installed on the deck stand at SURF. The remote
control electronics are ADAM modules, seen at the top of the panel. The actuating solenoid
valves are below the ADAM modules and the nitrogen fill lines are plumbed with 1/4-inch
copper tubing from the panel to the feedthrough on the OV breakout, and the superinsulated
thermosyphon dewar inner space is pictured at the top right.
ential) pressure drop. The MFC maximum working pressure sets the maximum operating
pressure allowed for the system, and the differential pressure drop informs some of the
characteristics observed in using the MFC for this work. It was plumbed into the TS panel
to not only measure and control the flow of N2 into individual thermosyphons, but also to
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measure and control the flow of N2 being removed from individual thermosyphons. Figure 5.4 shows diagrams for filling and emptying a TS with the control panel.
!"##"$%&'&()*+,-./0)-$&

*,0(/"$%&'&()*+,-./0)-$&

Figure 5.4: Diagrams for filling and emptying LUX Thermosyphons via the TS Panel. The
filling and emptying of TS1 is used here as an example. left: N2 comes in from off the
panel through DV25, through MFC-D1, to TS1. right: N2 is evacuated from TS1 by the
piston pump DPP1, via DV29 and DV27, and through MFC-D1.
The pressure of the N2 in an operating TS was measured as a secondary variable in
TS performance as the pressure follows the power input on an evaporator. Each LUX TS
was equipped with two pressure measurement devices: a dial gauge for visual check when
standing at the panel and a pressure transducer read into the Slow Control Database. The
pressure transducers, items PT-D21–25 in fig. 5.2, are Omega PX129-***10V devices with
a 10 VDC output signal, where the *** denotes the maximum pressure. A 0-60-psia range
was chosen for the three low power thermosyphons, TS3, TS4, and TS5, and a 0-200 psia
range was chosen for TS1 and TS2. The dial gauges, items PI-D14–18 in fig. 5.2, are
Bourdon tube devices with -30 inHg – 100 psig and -30 inHg – 200 psig ranges. To relieve
internal pressures in case they increase beyond the maximum allowable value, each TS
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was equipped with a relief valve, items DRV1–5 in fig. 5.2, set to a value just within the
pressure transducers’ maximum working pressure.
The TS panel is plumbed with 1/4-inch copper tubing using Swagelok compression fittings to connect the tubing and devices. The pneumatic valves on the panel, items DV25–34
in fig. 5.2, are Kitz KD4MS-VAs and are actuated with 75–80 psi dry N2 directed to them
by a manifold of solenoid valves. The solenoid valves run on 24 VDC and are controlled
by the Slow Control System to open the pneumatic valves necessary to fill or empty an
individual TS. The entire system passed leak checks both at vacuum and overpressure to be
allowed to be operated at SURF.

5.3.2

Thermosyphon Dewar

A new 50-L cryogenic dewar was designed by the CWRU group and fabricated by CryoFab
for use as the LUX thermosyphon dewar (TSD) and was first exercised during the TS engineering campaign. Figure 5.5 shows the as-built drawing of the dewar. It is a set of nested
bell jars with the flanges on the bottom so that the bell jars could be removed up and away
from the complete TS assembly for easy access during LUX operations. The inner vessel
is sealed with a Delta Seal designed and provided by Garlock Helicoflex. This is an allmetal sealing technology that utilizes the elastic properties of a metal coil encased within a
metal sheath to provide a vacuum-tight seal that persists through thermal contraction [145].
The outer vessel is sealed with a simple Viton O-ring. The inner vessel was designed and
rated to have a maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP) of 40 psia and a maximum
allowable external working pressure (MAEWP) of 15 psia since the the outer vessel holds
a vacuum around the inner vessel to thermally insulate it. The inner vessel was delivered
form CryoFab wrapped in superinsulation. Superinsulation covers were designed and fabricated by LUX personnel at SURF for the inner vessel flange and the interconnections
between the inner and outer vessels. This was to ensure that the LN transport lines for the
inner vessel and each TS leading from the inner vessel to the cryostat would experience a
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low radiative and gas heat load.
The TSD inner vessel was designed to support one large-capacity thermosyphon with
the central 1.5-inch tube and 2.75-inch ConFlat port. Eight 1.33-inch ConFlat ports in the
TSD flange were intended to support smaller-capacity thermosyphons, and four 2.75-inch
ConFlat ports were designed for LN delivery, N2 boil-off exhaust, instrumentation, and
safety devices. The outer vessel flange has four 2.75-inch ConFlat ports to match those
on the inner vessel and a central 8.00-inch ConFlat port designed to connect to conduits
leading 6.5 m down to the cryostat. Four fiberglass tubes supported and thermally isolated
the inner vessel from the outer vessel flange.
A change in requirements for LUX cooling led to a change in implementation after
TSD fabrication was already underway. Due to the long lead time of such a vessel, the design decision for one large-capacity TS for cryostat cooling and a larger number of smallercapacity TS for quiescent detector operations was made before the discovery of variable TS
cooling power. Even though the LUX 0.1 TS system showed kilowatt cooling power capabilities, this was not necessary for LUX. Furthermore, this is a dangerously high amount
of cooling power since the large plastic structures in the LUX internals would undergo destructive deformation from rapid thermal contraction during the cooling of the cryostat and
internals at such high rates. The variable cooling power discovery and the need for slower
cooling rates led to minor changes in the application of the as-built structures in the LUX
TSD, including the removal of 6 inches of height from the 12-inch tall central condenser
shown in fig. 5.5. This had the additional consequence of creating a taller LN refill buffer in
the TSD to ensure that the TS condensers were always submerged for continuous optimal
operation. But in case of the need for high cooling power, as seen in LUX Run02 when the
internal heat exchanger HX2 was bypassed to test alternate circulation paths and heat loads
of up to 250 W were observed, the operation of this larger condenser proved its worth. This
is discussed further in sec. 5.6.2.
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Figure 5.5: The as-built drawing of the LUX thermosyphon dewar. All dimensions are in
inches. Designed by A.I. Bolozdynya and drawing provided by CryoFab.
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5.3.3

Thermosyphon Variable Campaign

The redesigned TS panel panel was first used in the engineering of the optimal TS design
where the MFC measured how much N2 was needed to attain the maximum cooling power
from a TS, and the pressure transducer gave an idea as to the maximum working pressure of
a fully-loaded TS. The vacuum jacket for the TSD continued into a 6-inch OD conduit that
housed the transport lines and evaporator. A series of these conduits were used to extend
the length of the experimental setup to test the effect of the length of the long transport lines
on TS performance. Single and pairs of transport tubes of 1/4 inch, 3/8 inch, 1/2 inch, and
1.5 inch diameters, and evaporators and condensers of various sizes and styles were tested
in this setup to find the optimum TS design for LUX. Since space constraints inside the
conduits were tight as four thermosyphons, thermometer wiring, and heater cabling would
run inside this from the deck level to the LUX cryostat, the design goal was to find a combination of the condenser, transport tubing, and evaporator of minimal size that delivered
substantial cooling power. In each test a 1-kW heater was mounted to the evaporator and
the temperature at the evaporator was read out with two Pt-RTDs. The benchmark was the
LUX 0.1 thermosyphon and its successful ∼1 kW cooling power, shown in fig. 5.6.
Table 5.1 lists all the permutations of condenser and evaporator size and style, transport
tube length, diameter, and configuration tested in the thermosyphon engineering campaign.
There is a degeneracy of certain variables and so the discrete effects of those variables
could not be de-convolved. However, an overall picture of the most successful variable
combination was discovered in the tests, as shown in fig. 5.15.
The descriptors for the evaporators in table 5.1 mean the following: The “Large” evaporator was a copper cylinder 6-inches tall and 3.5-inches in diameter with a 1.5-inch diameter
bore machined out of its center; a 1.5-inch stainless steel tube with 2.75-inch ConFlat flange
welded to it was brazed to the bore opening; and two flat surfaces 5-cm by 12-cm were machined into the copper cylinder onto which a heater block and RTDs were mounted. The
“Small” evaporator was a 6 inch tall by 3.5 inch wide by 0.75-inch deep copper block with
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Figure 5.6: Temperature (blue dots) of the TS evaporator as a function of power applied to
the evaporator, the N2 pressure (red triangles) inside the TS, and the vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure for nitrogen (red line) at the measured temperatures. The two-phase TS high
cooling performance is from the nitrogen phase change and this sub-equilibrium dynamic
stability. Data taken from [146].
Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
LUX 0.1

Evaporator
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Loop
Loop
Loop
LUX
Loop
LUX
Large

Condenser
Large
Large
Small
Large
Small
Large
Large
Large
LUX
LUX
LUX
Bellows

Transport tubing #×φ× length (ft)
1×1.5”×3
1×1.5”×10
1×1/2”×10
1×1.5”×10
1×1/2”×10
2 (parallel) ×1/2”×10
2 (parallel) ×3/8”×10
2 (parallel) ×1/4”×10
2 (parallel) ×3/8”×10
2 (parallel) ×3/8”×10
2 (parallel) ×3/8”×20
2 (concentric) × 1.5” × 3

Table 5.1: List of configurations tested in the TS engineering campaign. The LUX 0.1
configuration is listed here for comparison.
a 1/2-inch diameter bore machined out of its center; a 1/2-inch stainless steel tube with
0.33-inch ConFlat flange welded to it was brazed to the hole opening. The “Loop” evaporator, depicted in fig. 5.7, was a commercially purchased 6-inch tall by 3.5-inch wide by
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0.6-inch deep aluminum plate with 3/8-inch copper tubing pressed into it; the copper tubing
was looped at one end of the plate and whose open ends attached to the transport tubes via
Swagelok VCR or compression fittings. The “LUX” evaporator, depicted in fig. 5.8, was
identical in size and material to the “Small” evaporator except the 0.33-inch ConFlat flange
was replaced with a Swagelok HVCR fitting. A 3/8-inch bore was drilled into the side of
the copper block 0.54 inches from the bottom to meet the bottom of the 1/2-inch central
bore, and a 3/8-inch stainless steel tube with an HVCR fitting welded to it was brazed into
the 3/8-inch hole, completing the bottom end of a loop with the two HVCR fittings attached
to the transport tubes. The LUX 0.1 thermosyphon evaporator was similar to the “Large”
condenser tested for LUX.

Figure 5.7: The evaporator used in the TS engineering campaign was a commercially produced aluminum plate with a looped length of copper tubing pressed into its grooves.

The descriptors for the condensers in table 5.1 mean the following: The “Large” condenser was a 1.5-inch stainless steel tube 6-inch tall with a 0.065-inch wall thickness and
closed at the end with a 2.75-inch ConFlat flange. The “Small” condenser was a 1/2-inch
stainless steel tube 8-inches tall with a 0.035-inch wall thickness welded shut at one end.
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Figure 5.8: The LUX TS evaporator installed on the cryostat IR shield. Two Kapton film
heaters delivered 10 W of power. This was the evaporator design that successfully delivered
the necessary cooling power for LUX.
The “LUX” condenser was also a 1/2-inch stainless steel tube by 8-inches tall with a 0.035inch wall thickness that was welded shut at one end, but a 3/8-inch stainless steel tube ran
up the center of the 1/2-inch tube. This interior tube, shown in schematic in fig. 5.12, was
the path of the returning N2 from the evaporator and allowed for maximal separation of
the condensed LN and returning N2 within the condenser. The LUX 0.1 condenser labeled
“Bellows” was a 6-inch length of 1.5-inch diameter stainless steel formed bellows with a
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0.006-inch wall thickness, closed with a 2.75-inch ConFlat flange.
The transport tubing descriptions in table 5.1 mean the following: “1” was a single tube
running from the condenser to the evaporator; “2 (parallel)” were two tubes running from
the condenser to the evaporator and held 1.5 inches apart to keep the two thermally isolated
from each other; “2 (concentric)” in the LUX 0.1 row were two concentric tubes, with the
outer tube of 1.5-inch diameter. The diameters φ are the outer diameters of the tubes, and
lengths are the total length of transport tubing from the condenser to the evaporator. In the
single tube configurations the LN was assumed to run down the inner wall of the tube and
the N2 assumed to flow up the center of the tube. In the two tube configurations effort was
made to specifically guide LN down one tube and N2 up the other for minimal interaction
between the two flows.
The original design goal was to devise a single loop TS design that delivered high
cooling power, close to 1 kW, and fit with three others inside a 6-inch OD conduit. In the
engineering campaign the different configurations were installed in the test setup which
was then closed and evacuated, the TS tested was then also evacuated, and the TSD was
filled with LN. The tested configurations were filled with 100-200 standard liters of N2 and
power from the kilowatt heater was applied to the evaporator at discrete intervals, allowing
the evaporator temperature and internal pressure to come to equilibrium before continuing
to the next power level. This was continued until the evaporator temperature and/or pressure
showed no sign of coming to steady equilibrium or simply ran away beyond the scope of the
testing parameters and the last heater value at which the configuration achieved equilibrium
was taken to be its maximum. For certain test configurations the precise maximum cooling
power was sought, so the power was stepped at finer intervals below the runaway value
until a precise runaway value was found.
Single tube configurations were the first sets tested with both Large and Small condensers and evaporators; these are tests 2-5 in Table 5.1. A complete permutation of the
available components was not tested due to the limits of the hardware in the test setup.
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Figure 5.9: TS evaporator temperature (top) and pressure (bottom) as a function of power
applied to the evaporator for singular transport tubes of two diameters. The marker shape
denotes the evaporator type, the marker edge color denotes the condenser type, the marker
face color and line color denote the transport tube number and diameter, and the line style
denotes the transport tube length. While the smallest components clearly comprised the
least powerful thermosyphon, a large evaporator is shown to deliver the greatest cooling
power with both the small and large condenser and both transport tube diameters. The
LUX 0.1 TS results from [146] are presented for comparison.
A 1.5-inch transport tube could not be feasibly attached to a Small condenser; likewise, a
1/2-inch transport tube could not be feasibly attached to a Large condenser. Even without
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a complete test of all component permutations, a 1.5-inch diameter single transport tube
with large condenser and evaporator was seen to deliver the greatest cooling power over
the largest range of power applied from the kiloWatt heater, shown in fig. 5.9.
In a single-tube TS the LN flows down the inner wall of the tube while the returning
N2 streams up the center of the tube. The goal is to avoid the entrainment of the liquid by
the gas as it flows at higher rates from greater heat loads. Part of what determines power
delivery and stability of the singular transport tube tests can be explained via the Weber
number, which is the ratio of the inertial and capillary forces of a stream of gas flowing
past a liquid. Since the two phases are in contact in a single tube, the Weber number
describes what occurs within it. As used in [147, 148] and others, the Weber number We is
defined as
We =

ρv 2 L
,
σ

(5.2)

where ρ is the fluid density, v is the relative velocity of the fluid flow moving past the vapor
stream, L is a characteristic length scale in the system often taken to be droplet size, and
σ is the fluid surface tension. We > 1 indicates that the inertial forces dominate the system
and gas entrains liquid, while We < 1 indicates that the capillary forces dominate and that
liquid flows freely past the upstreaming vapor.
Figure 5.10 shows the Weber number of the four single tube configurations as a function
of the power applied to the evaporator in each configuration. The configurations named
here refer to table 5.1. Configuration 5 achieves stable operation at a higher power than
configuration 3, but with a greater Weber number. The larger evaporator allows for greater
cooling power, but the combination of Small condenser and 1/2-inch transport tubing entrains too much of the LN. Both 1/2-inch transport tube configurations, desirable for multiple TS deployment in LUX, failed to achieve the maximum possible cooling power, as
shown in fig. 5.9. The design goal to have multiple thermosyphons each with large cooling
power deployed around the detector could not be achieved with 1.5-inch transport tubes,
large evaporators, and large condenser as they would not physically fit in the LUX design.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Weber number as a function of applied power for the four single tube configurations. The same data is potted in both (a) and (b), but on different scales. The two
configurations in (a) with a 1/2-inch diameter transport tube have Weber numbers that approach or exceed 1 before reaching their maximum cooling power, showing the effect entrainment has in TS efficiency. The two 1.5-inch diameter tube configurations maintained
a low Weber number up to their respective maximum cooling powers (b).
The 1.5-inch transport tube configuration with the Small evaporator maintained low Weber
number but only operated stably up to 100 W applied power, which is too low for the LUX
cooling needs.
The results of the single tube tests motivated investigation of paired transport tubing
forming a closed loop to constrain the LN flow down one tube and the returning N2 stream
up the other tube. The closed loop was hypothesized to negate the effect entrainment
would have on the TS cooling power. These proof of concept tests, configurations 6-9,
were carried out with the large condenser and an evaporator leftover from LUX 0.1 that
accommodated the looped end of a pair of tubes, shown in fig. 5.7.
Figure 5.11 are the results of first looped tube tests with the two 1/2-inch single tube
results and the LUX 0.1 results for comparison. The LUX 0.1 TS also employed phase separation to limit entrainment, but with concentric tubes rather than parallel tubing. During
these tests the requirements for the LUX thermosyphons were considerably downgraded
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Figure 5.11: Thermosyphon temperature (top) and pressure (bottom) as a function of power
applied to the evaporator for loop transport tubes of three diameters. The marker denotes
the evaporator type, the marker edge color denotes the condenser type, the marker face
color and line color denote the transport tube number and diameter, and the line style denotes the transport tube length. Two 3/8 inch transport tubes that separate the flow of the
liquid and gaseous phases were tested to their maximum and delivered 400 W more cooling
power than a single transport tube of the same size. The LUX 0.1 thermosyphon results
from [146] and the two 1/2-inch best single tube configurations are presented for comparison.
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from a kilowatt of cooling power to 200-300 W, so this was the subsequent testing heat
load parameter.
Tube pairs of 1/2, 3/8, and 1/4-inch diameters were investigated. Technical considerations favored the 3/8-inch tubing because it offered greater throughput than the 1/4-inch
tubing but used Swagelok HVCR fittings whose footprints are identical to those used with
1/4-inch tubing and hence small enough to fit within the LUX conduit constraints. The
1/2-inch diameter tubing was tested for completeness and to compare to the 1/2-inch single
tube results. As described above, the 1/2 and 1/4-inch tubes were only tested to 200 W of
applied power and were found to be adequate for LUX purposes. The 3/8-inch tube was
tested to a maximum of 600 W and showed adequate cooling power up to 500 W with a 20K temperature increase. At the next power level of 550 W the TS equilibrated at 90 K above
its starting temperature after showing near-runaway behavior, and truly ran away after finding a 200-K equilibrium at 600 of applied power. As this far exceeded the needed LUX
cooling requirements 3/8-inch looped tubing was declared the choice for the LUX thermosyphons. The internal pressure of each configuration (bottom plot of fig. 5.11) matched
that of the LUX 0.1 thermosyphon identically, and this speaks to the nature of restricting
the two-phase flow to separate tubes. As a result of these findings, engineering moved to
test evaporator and condenser designs that optimized phase separation and cooling power.
The condenser and evaporator designed for the next set of tests are those listed as
“LUX” in table 5.1 and described earlier in this chapter. The design goal for these was
to keep the N2 and LN away from the respective evaporating and condensing surfaces as
long as possible. Shown at the left in fig. 5.12, the central tube in the condenser runs up to
the top of its interior so that N2 returning from the evaporator does not contact the inner
wall of the condenser while traveling up its center. This is to mitigate the entrainment of
LN recently condensed on the wall which would interfere with its passage down to the
evaporator. The LUX evaporator design, shown in fig. 5.13, directs the flow of LN to the
bottom of the highly thermally conductive copper block via 3/8-inch stainless steel tubing
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Figure 5.12: CAD drawing of the LUX condensers, both the larger, original design built
into the TSD (right), and the engineered, phase-separating small footprint condenser (left).
Dimensional descriptions are in the text.
so that it enters the evaporator before absorbing heat from the detector, boiling, and evaporating in its 1/2-inch diameter inner volume, flowing up the central 3/8-inch stainless steel
tube to return to the condenser to continue the TS phase-change cycle.
The final set of tests, 9–11 in table 5.1, tested the LUX evaporator and condenser; the
results are shown in fig. 5.14. The performance of the LUX evaporator is compared to the
Loop evaporator, with 3/8-inch looped transport tube extended from 10 ft to 20 ft to verify
that the necessary cooling power could be delivered in a configuration that most closely
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Figure 5.13: CAD drawing of the LUX evaporator. The stainless steel LN feed and N2
return tubes are brazed to the copper body. Dimensions are described in the text.
resembled the planned final deployment. The LUX evaporator and condenser with 20 ft of
transport tube to approximate the 6.5 m distance from the TSD to the LUX cryostat in the
planned deployment delivered 250-W maximum cooling power at stable operation. This
ended the engineering campaign with a working TS design to be duplicated and deployed
for the LUX detector, and all tested configurations are compared in fig 5.15.
The base temperature of the evaporator during all tests, before applying power from the
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Figure 5.14: Thermosyphon temperature (top) and pressure (bottom) as a function of power
applied to the evaporator for 3/8-inch loop transport tubes with the new evaporator and
condenser designs. The marker denotes the evaporator type, the marker edge color denotes
the condenser type, the marker face color and line color denote the transport tube number
and diameter, and the line style denotes the transport tube length. The phase-separating
“LUX” condenser and evaporator successfully deliver adequate cooling power at both 10ft and 20-ft transport tube lengths with stable operation at least to 250 W of applied power.
The LUX 0.1 thermosyphon results from [146] and the Large condenser Loop evaporator
configuration test results are presented for comparison.
heater, never equilibrated to 80 K as it did in the LUX 0.1 configuration. While this was
unsettling during the engineering campaign, the ∆T of each test and the final temperature
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Figure 5.15: A comparison of the LUX TS engineering campaign results. Each bar represents the maximum applied power load to the evaporator in each tested configuration. The
final configuration provided 250 W of cooling power, and four of these systems deployed
on the cryostat gives a 1 kW of total cooling power. This is far more than is needed for
normal operations and enough to overcome catastrophic vacuum loss or water leak until
the LXe could be removed safely from the detector.
value at the maximum cooling power were the important quantities to be discovered. The
inability to achieve an 80 K base temperature was likely due to a heat leak at or near the
evaporator that went undiscovered despite all efforts to superinsulate and thermally isolate
the condenser, transport tubes, and evaporator from conductive and radiative heat sources.

5.4

Thermosyphon Characterization

The LUX TS characterization studies detailed here mimicked the lower power operation
of the TS during normal detector running. Only 20-50 standard liters of N2 transport fluid
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were used and no more than 100 W of heat was applied in the phase change and heat transfer
characterization studies, in which the TS engineering campaign aimed to find the maximum
power load of TS configurations using 100-200 standard liters of N2 transport fluid. A thermally isolated TS comprised of the LUX condenser and evaporator connected with looped
3/8-inch stainless steel transport tubes 6.5-m long (configuration 11 in table 5.1), was deployed in the outer vacuum insulating jacket above the inner vessel. The basic operating
principles of the closed-loop tubular two-phase TS are described in sec. 5.1. Figure 5.1,
shows how a single-tube TS differs from a closed-loop TS only in the lack of the liquid
and gas phase separation, which is needed to mitigate entrainment at high power loads.
Nusselt condensation theory was used to characterize the condenser, and the operation of
the evaporator was compared to the basic phenomenology of the boiling and evaporation.
The amount of transport fluid was explored to study maximum cooling power and cooling
rate of the LUX TS.

5.4.1

Nusselt Condensation in the Condenser

Nusselt film condensation theory was used to study the condensation of the N2 on the inner
wall of the condenser. It reduces the complexity of condensation into a simple model in
which the heat released from a saturated vapor of temperature Tsat condensing onto a wall
of temperature Tw is removed via conduction through the condensate film to the wall, with
Tw < Tsat [149]. The flow of the condensate film is assumed to be laminar and the fluid
properties are assumed to be constant [150].
The local heat flux q(z) through the film of thickness δ at vertical position z along the
vertical wall of the condenser is functionally represented as

q(z) =

k
(Tsat − Tw ).
δ(z)

(5.3)

The film thickness δ is a function of the vertical position z, and k is the thermal conductivity
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of the condensate. The local heat transfer coefficient hloc is defined by

q(z) = hloc (Tsat − Tw ).

(5.4)

So, putting eqn. 5.4 in eqn. 5.3 it follows that

hloc =

k
.
δ(z)

(5.5)

The film thickness as a function of vertical position in the condenser, δ(z), is derived in
appendix A. Putting this result for δ(z) into eqn. 5.5 gives the local heat transfer coefficient

hloc

"
#1/4
k
∆Hρl (ρl − ρv ) g k 3
=
=
,
δ(z)
4µ (Tsat − Tw ) z

(5.6)

where the parameters are described in table 5.2 with their values given for LN at 77 K.
Integrating this from z = 0 to z = L, the height of the condenser, the mean heat transfer
coefficient is
1
h=
L

Z

0

L

"

∆Hρl (ρl − ρv ) g k 3
hloc dz = 0.943
4µ (Tsat − Tw )L

#1/4

.

(5.7)

Equation 5.7 is in units of W/(K·m2 ) and inserting it into eq. 5.4 the heat flux for a condenser
of height L is found. The wall temperature is Tw = 77 K because the condenser is in thermal
contact with the LN in the TSD, and Tsat is found by correlating the measured N2 pressure
in the TS to its equilibrium temperature. This gives a systematic error of a few % to the
overall calculation because the N2 transport fluid in a TS follows a curve below the normal
equilibrium values, as shown in fig. 5.6. The heat released when the N2 from the evaporator
condenses on the inner wall of the condenser can be determined by multiplying the heat flux
from eqn. 5.4, making the replacement hloc → h from eqn. 5.7, by the total outer surface
area of the condenser.
The power load on the evaporator from the mounted heater is compared to the calcula106

Parameter
∆H
ρl
ρv
g
µ
k

Description
Enthalpy of vaporization
Liquid density
Vapor density
Gravitational acceleration
Viscosity
Thermal conductivity

LN Value & Units @ 77 K
2.00×105 W/(K·m2 )
807.7 kg/m3
4.4 kg/m3
9.8 m/s2
1.63×10−4 N·s/m2
0.15 W/(K·m)

Table 5.2: The parameters used in Nusselt thin film condensation theory for LN at 77 K.

Figure 5.16: Calculated condenser power versus input evaporator power for the TS characterization studies. The data is from three different runs of the TS, with the measured
volume of N2 in standard liters given. The error bars are propagated from the uncertainties
in the height of the condenser and recording the evaporator wall temperature. A few %
systematic error stemming from using the nitrogen equilibrium curve to find the saturation
temperature Tsat from the measured N2 pressure was not propagated into the errors. The
0.83±0.02 W/W slope, which should be >1 to account for imperfect insulation of the thermosyphon components and other heat leaks, as well as the described systematic, and this is
likely from the imperfect nature of Nusselt theory. The vertical offset shows the heat load
on the condenser at zero externally applied power to the evaporator.
tion of the total heat released into the LN from the condenser in fig. 5.16. Accounting for
imperfect superinsulation of the thermosyphon components in the outer vacuum jacket, as
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well as other unidentified minor heat leaks and the systematic error in finding Tsat , slope
of the fit to the data should be > 1, but is 0.83±0.02 W/W slope. This is likely due to the
simple yet powerful description from Nusselt theory. However, the efficiency and success
of the TS cooling system in transporting heat from the detector meters below the LN bath
is attested through this application of condensation theory.

5.4.2

Boiling and Evaporation in the Evaporator

The goal for characterizing the TS evaporator was to understand the dynamics of the boiling
and evaporation of the LN within its volume. Liquid nitrogen boiling curves were compared
to the data the TS deployed with the detector, and the fill fraction of the LN within the
evaporator was found. For a stationary fluid whose gas and liquid phases are in a state
of saturation, evaporation and condensation is a simple random process where the timeaveraged number of molecules leaving the liquid surface and those re-entering the liquid
from the gas are equal. But for a flowing fluid, as fig. 5.17 shows, boiling and evaporation
is a dynamic and complex process with the fluid transitioning through several regimes until
it is fully vapor.
The boiling regimes are graphically described on a curve of the temperature difference
between the boiling fluid and the heat source versus the heat flux from the heat source,
depicted in fig. 5.18. For TS operation the saturated fluid is LN at a temperature Tsat . It is
boiled in a container, the evaporator, with a wall temperature Tw . Heat is supplied from the
container wall to the fluid with a flux q. The peak of the curve at point C in fig. 5.18, labeled
“fully developed nucleate boiling,” is the desirable temperature difference for maximum
heat flux. However, the LUX TS uses nitrogen with a boiling point of 77 K to maintain a
saturated LXe environment with its pressure-dependent boiling point of 170-185 K, which
gives Tw − Tsat ∼ 100 K, so it is not possible to operate the thermosyphons at this optimal
point on the boiling curve.
The LN boiling curve in fig. 5.19 found in [152] was used in the LUX TS characteriza108

Figure 5.17: A simple diagram of the boiling and evaporation of a flowing fluid at low heat
flux. The fluid starts as 100% liquid, absorbs heat from an external source, and proceeds
through the several transitions until it is fully vapor, which can also be described on a curve
of the temperature difference between the boiling fluid and the heat source versus the heat
flux from the heat source. Diagram from [141].
tion study. The heater mounted to the evaporator supplied the input power and a Pt-RTD
measured the wall temperature Tw . Assuming that the nitrogen transport fluid in the thermosyphon was at saturation during operation, the saturation temperature Tsat was found
by correlating from the measured N2 pressure. To mimic the conditions of a TS during
operation, the TS was filled with 20 standard liters of N2. The evaporator temperature was
closely monitored during cooling and when it approached 180 K, or a ∆T ∼ 100 K for a
nitrogen saturation base temperature of 77 K, heat was applied to the evaporator to start
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Figure 5.18: A general boiling curve showing the different boiling regimes. Diagram courtesy of [151].
the evaporation studies. After the temperature and pressure came to equilibrium the heater
was set to a new power output, and new temperature and pressure equilibria were found.
The data collection continues until full ∆T = 0–100 K range was explored. The data and
its comparison to a general LN boiling curve is shown in the top plot of fig. 5.16.
The heat flux to boil the LN in the evaporator was inferred from the range of LNevaporator contact area. It is naive to assume that the LN fills the entire evaporator during
normal operation, and likewise it is incorrect to assume that the LN makes minimal contact
with the evaporator walls, boiling away as soon as it contacts the copper; these extrema
are depicted in the set of blue points in in the top plots in fig. 5.16. Boiling LN transitions
through different regimes as ∆T varies (as shown along the top of fig. 5.18), so it is assumed
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Figure 5.19: Data from LN boiling studies showing the general shape of the curve. Taken
from [152].
that the LN-evaporator contact area varies as the LN passes through these regimes. An
interpolation between the contact extremes are the orange points in the top plot of fig. 5.16,
and the corresponding contact area fraction is shown in the bottom plot.
The state of the LN in the evaporator during the increasing application of a heat is described by proceeding along the data in the bottom plot of fig. 5.20 and using fig. 5.17 and
the diagrams at the top of fig. 5.18 as guides. When ∆T is low the heat transfer from the
evaporator to the LN is through natural convection and LN fills, if not overfills, the evaporator. As ∆T increases with increased application of power, the LN-evaporator contact
area drops as bubbles begin to nucleate and continues to drop as the bubbles grow. The LN
grows increasingly turbulent as the bubbles increase in size and number during saturated
nucleate boiling and so the heat flux where there is LN-evaporator contact must be at its
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Figure 5.20: top: Evaporator data compared to an LN boiling curve (black) showing the
extrema LN-evaporator wall contact areas (blue) and the interpolated heat flux (orange).
bottom: The LN contact area fraction in the evaporator varies with applied power; the full
evaporator given by the red line. LN boiling curve data is from [152].
highest. The drop in the transition boiling regime is very sharp and it was difficult to collect
data there. Film boiling is the next regime, and as shown in the image at the top of fig. 5.18,
this is where the wall temperature is much greater that the liquid boiling point so a thin film
of vapor forms between it and the hot surface. The vapor has very poor thermal conductivity compared to the liquid, so the liquid boils very slowly and inefficiently. Because of
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this there is a very low heat flux from the evaporator to the LN and so it fills the evaporator
entirely with a thin vapor existing between the liquid and wall.

5.4.3

Total Transport Fluid Characterization

During the cryostat cooling test in Summer 2011 it was found that the thermosyphons need
no more than 20 standard liters of N2 to cool the detector safely and slowly. A simple study
was carried out to characterize this low power regime. This was to test the response of a TS
to low power loads on the evaporator with only 25 to 50 standard liters of N2 transport fluid.
This was a variation of the original engineering tests in which a large amount of transport
fluid was used to find the maximum possible TS cooling power by taking the tested configurations beyond their ability to hold temperature and pressure equilibria. These low-power
tests studied TS performance with small amounts of transport fluid.

Figure 5.21: N2 transport fluid tests with a fully deployed thermosyphon during Run02.
The data are fit to the line ∆T = A × Pinput + B with A25 = 0.130±0.002 K/W,
A50 = 0.114±0.002 K/W, B25 = 0.602±0.056 K, and B50 = 0.244±0.072 K.
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Figure 5.21 shows the results of these tests, where the measured temperature difference, relative to the initial zero-power temperature T0 = 77 K, was plotted versus the applied
power. The slopes of the lines fit to the 25 and 50 standard liters data are 0.130±0.002 K/W
and 0.114±0.002 K/W, respectively, and further data would likely populate a family of decreasing slopes for increased transport fluid amounts. This shows that the TS cooling power
is directly proportional to the amount of N2 transport fluid in the TS. Where the engineering tests sought to find the most powerful TS design given the LUX space constraints
(sec. 5.3.3), and the work from LUX 0.1 showed that thermosyphons are indeed a variable
cooling source (sec. 5.2.2), these simple tests demonstrated the fine control capable of a
TS with small amounts of transport fluid at low heat loads. A dedicated experimental setup could explore these features extensively and produce an explicit functional form of TS
performance based on evaporator, condenser, and transport tube dimensions.

5.5

The Deployed LUX Thermosyphon Cooling System

The LUX TS cooling system is comprised of a LN bath shared by four individual thermosyphons whose evaporators are mounted to the cryostat and the detector internals at
different points. Cooling is powered by the boil-off of liquid nitrogen in the 50-L TSD
6.5 m above the LUX cryostat on the deck level above the water tank. The evaporators of
TS1 and TS2 penetrate into the inner vessel and are mounted to the copper gamma shield
and filler-chiller-shield (FCS) to directly cool the internals. The TS3 and TS4 evaporators are mounted to the 1/16-inch thick copper IR shield at diametrically opposite points
(fig. 5.22) to maintain a uniform temperature around the inner vessel. Superinsulation covers the inner vessel to minimize the radiative and gas heat load from the outside world.
The transport tubes are looped pairs of 3/8-inch stainless steel tubing connecting each TS
evaporator and condenser.
TS1 has a large capacity condenser in the TSD, described in sec. 5.3.2, and its evapora-
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tor is attached to the gamma shield at the top of the LUX internal structure via a penetrating thermal connection. Stainless steel bellows are used to account for differential thermal
contraction between the titanium inner vessel and the copper gamma shield. The bellows
mount into the inner vessel from a port at the top of the dome via a custom flange to create
a space that penetrates into the xenon space, shown in fig. 5.23. The custom flange is an
8.00-inch to 5.62-inch zero-length ConFlat reducer with both sealing surfaces facing the
same direction. The 8.00-inch sealing surface was machined flat to 32-63 rms roughness
for use with an all-metal Helicoflex gasket [131] and sealed to the titanium flange at the top

Figure 5.22: The TS3 evaporator is mounted to the copper IR shield, and its mate TS4 is
mounted opposite TS3 to provide a uniform thermal environment around the inner vessel.
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Figure 5.23: The TS1 evaporator mounts to the copper gamma shield via a penetrating
thermal connection from the inner vessel top port. Depicted here is the exterior of a first
version of this connection mounted to the inner vessel top port with the custom zero-length
reducing flange.
of the inner vessel upper dome. The 5.62-inch inner sealing surface is a typical ConFlat
knife edge using an all-metal Helicoflex gasket to seal to the 5.62-inch ConFlat bellows
flange.
The TS1 thermal connection assembly is shown schematically in fig. 5.24 and pictured
in fig. 5.25. The bellows were off-the-shelf 5.62-inch ConFlat stainless steel molded bellows with 0.008-inch wall thickness and a 7.25-inch relaxed length. The rotating flange
and knife edge were removed and the remaining tube was brazed to a machined copper
cylinder 3.3-inches tall by 2.5-inches diameter; this was the thermal connection between
the TS1 evaporator and the gamma shield. A 5/16”-24 blind bore drilled and tapped into
the top face of the thermal connection was how the narrow TS1 evaporator attached to it.
A 3/4”-16 blind bore was drilled and tapped in the bottom face of the cold finger where an
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Figure 5.24: An annotated CAD drawing of the TS1 thermal connection. An off-the-shelf
molded bellow was modified and brazed to a copper cylinder machined with a tapped bolt
hole to mount to the gamma shield. All units are in inches.
aluminum bolt threaded into this bore and was used with a 1/2-inch thick by 4-inch diameter stainless steel disc to compress the cold finger to the gamma shield. Aluminum has
a greater thermal contraction coefficient than copper, shown in fig. 5.26, so over the 5 cm
thickness of the copper gamma shield, the bolt would contract 0.021 cm and the gamma
shield would contract 0.018 cm, maintaining compression of the cold finger against the
gamma shield. The surfaces of the thermal connection and the stainless steel disc each had
a 1/4-inch by 1/8-inch groove machined in them as a guiding path for a readout wire for
the RTD mounted to the cold finger. This allowed for easy connection of that RTD to the
rest of the thermometry cabling since it was installed above the gamma shield and access
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Figure 5.25: The TS1 thermal connection is pictured here with a Pt-RTD mounted to it and
the 3/4”-16 aluminum bolt in place. The bolt fits through a bore at the center of the gamma
shield and is used with a 4-inch diameter by 1/2-inch thick large stainless steel disc to keep
the thermal connection compressed to the gamma shield.
to that area of the inner vessel was restricted once the gamma shield secured in place.
The TS1 evaporator, shown in fig. 5.27, needed a narrower footprint than those for TS2,
T, and TS4 (fig. 5.8) to fit inside the 2.5-inch ID of the bellows. This evaporator is a 1.25inch square by 6-inch tall copper block with a 5/16”-24 tapped bolt hole on its bottom face
to mate to the upward facing copper surface of the TS1 thermal connection. Like the LUX
evaporators, the TS1 evaporator has a 3/8”-inch stainless steel tube brazed into its side,
just above the end of the 5/16”-24 mating bolt hole, for the incoming LN, and a 3/8”-inch
stainless steel tube brazed to the top for the exiting N2. A 3/8”-inch diameter by 2 inch deep
bore in the top of the evaporator holds a 400-W cartridge heater for high power control of
TS1; this is used to warm the detector. A 50-W Kapton film heater is affixed to one side
of the evaporator for low power fine control of TS1. Three RTDs mount to the evaporator
via three 6-32 blind tapped holes: one for high power PID control; and the other two for
the low power fine control and redundancy. Being mounted to the thermal connection at
its bottom face, and not side-mounted like the other evaporators, there was concern that
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Figure 5.26: Thermal contraction coefficients α for copper and aluminum as a function of
temperature shown over the range of cooling the detector from room temperature (300 K)
to LXe temperatures (175 K). At all temperatures αAl > αCu , demonstrating the use of the
aluminum bolt to secure the TS1 thermal connection to the gamma shield.
with this reduced contact area TS1 would not deliver as much cooling power as TS2, TS3
and TS4. The first operations showed that this TS operated sufficiently and is discussed in
sec. 5.6.1.
TS2 is thermally connected internally to the copper FCS through the bottom port of
the inner vessel. The challenge here was to design a flexible thermal connection with
enough conductivity to deliver the needed cooling power from the TS2 evaporator to the
FCS. It has to make reliable thermal contact blindly after the inner vessel is raised into
position and could maintain thermal contact during cooling and throughout detector operations. The FCS hangs from 108-cm long titanium straps that thermally contact 0.12 cm
due to the the 120-K temperature change during cooling. The thermal connection for TS2
mates through the bottom port of the titanium inner vessel and so moves upward with the
thermal contraction of the inner vessel. To allow for differential movement in the two ther-
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Figure 5.27: An annotated CAD drawing of the TS1 evaporator. All units are in inches. It
was designed to fit inside a commercial bellows on a 5.62-inch ConFlat flange and bolt to
the copper cold finger part of the TS1 thermal connection.
mally contracting bodies, braided copper straps were used to flexibly connect a copper and
aluminum interlocking structure to rigidly hold the thermal connection with as much contact area as possible. This is shown schematically in fig. 5.28 and pictorally in figs. 5.29
and 5.30. Six copper braids 1-inch wide and 1/4-inch thick are doubled over and clamped
to the bottom of the FCS with a stainless steel annulus 1/4-inch thick by 6-inch OD and
2.6-inch ID. The other end of these braids are clamped with another stainless steel annulus
1/4-inch thick by 6-inch OD and 4-inch ID to the top of an aluminum piece that contacts the
copper TS2 thermal connection. The aluminum and copper pieces were machined to slip
fit to maintain thermal contact during cooling and warming: the aluminum contracts onto
the copper during cooling and expands into the copper during warming. The copper piece
is brazed to 6-inch diameter stainless steel tube that is welded to a stainless steel ConFlat
flange to seal to the flange at the bottom of the titanium inner vessel with a Helicoflex gasket. The TS2 evaporator is mounted to the exterior of the copper thermal connection and
the heat flow from the FCS and the detector internals is directed through the flexible cop-
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per braids to allow for the thermal contraction of the internals up from the bottom flange,
through the aluminum and copper structure, and out to the TS2 evaporator.

Figure 5.28: An annotated CAD drawing of the TS2 thermal connection. All units are in
inches.
The TS2 evaporator is instrumented with two heaters and three thermometers. A 50-W
Kapton thin film heater is affixed to the evaporator body for low-power fine control of TS2,
as with TS1. A 400-W cartridge heater is mounted to the evaporator for high-power control
of TS2, primarily used to warm the detector. Three Pt-RTDs are mounted to the evaporator
to monitor and control the high and low-power PID loops, with the third for redundancy.
TS1 used the Large condenser in the TSD. This condenser was originally designed to
deliver high-power cooling before it was found that thermosyphons are variable heat transport devices and only a few tens of Watts are needed to cool the detector and maintain LXe
temperatures, far less than the intended hundreds of Watts. The remaining thermosyphons
– TS2, TS3 and TS4 – each use the LUX condenser design described in sec. 5.4. This
condenser delivered up to 250 W of cooling power in the engineering campaign and so is
appropriate for the low power needs of TS3 and TS4, as well as the high power cooling and
low power maintenance needs of TS2.
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Figure 5.29: The mounted aluminum mating fixture for the TS2 thermal connection hangs
from the FCS by copper braids. Twelve are pictured here, but six are used in the final
deployment.

Figure 5.30: The copper thermal feedthrough for TS2 mates to the aluminum fixture and
seals to the inner vessel bottom port, seen at left in the picture.
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The condensers are immersed in LN in the 50-L thermosyphon dewar, as described in
sec. 5.3.2 and shown in cross-section with of all its plumbing in fig. 5.31. There are four
2.75-inch ConFlat ports on the TSD, and three of them are used to for the LN input and
removal plumbing and the nitrogen boil-off exhaust. The fourth 2.75-inch port is used to
bring electrical connections into the inner bell jar of the TSD.

Figure 5.31: An annotated CAD drawing of the plumbed and instrumented TSD. All units
are in inches.
The LN input and removal plumbing is designed for maximal LN transfer into and from
the TSD. Their shepherd’s crook design travels vertically up to the top of the LN space from
the bottom flange, turns over and ends at the bottom of the inner bell jar. This is done for the
LN input so that during normal refills the opening of this plumbing line is immersed in LN
such that the incoming liquid is introduced into liquid, creating a less violent environment
during refills. Up to 50% LN loss was seen during LUX 0.1 operations, and this was
attributed to the input of LN at the top that TSD where liquid was entrained by the exiting
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vapor. The shepherd’s crook design for the LN removal plumbing was implemented to keep
the line free of liquid during ordinary LUX operations and to reach as close to the bottom
of the inner bell jar for maximal LN removal when used. The N2 exhaust is designed to run
open to atmospheric pressure with two valves for use for LN removal. A normally closed
valve on the exhaust plumbing is for a N2 line. For immediate LN removal the exhaust
valve is closed, the cryogenic valve for LN removal is opened, and the N2 feed valve is
opened. Nitrogen from an external pressurized cylinder fills the TSD and pushed the LN
out through the removal plumbing into a cryogenic container. A simple pressure gauge on
the exhaust line is used to visually monitor the TSD pressure during LN removal.
The TSD is instrumented with a parallel wire capacitor liquid level meter and an AMI
liquid level meter and controller. The wiring for the liquid level meter is fed out through the
fourth 2.75-inch ConFlat port on the TSD. The LN in the TSD acts as a dielectric between
the parallel wires, and as it boils away the capacitance between them reduced. The AMI
liquid level meter, shown in schematic in fig. 5.32, is mounted to the inner bell jar flange
through one of the eight 1.33-inch ConFlat ports around the central TS1 condenser. This is
also a capacitance-based level meter, but instead of two parallel wires in a tube it measures
the capacitance of one tube against the TSD inner bell jar and so the precise additional
capacitance of its readout wiring must be known for accurate liquid level measurement
[153]. The AMI meter connects to an external controller where the refill low and high
levels are programmed and is read out by the LUX Slow Control into its database.
Four of the eight 1.33-inch ConFlat ports surrounding TS1 condenser are used for four
TS condensers: three for TS2, TS3 and TS4, and the fourth to a charcoal cryopump installed
in the vacuum space to allow for the powering off of the outer vacuum turbo pump and
backing scroll pump during normal operations. This provides some protection for the outer
vacuum during power outages.
The fully instrumented TS cooling system sits above the breakouts for the outer vessel
thermometry and circulation plumbing on the deck at the Level 1 of the Davis Campus.
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Figure 5.32: The AMI liquid level meter for monitoring LN refilling in the TSD is controlled by an external unit that reads into Slow Control. LUX ordered a model with a
25.34-inch overall length. Provided by [153]

Its four sets of looped transport tubes runs through 8.00-inch ConFlat conduits 6.5 m down

to the cryostat sitting in the middle of the water tank. The Slow Control system is used

to interface with it: to adjust N2 transport fluid amounts in each cooling loop and to set
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temperature set points and heater outputs on the four evaporators. It has demonstrated
its capabilities in the runs of the detector, two on the surface and one underground. The
performance of the TS system is described in the next section.

5.6

LUX Thermosyphon Operations

The LUX detector was cooled to LXe temperatures (170-185 K) twice during Surface Laboratory operations in 2011 and 2012; these are Runs 01 and 02, respectively. The detector
was moved underground in July 2012 to the Davis Campus at the 4850’ Level of SURF
and beginning the following spring was operated for 110 days for the first WIMP hunt; this
is Run03. This section discusses the heat loads and TS performance during each of these
runs.

5.6.1

Run01: Cooling System and Cryostat Test

Run01 of the LUX detector was carried out from May to July 2011 in the Surface Laboratory. It was a cooling system trial run and test of full detector deployment into the empty
surface water tank. Only twenty total PMTs were installed in the top and bottom arrays, ten
each, and the Gas Handling System was not yet fully operational. Argon gas was used as a
thermal transfer medium for detector cooling and was doped with nitrogen to enhance scintillation production when testing the installed PMTs. The cryostat was cooled, stabilized at
175 K for a week, and then warmed to 293 K.
Any use of the TS system must begin with filling the TSD and calibrating the parallelwire liquid level meter. The vertical geometry of this level meter allows for a simple conversion of the capacitance reading to liquid height because the capacitance is proportional
to the permittivity 0 and to the height L. A partially filled level meter acts as two capacitors in parallel with two different relative permittivities L and G , where L and G stand for
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liquid and gas, respectively. The total measurement of the level meter is then given by

Cmeas. = Ck wire × [L × x + G × (1 − x)],

(5.8)

where x ∈ (0, 1) is the fill fraction of the level meter. Figure 5.33 shows a trace of the level
meter readout as the TSD fills, with the points marked where the TSD is empty, is empty but
full of cold nitrogen gas before LN starts to fill it, and then when it is full of LN. The TSD
level meter and exhaust plumbing is 18-inches tall, and with the linear calibration gives
the capacitance values for the TS condensers height, 6.5 inches, which is the minimum
allowable LN level during normal operations, and the capacitance value of a full TSD.

Figure 5.33: An annotated Slow Control plot of the TSD filling with LN showing the warm
and empty, cold without LN, and full of LN points.
Great care was taken during the first cooling of the cryostat to avoid dangerous temperature differentials across the thickness and height of the PTFE and HDPE panels as
described briefly in sec. 5.4.3. 11-L of transport fluid was input into TS1 and TS2, cooling the detector at a rate of 0.3 K/hr and 0.4 K/hr, respectively. This careful cooling of the
detector successfully avoided 5 and 10 K temperature differentials across the thickness and
height of the plastic panels, as shown in fig. 5.34. After a few days of stable cooling at this
low rate the cooling power in both TS1 and TS2 were increased to bring the average cooling
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rate up to 1 K/hr. Thermometers throughout the detector were closely monitored for any
runaway cooling behavior, especially those in the plastic panels, and none was observed.

Figure 5.34: The temperature of the plastic panels during Run01 cooling stayed within the
allowed maximum differentials of 5 K across the thickness of a panel and 10 K down the
heights of a panel. The initial cooling rate was 0.3–0.4 K/hr, and was increased to 1 K/hr
for the duration of the cooling once the panels were seen to be cooling safely. Plot courtesy
of R. Gaitskell.
When the detector internals reached 175 K, the transport fluid was adjusted to decrease
the cooling rate to nearly zero and the PID control heaters for TS1 and TS2 stabilized the
evaporator temperatures. It was discovered that the heaters affixed to the evaporators were
not matched appropriately to the PID control units and delivered only a 10 W maximum
each, instead of the planned 50 W each. Figure 5.35 shows the temperature stability provided by the PID heaters. The TS2 evaporator temperature, the red line, showed stabilization at three different temperatures with 5–10 W controlled heating by changing the PID
loop temperature set point. The low output from the control heaters balanced the nearly
negligible cooling power delivered by the thermosyphons, exemplifying the strength and
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Figure 5.35: LUX TS1 and 2 stable temperatures during Run01. Adjusting the set point
of the PID loops for the two evaporator heaters allowed for a range of stable evaporator
temperatures.
accuracy of the employed cooling system.
After stable operations were established and tested, the detector was warmed to room
temperature; the warming profile of the center of one of the HDPE panels is shown in
fig. 5.36. The transport fluid was removed from both TS1 and TS2 to turn off their cooling
and the heaters were used to supply warming up the evaporators and thus the detector
internals. The low-power heater on TS2 was first used to deliver 10 W, and later the highpower heaters were used to deliver an additional 40 W of power each, for a total of 80 W.
This was delivered in steps and the detector internal temperatures were closely monitored
for any swings in temperature, especially in the plastic panels as temperature differentials
across their height and thickness would be just as disastrous during warm-up as they would
have been during cooling.
The success of Run01 can be described in several ways. The LUX detector was deployed for the first time and many lessons were learned about that process. The wiring,
cabling, and readout for temperature and pressure measurement, as well as for the two
deployed PMT sextants were tested, and errors or discrepancies were found and fixed for
future full dual-phase operations. For the focus of this thesis, Run01 successfully demon129

Figure 5.36: At the end of Run01 the LUX detector was warmed over the course of nine
days by turning off the thermosyphons and applying heat to the internals with the highpower heaters on the TS1 and TS2 evaporators.
strated the effectiveness of the TS cooling system and the design found via the engineering
campaign described in sec. 5.3.3. Compact stainless steel condensers connected via meters
of looped stainless steel transport tubing to compact copper evaporators transported heat
from the detector to cool the nearly ton of material in the LUX detector to LXe temperatures, 170-185 K. Heaters stabilized the finely-controlled low cooling power to keep the
detector in that temperature range to within 0.1 K. High-powered heaters warmed the detector back to room temperature, all without introducing destructive temperature gradients
in the plastic panels. In Run02 the thermosyphons successfully handled larger heat loads
from LXe condensation and circulation with imperfect heat exchange, discussed next.

5.6.2

Run02: First Dual-Phase Operations

Run02 of the detector ran from August 2011 to February 2012. It began after the installation
of the remaining 102 PMTs for a full dual-phase xenon run of the detector using external
source deployment via the source tubes to study the detector response of the 300-kg LXe
active region. Cooling began at the end of October 2011 and internal circulation checkouts
found a loose fitting, shown in fig. 5.37, that decreased the effectiveness of circulation for
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purity. An unintended consequence of this loose fitting was that the cooling system was
shown to be capable of handling heat loads greater than those planned for ideal operating
conditions. By January 2012 the purity was recognized as a roadblock to probing the lower
energy response of the detector so

222

Rn was used as an MeV alpha source to stand out

against the strong backgrounds from surface operations. This injection of

222

Rn into the

detector brought up a concern of decay daughters plating onto the grids and PTFE reflector
walls; the characterization of these radon-related backgrounds is the topic of chapter 6. This
section reviews the cooling and warmup, with comparisons to Run01, and looks at how the
cooling system handled the effective removal of the heat exchanger from the circulation
path and provided sufficient cooling power to operate alternative circulation paths.
Cooling began on October 30, and during 24-hr shifts over the following days the cool-

Figure 5.37: The loose internal circulation fitting during Run02 was a thermometer wiring
feedthrough on the stainless steel plumbing line leading to the condenser volume of the
internal two-phase heat exchanger.
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ing of the detector was closely monitored and the N2 was adjusted to maintain a rate of
1 K/hr. The TS1 and TS2 evaporators reached 155 K on November 3 and their cooling
powers were decreased while the detector internals caught up, achieving 175 K by November 7. At this point the low-power control heaters established stable running of the detector
for LXe condensation.
This was the first condensing of xenon in the LUX detector. Experience from LUX 0.1
taught that great care must be taken to ensure that all the detector internals are at LXe
temperature before starting condensation. The detector internals, especially the plastic
panels, lagged in temperature behind the FCS and gamma shield as they were directly
coupled to TS1 and TS2. After patiently waiting for all internal thermometers to read
within the 170-185 K range, condensation was carried out and completed before the 2012
holidays, so the detector was kept in a stable mode until personnel returned in the new
year. The pressure stability of the xenon gas above the LXe was O(10−3 ), as shown in
fig. 5.38. This level of pressure stability is important for consistent S2 production in the
electroluminescence region [154].
Once operations restarted, circulation began. The loose fitting diagnosis was confirmed
and determined to be in the internal plumbing right before the internal heat exchanger condenser. The importance of the internal heat exchanger is described in chapter 3, and without
it the cryostat would experience a 490-W heat load from circulation the xenon at the design goal of 50 slpm. The LUX 0.1 program saw > 95% efficiency in its heat exchanger
at 42 slpm, and this was needed for economic operations underground. Without being directed through the heat exchanger, the purified xenon returning from the getter condensed
throughout the detector on the cold internals, mixing with the “dirty” xenon throughout
the detector before exiting through the weir and heat exchanger evaporator. It was difficult
to achieve the desired purity for maximum electron drift through the active LXe volume.
Later in the run, the alternate path of removing LXe directly out of the cryostat was accomplished via the liquid recovery line (LRL). This part of the internal plumbing avoids
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Figure 5.38: Run02 pressure stability during a the 2011 holidays, with an average pressure
µP = 1665 Torr, and xenon pressure variation of O(10−3 ). This pressure stability is needed
for S2 production during WIMP hunting [154].
the heat exchanger and is open to the bottom of the inner vessel, connecting to the normal
circulation path outside the water tank at the instrumentation breakout care. The TS system excellently handled the extra heat load of LXe circulation with no heat exchange. The
LRL use also had an unexpected affect on the LXe flow path throughout the detector and
is discussed in chapter 6 as it pertains to the radon-related backgrounds.
The Run02 circulation and associated heat loads are shown in fig. 5.39. Total circulation
rates of 22–35 slpm were achieved with the two parallel MFCs on the Gas Handling System,
and the low-power control heaters provided temperature stability. These circulations rates
should have produced heat loads between 200–340 W on the cooling system. The LN
liquid level in the TSD showed the sawtooth refill and consumption pattern in third plot of
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Figure 5.39: From the left: Circulation rate, TS heater output, TSD LN level, and heat load
on the LN during Run02. The TSD LN refill rate was ∼1/day, but during liquid recovery
line circulation Feb 1-10, 2012 the refill rate rose to > 6/day. This corresponded to a nearly
four-fold increase in the heat load on the LN in the TSD from 68 to 250 W.
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fig. 5.39, and was converted to the heat load on the LN in the TSD in the fourth plot. A
steady heat load of 68 W was seen from the xenon circulation until LRL circulation began,
at which point the circulation heat load rose to 250 W. A quantitative analysis of the TS
performance during Run02 follows.
These heat loads on the LN in the TSD LN cause its boil-off: the control heaters; the
ambient load on the TSD; the load from circulation; and parasitic loads on the detector
cryostat:
PLN = PHV 01 + PHV 06 + PT SD + Pcirc + Pdetector .

(5.9)

PHV 01 and PHV 06 are the power outputs of the PID heaters on TS1 and TS2, respectively;
PT SD is the ambient heat load on the TSD; Pcirc is the heat load from circulation; and
Pdetector is the heat load from maintaining the detector at 175 K and accounts for any unknown heat sources on the cryostat. The goal is to find Pcirc and Pdetector . The latter is found
by allowing the detector to come to temperature equilibrium with zero LXe circulation.
PT SD is measured by leaving the TSD alone with the thermosyphons off for several hours
after initially filling it, and for Run02 was 19 W. Figure 5.39 shows that PHV 01 + PHV 06
was 16 W. The spikes in the HV01 readout are from TS1 N2 adjustments to modify the
cooling power and the PID heater reacted accordingly. PLN , shown in the bottom plot of
from fig. 5.39, was 58 W for the compromised normal circulation path, and was 250 W for
LRL circulation. A stable, circulation-free period during Run02 showed Pdetector = 33 W,
so following from solving for Pcirc in eqn. 5.9, the circulation heat loads were nearly 0 W
for the compromised circulation path and 198 W for LRL circulation, well within the 1-kW
cooling capabilities of the LUX TS system.
Despite issues with the internal circulation that led to suboptimal heat exchange, the
cooling system performed well during Run02. The LUX detector was fully instrumented
and deployed, xenon was filled and condensed, and it was circulated to achieve high purity electron drift with > 95% heat exchange despite no directed path through the intended
heat exchanger. High purity was not reached, so an alternate circulation path that increased
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the heat load on the cooling system four-fold was used to explore LXe purity, and the
thermosyphons demonstrated the ability to maintain stable LXe temperatures while compensating for the increased heat load.

5.6.3

Run03: First WIMP Hunt

The loose internal circulation fitting was tightened and new anode and cathode grids were
installed before moving underground in July 2012 for Run03. Deployment into the larger
water tank and building up the support infrastructure took the remainder of 2012 and continued into 2013. The cryostat was cooled and xenon was condensed for a WIMP hunt
starting in April 2013. Figure 5.40 shows the 25-slpm xenon circulation through the heat
exchanger and stable temperatures for nearly four months, with a summed output of the
control heaters of PHV 01 + PHV 06 = 16 W. The ambient load on the TSD was 11 W for
Run03 from improved superinsulation wrapping of the TSD inner bell jar flange and interconnections, and Pdetector was 31 W. The total heat load PLN throughout Run03 was 65 W,
giving a circulation heat load Pcirc = 6 W. The total Run03 circulation of 25 slpm would
give an equivalent 225 W heat load, so the heat exchanger was again >95% efficient.

5.7

Summarizing Thermosyphons

The LUX goal to design and deploy an economical and passive cooling system was achieved
with thermosyphons, and a homemade prototype demonstrated the simplicity of the cooling
technology. Refinement of the control instrumentation, both the PID loops and the manifold
using solenoid-actuated valves, provided the tools to engineer the optimal thermosyphon
design: a looped 3/8-inch, 6.5-m long stainless transport tubing to move nitrogen between
a compact stainless steel condenser and a copper evaporator. This provided maximal cooling power to the cryostat with tight constraints on the physical space. Four thermosyphons
using these basic design parameters were mounted to the LUX detector and internals: two
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Figure 5.40: From the left: Circulation rate, TS heater output, and representative detector
temperatures during Run03. The detector achieved stable operations rapidly and they were
maintained for the first LUX WIMP hunt.

penetrated into the inner vessel to directly cool the detector internal structure and the other
two were connected to an infrared shield surrounding the inner vessel. The engineering
campaign developed a loop design that separated the downward flowing LN from the upward flowing N2 so no gas entrained liquid from the walls. This allowed for cooling powers
to exceed 50 W, the observed single-tube maximum, up to 250 W, the extent of the testing
parameter and enough to cool and operate the LUX detector stably.
A fifth TS evaporator was deployed during Run02 to characterize the as-built configuration. This was used to explore the boiling in the evaporator and to compare the heat
released from the condensers to Nusselt theory of condensation. Maintaining a temperature in the range of 170-180 K for LXe with a 77-K cryogen leads to film boiling in the
evaporator with a ∆T ∼100 K between the cryogen and the heat source. From this it was
inferred that the evaporator was “filled” with LN where a thin film of vapor existed between the boiling condensate and the evaporator wall. The heat released by the condenser
was calculated using Nusselt theory and was compared to the heat load delivered to the
evaporator with a 0.83±0.02 W/W correspondence between the two powers for three different amounts of transport fluid, showing that the LN condensation in the TS loop can be
accurately described. Finally, low-power examination of the TS performance showed that
greater amounts of transport fluid indeed deliver greater cooling power.
The TS system allowed for stable and simple operation of the detector for the first
WIMP hunt through spring and summer 2013. Several power outages and an early October
2013 snowstorm in the Black Hills tested the cooling system’s ability to maintain a stable
175-K environment. 110 days of operation and data taking produced 85 live-days of WIMP
data that went into the analysis and first LUX result discussed in chapter 7.
The greatest success of this work did not only involve the deployed LUX detector. A
multi-armed system was designed and implemented at Case Western Reserve University
for use with the krypton-removal system that brought the 130 ppb krypton levels in the
purchased xenon to 3.5 ppt of nat Kr, a long-lived beta background [128]. The new system
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separates the vacuum jackets of the TSD and the systems cooled with it, making it easier to deploy many cooling loops during active laboratory work without having to empty
the TSD and interrupting other experimental work for changeovers. The liquid nitrogen
thermosyphon can be easily implemented for any cryogenic system needing stable ≥ 77 K
temperatures for large masses meters from the cooling source, with systems being developed for the MAJORANA and nEXO double beta decay experiments.
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Chapter 6
Radon-Related Backgrounds in LUX
”L’expression de l’émanation du radium est fort incommodé”, (the expression of radium emanation is very awkward)
- Sir William Ramsay and Robert Whytlaw-Gray, who characterized radon in 1910

The analysis of radon backgrounds during the surface engineering run at SURF from
November 2011 to February 2012 and during the first underground WIMP hunt from April
to August 2013 is discussed here. Present in the air at concentrations of 1-100 Bq m−3 ,
radon-222 is a notorious background for detectors conducting rare event searches. There
was no emanation program to screen materials for radon, and during construction of LUX
there was no explicit radon mitigation effort beyond working in a clean room and overnight
storage under a blanket of nitrogen boil-off. Pictured in fig. 6.1,
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Rn is produced in the

tail of the uranium-238 decay chain, and includes alpha and beta decays before stopping
at stable lead-206. The alphas are not a background that directly impact a WIMP hunt as
they are > 4 MeV, far outside the WIMP hunt window of 5-25 keVnr , but they can lead
to backgrounds from the recoiling daughter nucleus. The betas impact the WIMP hunt
directly as they contribute to the total electron recoil background and are difficult to isolate
from other backgrounds to characterize separately. The energetic alphas, which are some of
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the largest events in the data, are easily isolated and so can be used as tracers and indicators
of the beta events they bookend. The three important backgrounds from the radon chain
discussed here are the betas from the 214 Pb decay spectrum; neutrons from alpha captures
on fluorine sourced from the decay of 210 Po plated onto the PTFE reflector walls; and 206 Pb
nuclear recoils from the 210 Po decays.

Figure 6.1: The lower end of the 238 U decay chain is a concern in low-background detectors. The alphas in this decay chain are used as indicators of the backgrounds that impact
the LUX WIMP hunt. The colored circles match those used in later Run02-related plots.
This chapter begins with a general discussion of backgrounds to present the importance
of characterizing them for rare event low-energy searches. Then the data quality issues in
LUX are addressed to motivate the use of

222

Rn injected into the detector to calibrate its

energy and position reconstruction response during engineering operations in the SURF
Surface Laboratory where gamma, muon, and beta backgrounds were more active than
they would be underground. However, this injection precluded the possibility of learning
more about radon deposition during construction and introduced backgrounds that could
have impacted the WIMP hunt. The measured activity of the progeny from the radon chain
injection was not in complete equilibrium with the 3.82-day 222 Rn half-life, and studying
the LXe motion throughout the detector suggested convection exists during circulation for
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purification. The first underground WIMP hunt took place about 500 days after the 222 Rn
injection. This is enough time for all of the fast radon chain progeny to decay away, leaving
behind long-lived

210

Pb and its progeny. The four alphas from the radon chain as well

as two alphas from the thorium-232 decay chain were observed in the underground data
suggesting an internal radon source. The activities of these observed alphas during the first
underground WIMP hunt were measured and used in the first LUX WIMP result.

6.1

Backgrounds in the LUX Detector

The low background design of the LUX experiment was intended to mitigate natural and introduced low-energy interactions that could mimic WIMP events during the 300-day WIMP
hunt [64]. Operating the detector at the Davis Campus of the 4850’ Level of SURF shields
against comic radiation, especially high energy muons that scintillate along their entire path
through the active region and thus blind the PMTs from anything else during their passage
[99]. Placing the detector in the water tank shields against neutrons produced in the rock
walls of the mine. The detector was constructed from screened materials and assembled in
a clean room to lessen radioactivity that could hide or mimic WIMP signals. Irreducible
backgrounds are the lowest achievable level of intrinsic radioactivity, and so characterizing
these, as well as any accidentally or purposely introduced radioactivity, is vital for the LUX
WIMP hunt.
These backgrounds are two-fold: neutrons that populate the nuclear recoil (NR) band
in the WIMP window; and electron recoils (ERs) that leak into the NR band. Much work
has been done to measure and simulate the ER background spectrum. The primary contributors are activated xenon lines (127 Xe, 129m Xe, and 133 Xe), irreducible gamma sources,
and untagged betas from 222 Rn progeny [155, 156]. Proper modeling of the expected ER
background informs the interpretation of its Gaussian tail into the 5-25 keVnr WIMP window. The neutron background, with its featureless energy spectrum, potentially has the
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greatest impact on the WIMP hunt because they also recoil on xenon nuclei. External
backgrounds are mitigated with water tank deployment, but the water tank does nothing to
screen internally-produced neutrons, which can only be removed from data if they scatter
twice or more in the active region. The primary sources of internal neutrons are the PMTs,
and assays of their neutron output give a rate of 1.2 n/PMT/year, or less than 0.4 singlescatter neutron events in 300 days [121]. Any other internal neutron backgrounds must be
sub-dominant to this rate, and neutrons from alpha captures on fluorine, F(α,n), from the
decay of 210 Po plated onto the PTFE walls were studied to determine their contribution to
the total single-scatter neutron rate.

6.2

Radon Calibration Injection in Run02

For the first full LXeTPC run with all 122 PMTs, carried out in the Surface Laboratory
of SURF, the detector was deployed in a 3-m diameter by 5-m tall water tank to attenuate
backgrounds that were enhanced by the 1.6-km elevation of Lead, SD. The flux of external gamma radiation was reduced from 10 kHz to 100 Hz, the cosmic-ray-induced neutron
background was reduced from 240 Hz to 10 Hz, but the measured 108.8±0.3 Hz muon
background was not affected by the water tank [133]. A goal of Run02 was to achieve
high purity for electron drift through the LXe to test the detector’s TPC capabilities. The
moderate success of this goal, coupled with imperfect data acquisition configurations that
are discussed here, led to the use of 222 Rn for high energy calibration in Run02, one whose
pulses would stand out against the heightened background from surface operations. Alpha
particles, with Q-values > 4 MeV, have S1 pulses large enough to be seen above the background. Alpha S2 pulses were less readily visible because of their low charge yield, and
were further attenuated by electron loss in drifting through the dirty LXe.

222

Rn, with its

four alpha-emitting progeny pictured in fig. 6.1, was injected into the circulation stream to
be used as a suitably energetic internal calibration source.
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6.2.1

Detector Operating Conditions and Data Quality

LXe purity is needed to reduce the exponential loss of electrons in the active region due
to capture on impurities in the LXe as they drift to the S2 region. The electron-loss time
constant τ is determined by fitting data to the formula S2(∆t) = S2e−∆t/τ , where S2 is the
loss-free S2 signal, and ∆t is the drift time. During Run02 the circulation of LXe through
a getter to purify it of any impurities from storage, outgassing of internal plastic parts, or
from deposition on the internal surfaces during construction met moderate success. The
design goal was to circulate at a rate of 50 slpm through a specific internal plumbing path
to direct the purified xenon through the internal two-phase heat exchanger HX2. This path
would introduce clean LXe into the active region from the bottom of the volume and remove
it via a weir at the LXe surface. However, small fittings on the vacuum space gas-phase
heat exchanger HX1 constricted the circulation flow and stable circulation > 35 slpm was
not possible. Furthermore, a loose fitting in the internal plumbing before HX2 (fig. 5.37)
short-circuited the internal path so newly purified xenon condensed on the 175 K internal
structures instead of in HX2 and mixed with dirty xenon throughout the detector before
flowing into the active region. This problem made achieving high purity difficult. A maximum drift length of only 204 µs was attained, which corresponds to 25 cm at the Run02
62-V/cm drift field, half the drift height of the active region.
An S1-only analysis was carried out and no explicit position reconstruction was used
for this work. The PMTs were operated at lower gains to avoid saturating them with the
high rate of background, particularly from frequent muons, while operating at the surface.
The data acquisition system (DAQ), described in [139], was run at various unoptimized
settings, furthering the need for large, easily-identifiable calibration sources. Lowering
the PMT bias lowers the photoelectron gain, so the PMT channel output to the DAQ was
smaller than for PMTs biased to 4×106 full gain. The lowered PMT gains combined with
a paired channel triggering threshold in the DAQ to further contribute to poor data quality
during Run02. The data channels are recorded in pairs because the Struck memory modules
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Figure 6.2: Light and electron yield for ER (diamonds), NR (squares), and alpha interactions (circles). Note the very small charge yield (filled circles) for alphas across all applied
fields. This combined with suboptimal detector operations and data acquisition configurations to produce very small alpha S2 pulses during Run02. Taken from [157].
are organized by pairs. When one channel goes above threshold both channels in that pair
are recorded despite the size of the signal in the second channel. The PMTs were biased to
ns
conversion of the
105 gain for the data used in this work, which corresponds to a 0.4 mV
phe

PMT output in photoelectrons. The threshold in Run02 was 1.5 mV for the earlier datasets
used in this work, and was reduced to 1.0 mV for the later datasets, which correspond to
pulse heights thresholds of 3.75 and 2.5 phe/ns, respectively, for the paired channel data
recording. Real signals are below these thresholds, as with low-charge-yield alpha interactions, shown with the solid red circles in fig. 6.2. This effect is nonlinear and distorts the
collected S2 signals, affecting drift measurements. In the low purity condition of the detector these fewer electrons were captured by impurities and produced even smaller S2 pulses
than what is expected for alphas. The paired-channel thresholds ignored smaller S2 pulses,
so that when explicitly requiring the pairing of S1 pulses with S2 pulses, the number of
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alpha events was quite low. This is elucidated further in the next section.

6.2.2

Alpha Identification and Data Correction

Forty datasets from January 12 to February 13, 2012 were analyzed, comprising a total of
9 livetime hours, with at least one dataset for each day after the radon injection on January
10. The five grids, in order from the bottom of the active region to the top as described in
sec. 3.3.1, were set to the following voltages: (B C G A T) = (1.0, -4.0, -1.25, +4.0, -1.0) kV,
giving a drift field of 62 V/cm and a 6.0 kV/cm extraction fields for S2 production. For
days when S1+S2 data was not taken, S1-only data taken with the grids off and grounded
was used in this work.
Reduced Quantity
Pulse Area (phe)
Prompt Fraction (unitless)
Exponential Fit Tau (ns)

S1 Values
Low
High
1e4
8e4
0.295 none used
28
35

S2 Values
Low
High
2e2
2e7
1e-1 none used
2e2 none used

Table 6.1: Cuts made on the background data to isolate alpha events.

Alpha events, whose S1 events form an isolated population when plotting their reduced
quantities versus their integrated pulse areas, were cut from the rest of the background data
using the data cuts listed in table 6.1. S1 pulses were paired with at least one S2 pulse per
event so that the coincident 214 Bi-Po beta-alpha decays, which are two subsequent decays
with an average lifetime smaller than a DAQ trigger window, would be selected in the cuts
because of their two S2 pulses per event. With a valid S2 pulse in every alpha event (x, y, z)
reconstruction could be carried out. Figure 6.3 shows how the the low xenon purity and
DAQ configuration led to the loss of many S2 pulses. Because of this problem S2 pairing
was not required and only the S1 pulses that passed the alpha cuts were used in this work,
so (x, y, z) effects could not be correlated.
With the loss of the z position measurement, the top-bottom-asymmetry (TBA) was
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Figure 6.3: Comparing the spectra for S1-only and S1+S2-paired data shows how the poor
purity in Run02 reduced the S2 pulses. This drove the choice of an S1-only analysis for the
Run02 Rn campaign.
used as a proxy for depth for each event. TBA is the ratio of the difference of light collected
by the top and bottom PMT arrays to the total light collected by both arrays:

T BA =

top − bottom
,
top + bottom

(6.1)

where top is the sum of the light collected in the top PMT array and bottom is the sum of
light collected in the bottom PMT array. The large amount of light produced in an alpha
interaction is generally distributed throughout the PMT arrays, so light from S1 pulses
collected by more of the top array implies that those events occurred closer to the top array,
and likewise for events near the bottom of the active region being collected by PMTs in the
bottom array. Hence, the TBA will approach 1 as events approach the top array, and -1 as
events approach the bottom array. These extreme values of TBA would be valid for, say, a
single phase detector with cylindrical geometry, but the two-phase operation of LUX leads
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to a majority of the S1 light reflected from the gas-liquid interface and being collected by
the bottom array. The roughly 80:20 division between the two PMT arrays explains why
all of the TBA values are negative, shown in fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4: left: Plotting S1 pulse area against top-bottom-asymmetry shows a correlation
between more negative TBA and larger pulse areas, implying depth-dependent light collection in the LUX detector during Run02. The most energetic band of events was isolated
and fit to flatten the data to give uniform S1 response. right: This flattened data was binned
into a histogram for use in this work.
Figure 6.4 shows the depth-dependent light collection for an example dataset of the
Run02 alpha data. The most energetic band was isolated from the other two and fit with
P
a third-order polynomial 3i=0 ai xi to obtain a nearly depth-independent measure of the

S1 pulse area, as follows. The fit parameters were used to flatten all the data for uniform
S1 response by dividing the data by the fit line and multiplying it again by the average S1
pulse area of the most energetic band. The corrected data was binned into histograms to
identify isotopes, measure their activities, and to study trends therein. They were identified
as the three fast radon chain alphas by comparing the relative ratios of the mean pulse area
for each band to the known relative ratios of Q-values for those alphas, shown in fig. 6.5.
The alignment of the measurements to the known values verifies that this data represents
the radon chain fast alphas.
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Figure 6.5: The relative ratios of the measured peak means from the corrected Run02 data
compared to the relative ratios of the three fast radon chain alphas.

6.2.3

222

Rn Chain Activity

The three corrected bands were binned and fit with a sum of three gaussians:

N (x; ai , µi , σi ) =

3
X
i=1



(x − µi )2
ai exp
.
2σi2

(6.2)

The means µi were used to identify the events as radon chain alpha decays as previously
described. The amplitude scaling factors ai were used to find the total count of events in
each band bi for each dataset as
b i = ai
where

√

√

2πσi ,

(6.3)

2πσi is the Gaussian normalization factor. Activities were calculated from the

isotope event counts by dividing them by the livetime of each dataset, and are presented in
the top panel of fig. 6.6. The data is nearly stable throughout Run02, and the isotope identification technique used here worked well with the 222 Rn/218 Po ratio, but the 218 Po/214 Po
ratio is consistently off by one-sigma. The

214

throughout Run02 and is discussed next.
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Po population exhibited interesting trends

Figure 6.6: top: Activity profile for the three 238 U daughter isotopes in the Run02 data after
the 222 Rn injection. The four lines are the exponential decay of 222 Rn and show that the
daughter isotopes, 218 Po and 214 Po, are in step with the 3.82-day half-life decay of 222 Rn.
Detector condition changes are marked by the colored vertical lines and labeled as such.
Most noticeable is the bimodal nature of the 214 Po rate. bottom: The LXe temperature and
flow rate profiles during the 222 Rn campaign. There is a correlation with changes in flow
and circulation path with the changes in the 214 Po bimodal activity.
The in-step decay of all three populations is further evidence that these are the first
three alpha decays of the radon chain. The four colored lines overlain on the data in the top
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panel of fig. 6.6 are the exponential decay (Γ(t) = Γ0 exp −t/τ ) of 222 Rn with a 3.82-day
half-life, but with different initial activities Γ0 for each isotope, two of which are for the
two modes of the 214 Po decays. These were plotted to guide the eye to show how the alpha
emitting daughters were decaying along with 222 Rn, assuming that the injection is the sole
source of alpha events. If there was another source of these alpha daughters, beyond the
injection, then the decays trends would bend to lower rates. It is expected, however, that the
decays would be in equilibrium, and the absence of this led to an understanding of the LXe
movement in and out of the active region. The most striking feature of this measurement is
the bimodal structure of the 214 Po activity that also decays in-step with the 222 Rn half-life.
Investigations of the

214

Po bimodal activity, referred to as “lower mode” and “higher

mode,” showed correlations with the LXe flow rate and temperature, the bottom panel of
fig. 6.6, as well as the circulation path of xenon into and out of the active region. The
214

Po activity was in the lower mode when the intended circulation path through the active

region was used. The jumps between the two modes are correlated with changes in the LXe
circulation flow rate and path. In the flow rate profile of fig. 6.6 both positive and negative
changes in flow rate match jumps up to the higher mode, but then the activity returns to the
lower mode by the next day. The two consecutive days of high mode on January 17 and 18
are best explained by the large decrease and subsequent slight increase in the circulation
on those two days. The flow rate changes on January 26-28 can also be seen to affect the
214

Po activity as it appears to be falling from the higher mode to the lower mode over the

course of those three days. The activity then moves to the higher mode at the start of liquid
recovery line (LRL) circulation (see sec. 5.6.2), shown in fig. 6.6.

6.2.4

222

Rn Progeny Non-Equilibria

Modeling the 222 Rn decay chain can help illuminate the issue with the bimodal structure of
the

214

Po activity as well as the non-equilibrium of the
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218

Po activity. The activity of the

Figure 6.7: A model of the activities per atom of 222 Rn for the alpha emissions in the decay
chain through to 214 Po alpha decay.
initial isotope is given by
dN222 Rn
N222 Rn
=−
,
dt
τ222 Rn
as the one-time injection of

222

(6.4)

Rn is reduced only through its decay. The activity of the

daughter isotopes are
dNdaughter
Nparent Ndaughter
=
−
.
dt
τparent
τdaughter

(6.5)

The parents and daughters are the respective alpha-emitting isotopes after 222 Rn in fig. 6.1
and Nisotope is the time-dependent number of particles that decays exponentially, given by
Nisotope = N (t) = N0 e−t/τ ,

(6.6)

where N0 is the number of introduced particles and τ is the average lifetime of a radioactive
isotope, related to the half-life by τ = t1/2 / ln 2. The decay of the parent increases the decay
rate of the daughter, this is the first term on the right hand side of eqn. 6.5, and the rate
of the daughter decreases with its own decay, this is the second term on the right hand
side of eqn. 6.5. The time-dependent activities of the alpha decays were calculated from
eqn. 6.6 and were normalized to the amount of

222

Rn initially injected. This is plotted in

fig. 6.7. After a tenth of a day all alpha activities come to equilibrium. The activities of
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each daughter measured during the radon campaign, shown in the top panel of fig. 6.6, do
not agree with this radon-decay model, and possible physical causes are now explored.
This decay model is for a closed system where a fixed amount of

222

Rn is introduced

and watched as it decays to its progeny, and they in turn decay. The active region is not a
closed system, but is part of a closed loop of circulating fluids where the measured activity
is that of isotopes decaying in the active region, while decays outside of it are not recorded.
The decay daughters leave the active region in the 72 minutes of total average lifetimes
between

222

Rn and

214

Po, listed in table 6.2, and there are three characteristic times that

dictate the movement of these heavy ions in the active region: the time for a charged decay
daughter to drift with the electric field to the cathode; the turnover time of the LXe to
circulate through the full gas handling system; and times associated with any convective
flows set up within the active region due to temperature variations within and around the
active region. Comparing these three characteristic times untangles the LXe motion and
disappearance of the radon chain daughters.
The first characteristic time is found with measurements of heavy ions drifting through
LXe. The mobility µ of 208 Tl in LXe reported by [158] is used to approximate the mobility
of the decay daughters since they are similar massive ionized heavy atoms. The time for
massive heavy ions to drift the full 48.7 cm height of the active region during Run02 is
found with the ion mobility and drift field to be:

µ208 T l = 1.33 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 ;

(6.7)

Edrif t, Run02 = 62 V cm−1 ;

(6.8)

vdrif t, Run02 = µ heavy ion × Edrif t = 8.2 × 10−3 cm s−1 ;

(6.9)

tdrif t, Run02 = ldrif t /vdrif t = 48.7 cm/(8.2 × 10−3 cm s−1 ) = 1.6 hrs.

(6.10)

This time scale approaches the sum of the average lifetimes of all 222 Rn daughters down to
long-lived 210 Pb, and likely plays a role in the spread of the Rn progeny from its entrance
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into the active region.
The turnover time is established by the flow rate set by the mass flow controllers, and
the convective flow hypothesis is based on measurements made during Run03. The Run02
flow range of 20-36 slpm gives a 31.2–55.2-hr turnover time for all 370 kg of LXe, which
has to go through the active region to exit the detector via the weir during normal circulation. A measurement of convective motion in the active region during Run03 gives a
convection speed of 0.60 cm/s in a clockwise motion in the (x, z) of the active region [155].
There was no explicit convection analysis done during Run02 since (x, y, z) reconstruction
was difficult, but the Run03 evidence of convection in the active region suggests that it
helps move the heavy ion daughters. Assuming this measured speed is constant along the
48.7-cm height and 48-cm diameter of the active region, the travel time is ∼5 min around
the perimeter path of the active region. A combination of these three motions could move
the daughters out of the active region and explain the non-equilibria of the activity measurements.
Isotope
222
Rn
218
Po
214
Pb
214
Bi
214
Po

Half-life t1/2
3.82 days
3.1 min
26.8 min
19.8 min
162.3 µs

Table 6.2:

222

Average Lifetime τ
5.5 days
4.5 min
38.7 min
28.5 min
234.1 µs

Q-value (keV)
5590.3
6114.7
1019
3270
7833.5

Decay Mode
α
α
β
β
α

Rn decay chain values before the long-lived 210 Po.

The 33–55-hr Run02 circulation turnover time is short enough for

222

Rn to establish

equilibrium throughout the entire circulation path, including the full volume of the active
region; radon is noble so the getter will not remove it from the xenon stream. Observed
222

Rn decays occur in the active region and the two subsequent alpha decays will take place

on average within 72 min of the Rn decay. If the electric field was the only possible source
motion for the decay daughters in the detector, then the 218 Po events would be seen close
to their 222 Rn parents. Likewise, the 214 Po should also be seen throughout the active region
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Figure 6.8: Normalized TBA histograms of the corrected alpha populations, with 222 Rn
in red, 218 Po in blue, and 214 Po in green. The events are roughly uniform in depth as
represented by TBA.
since 72 min is within the drift time. Figure 6.8 shows that there is rough uniformity along
the TBA-determined depth for all three alpha populations. If LXe circulation was the only
motion in the active region and there was no field drifting of the heavy ions, then the three
alpha populations should be uniformly distributed throughout the active region. Additionally, the measured activities should also be in equilibrium since the 33–55-hr characteristic
time for that motion is much longer than the average lifetimes for the observed isotopes
after 222 Rn.
A combination of all three possible sources of heavy ion motion in the active region
– circulation, convection, and electric field drift – acting in concert to move 222 Rn and its
daughters is a more likely explanation for the discrepancy between model and measurement
of the alpha activities. The ∼5-min characteristic time for convection to move a heavy ion
222

Rn daughter around the active region is close to the shortest half-life in the chain (taking

214

Po to be coincident with the

214

Bi decay on 1-min time scales) but is a fraction of the

half-life of the two beta decays in the chain. Convective travel time is 1 min longer than
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the 4.5-min average lifetime of 218 Po and so there is time for that isotope to decay before
convective motion in the LXe pushes it out of the active region.
These missing isotopes cold have been sequestered away in the corners of the active
region, or were simply missed in the data analysis. A recoil producing an S1 pulse in the
active region will be detected by the PMTs, especially if it is from a high-photon yield alpha
interaction. Even if the S1 were to occur in the high field regions below the cathode grid or
in the LXe above the gate grid, the field-dependent amount of light produced would not be
much different than in the lower active region drift field as alpha recoil light production has
a very small field dependence (open red circles in fig. 6.2). This assures that the unmeasured
decays are not in the active region and there is no mis-identification of the alpha events.

6.3

Extrapolating From Run02 to Run03
Isotope
210
Pb
210
Bi
210
Po

Half-life t1/2
22.23 years
5.01 days
138.38 days
Table 6.3:

222

Average Lifetime τ
31.2 years
7.23 days
199.64 days

Q-value (keV)
63.5
1162.1
5407.5

Decay Mode
β
β
α

Rn decay chain values after the long-lived 210 Pb.

Between the surface operations and the first underground WIMP hunt, the detector
was emptied of xenon, opened and repaired, then sealed with an atmosphere of positive
pressure for the move underground. Any isotope that plated onto the detector internals during construction and Run02 would likely have remained after xenon removal. Long-lived
members of the radon chain would produce slowly decreasing backgrounds that impact a
WIMP hunt: alpha decays from 210 Po plated onto the PTFE walls and the recoiling 206 Pb
daughter of that decay. Both produce nuclear recoils that can populate the NR band in
the WIMP window and cannot be “waited out” until they are negligible because of the
22.23-year half-life of

210

Pb. This is seen in their low but persistent activity in the ex-
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panded model presented in fig. 6.9, with the isotopes’ pertinent decay information given in
table 6.3. Because of the much longer half-life of 210 Pb, its activity and that of its daughters
are essentially uncoupled from the activity of the isotopes higher up the chain and can be
estimated with a simple calculation.

Figure 6.9: A model of the activities per atom of 222 Rn for all decays in the decay chain
through to stable 206 Pb. The pre-210 Pb daughters are coupled with each other because their
half-lives are all much less than that of 222 Rn, which in turn is much less than the 210 Pb
half-life. The post-210 Pb daughters are coupled with each other because their half-lives are
all much less than that of 210 Pb. This bifurcation is due to the much greater half-life of
210
Pb compared to 222 Rn.
In a simple one-decaying-parent (p), one-decaying-daughter (d) system where the daughter has a much longer half-life, the activity of the daughter Γd long after the initial parent
injection can be found from the initial activity of the parent. This initial parent activity Γp,0
is found by differentiating eqn. 6.6, and setting t = 0:

Γp (t = 0) =

Np,0
Np,0
exp (−(t = 0)/τp ) =
.
τp
τp

(6.11)

The daughter increases in number until the parent has completely decayed away, which is
before its own decay has yet to start. At this point the daughter begins to decay and its
initial count is the initial number of parent particles, Nd,0 = Np,0 . Solving for the initial
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count of the parent in eqn. 6.11 gives Np,0 = Γp,0 τp . So then the initial activity of the
daughter Γd,0 is

Γd (t = 0) =

Np,0
Γp,0 τp
Nd,0
exp (−(t = 0)/τd ) =
=
,
τd
τd
τd

(6.12)

and the activity of the daughter as a function of the initial activity of the parent is

Γd =

τp
× Γp .
τd

(6.13)

The upper half of the radon chain can be thought of as a coupled unit since it comes into
equilibrium in 0.1 day. The lower half of the radon chain can also be thought of as a single
unit since the 22.32-year 210 Pb half-life effectively decouples those decays from the upper
half and establishes its own equilibrium after 500 days.
The 150 Hz

222

Rn injection on January 10, 2012 had a possible impact on the under-

ground WIMP hunts. Run03 was an unblinded 110-day data campaign starting in May
2013, and a blinded 300-day Run04 will start by 2014. These dates are well after the
500-day time scale needed to establish equilibrium for 210 Pb and its daughters. The radon
chain can then be treated as a simple one parent, one daughter radioactive decay system
with 222 Rn as the one parent and 210 Pb as the one daughter. The average lifetimes of 222 Rn
and 210 Pb are given in tables 6.2 and 6.3, and putting these values into eqn. 6.13 gives the
estimated 210 Po activity as

Γ210 Pb =

1
3.82 days
× (150 Hz) =
× (150 Hz) = 70.6 mHz.
22.23 years
2125

(6.14)

This is a pessimistic upper limit based on the assumption that none of the 222 Rn daughters
were swept out in the LXe circulation and all progeny plated onto the interior face of
the PTFE reflector panels or cathode grid wires. The measured alpha activities show that
isotopes were removed from the active region.
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6.4

Radon-Related Backgrounds in Run03

The first underground detector operations and WIMP data relied on the strategies described
in sec. 3.2 to achieve the low-background conditions needed to carry out a WIMP hunt.
However, the radon injection in Run02 could have flooded the detector with nuclear and
electron recoil backgrounds that would mask or mimic WIMP signals. The upper limit
estimate of the 210 Po activity gives a measure of the maximum F(α,n) and 206 Pb rates going into Run03. The internal plumbing path was restored and LXe circulation produced
electron drift lengths surpassing 200% of the 48.7-cm active region drift height. Alpha
S1 pulses close to the PMT arrays saturated them, complicating the analysis. Run03 saw
improved detector operating conditions and stable, fine-tuned DAQ settings, leading to a
total of 85.3 live-days of data for the first WIMP hunt during 110 days of operation. Background analysis produced an alpha spectrum of seven populations from the222 Rn and 220 Rn
decay chains, and their measured activities were incorporated into the background model
supplied to the profile likelihood ratio test statistic for the first LUX result.

6.4.1

Alpha Identification, Data Correction, and Count Scaling

RQ
Pulse Area (phe)
Prompt Fraction (unitless)
Pulse (Height)/(Area) ( phe/S
)
phe
Exponential Fit Tau (ns)

S1 values
Low High
2e4
1e5
0.72 0.83
0.11 0.16
24
45

S2 values
Low High
3e2
2e6
2e-3 8e-2
1e-3 3e-1
3e2
3e3

Table 6.4: Cuts made on the background data to isolate alpha events.
Alphas were seen in the Run03 data and strategies were undertaken to isolate them,
remove the effects of PMT saturation, and make an accurate accounting of the activity of
each isotope to characterize any backgrounds that would impact the WIMP hunt. Twenty
datasets from May through August 2013, comprising a total of 143 live-hours, were ana159

lyzed for this work. This data is characteristic of the full 85.3-day livetime, but only one
dataset for every five days of operations was used since trends stemming from

222

Rn de-

cays with a 5.5-day average lifetime were investigated. The datasets were 8 to 20-hrs long,
ensuring that trends of the shorter-lived decay progeny were observable. The data was corrected in the manner described in sec. 6.2.2, and data manipulation was needed to avoid the
negative effects of PMT saturation to achieve a full count of the alpha decays in the active
region.
Events with 4-9×104 phe S1 pulse areas were observed in the Run03 data, and as in
Run02, the largest S1 pulses in the data belonged to alpha events because of their high
energies and high photon yields. The alphas in Run03 showed up in similar regions on
reduced quantity versus pulse area plots, and the cuts for these events, given in table 6.4,
were chosen to efficiently isolate the alphas S1 pulses from the rest of the background.
They were paired with appropriate S2 pulses to find an (x, y, z) position for every event.
The 181-V/cm drift field for Run03 was greater than that for Run02, but the extraction field
was only 5.8 kV/cm, giving an extraction efficiency of 64% and producing a background
of single-electron events occurring long after the end of an S2 pulse. Poor pulse separation
from these electron trains and tails made the identification of coincident decay populations
in both chains difficult, and the measurement of some of the decay rates were systematically
suppressed.
The alpha S1 data in the right two panels of fig. 6.10 shows PMT saturation from alpha
events within 11 cm of the bottom of the detector as well as some saturation of events occurring 5 cm from the LXe surface. Alpha S1 pulses close to the arrays are recorded by only
a few PMTs, saturating them with their large light yield and resulting in a smaller recorded
pulse area than a non-saturated pulse and giving a smaller than expected total pulse area,
the denominator in the TBA definition eqn. 6.1. The pulse area per array difference for these
saturated pulses, the numerator in the TBA definition, is also lower than for others in the
same alpha population band at the same mean energy. Thus both numerator and denom-
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Figure 6.10: The S1 pulses showed light collection variation with their depth in the detector and the 222 Rn population was used to correct this. The left two plots show S1-only
unpaired data as a function of the TBA, and the right two plots show S1+S2 paired data as a
function of true depth from the gate grid. The green line in the top plots are the third-order
polynomial fit to the selected 222 Rn data, in red. The data was corrected by dividing out this
fit line and multiplied by the mean of the red highlighted data, shown in the bottom plots.
The vertical dashed lines are the bounds within the detector where the data was most flat
and saturation-free after correction for use in fitting the alpha populations and correspond
to equal counts for the red 222 Rn data in both TBA and depth data.
inator in TBA are smaller, giving an overall smaller TBA, and producing the curved-over
groups of events the in the left plots of fig. 6.10.
No simple algorithm to correct this depth-dependent PMT saturation was found, so the
saturated data was cut out of the alpha analysis because of the difficulty in resolving the
curved-over groups into their proper alpha populations. The alpha S1 data were corrected
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with a third-order polynomial fit to the flattest, most narrow selection of the second band,
as shown in the bottom plots of fig. 6.10. Events from above the point where the bottom
PMT saturation began were used to calculate rates of each alpha population; this data is
bounded by the vertical black dashed line in fig. 6.10 bottom. This reduced volume of data
was scaled up to the volume of the active region to calculate the total isotope activities.

Figure 6.11: A correlation of event depths to their TBA values shows how saturation affects
pulses at the bottom of the detector: more negative TBA, higher value in depth. Because
of the non-linearity of the data below -0.7 in TBA, The fit to the data with a third order
polynomial (red line) was not used to convert TBA to depth in centimeters, but a correlation
was found putting -0.7 in TBA at 34.4 cm in depth.
A conversion from TBA to depth was needed to scale the results from counting events
in the reduced volume to the full volume, with one conversion attempt shown in fig. 6.11.
Saturation-free data is expected to continue in its roughly 45-degree up and leftward trend,
but with saturation we see that it stops decreasing in TBA around -0.75 – -0.70, and continues to a 48-cm depth from the gate grid with little TBA change in the last 10 cm. The
polynomial fit of that data, the red line in fig. 6.11, does not fit the data well, requiring a
better correlation of TBA to depth.
A minimum number of cuts on the data ensured efficient counting of the individual
alpha populations. Comparing the alpha S1 spectra of events where S1+S2 pairing was not
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Figure 6.12: The spectrum of S1 pulses both alone (blue) and paired with an appropriate
S2 pulse in the same event (red) are plotted on top of each other to show the drop in rate
for certain isotope populations. This is due to missing or degraded S2 pulses that can not
be properly paired to their S1 pulses.
carried out to that of those events with explicit S1+S2 pairing in fig. 6.12 shows that pairing
suppressed alpha events in the lowest energy peak. S1+S2 pairing was needed to find the
z depth corresponding to the -0.7 in TBA, where PMT saturation became dominant, and
this motivated the S1-only analysis used here to measure alpha activities. This depth in
z, the vertical dashed black line in fig. 6.10 bottom right, was used to produce the S1+S2
spectra in fig. 6.12. It was varied until the counts in the second peak of the S1+S2 spectrum
equaled the counts in the second peak of the S1-only spectrum from data taken between
-0.70 and -0.37 in TBA. This depth value was 34.4 cm from the LXe surface, meaning that
the top 71% of the detector was used in the initial isotope count. To crosscheck this depth
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conversion the selected events, those highlighted red in fig. 6.10 bottom left, were scaled
from -0.7 to -0.86 in TBA (not shown in fig. 6.10), the furthest extent in TBA of alpha events.
Likewise, the red selected events in fig. 6.10 bottom right were scaled to the full 48.5-cm
depth of the detector. The subsequent event rates were different by 0.6 mHz, successfully
cross-checking the -0.7 TBA at 34.4 cm correlation for scaling the alpha counts.
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The data from the top 71% of the detector shown as the blue spectrum in fig. 6.12 were
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Figure 6.13: The spectrum of event energies clearly show six alpha populations. The spectrum was scaled from S1 pulse area in units of photoelectrons (phe) to energy in MeV using
the strong 222 Rn line as an anchor. It was fit as a sum of five Gaussians and a Crystal Ball
distribution, for the tail of degraded 210 Po events on the far left, to measure the populations’
mean energies for comparison to known alpha energies from high-A radioactive isotopes.
The vertical line energies for the five highest energy peaks are the Q-value of the decays
since the total energy released in a decay is measured by LUX. The solid blue vertical line
is at the emission energy for the 210 Po alpha.
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fit with a sum of five Gaussian distributions and one Crystal Ball Distribution (CBD) 1 .
The S1 pulse area spectrum was converted to a deposited energy scale using the 5.59 MeV
222

Rn Q-value as an anchor point to the second peak and is shown in fig. 6.13 with the fits to

the populations. These were identified as the four alpha decays in the 222 Rn chain (fig. 6.1)
and three of the four alpha decays in the 220 Rn chain (fig. 6.14).

220

Rn is historically called

“thoron” because of its emanation from the 232 Th decay chain and is used here to differentiate if from 222 Rn. The vertical lines show the expected energies for these alphas and are
not the emission energies but are the Q-value for each decay since the total energy released
in an alpha decay is measured by the LUX TPC. The vertical blue line marking 210 Po is at
the alpha emission energy; this will be discussed later. The measured and known energies
of the alpha populations are given in table 6.5 where the error in the measured energies is
the statistical error of the means from the five Gaussians+CBD fit.

Figure 6.14: The 220 Rn end of the 232 Th decay chain, historically called “thoron” because
of its prominence in this decay chain. Three of the four alphas in this decay chain were
found in the LUX background data. Colored circles match those used in all other plots.

1

See Appendix B for more detail on this probability distribution function.
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Isotope
222

Rn
Po
214
Po
210
Po
220
Rn
216
Po
212
Bi
212
Po
218

Known
Energy (MeV)
5.59
6.16
7.84
5.30
6.41
6.91
6.21
8.83

Measured
Energy (MeV)
5.59 ± 0.08*
6.12 ± 0.10
7.80 ± 0.2
5.22 ± 0.09
6.47 ± 0.09
6.95 ± 0.1
6.12 ± 0.10
not measured

Decay
Chain
238

232

U

Th

*The 222 Rn line was used to anchor S1 pulse size-to-energy
scaling.

Table 6.5: Run03 alphas found in the LUX detector, their measured energies, and their
parent decay chain. Stated errors in the measured energies are the sigmas of the five Gaussian+CBD fit. The known energies are the decay Q-values, except for the 210 Po whose
listed known energy is the alpha emission energy because that isotope is emitted from surface so its 206 Pb daughter does recoil in the LXe. 218 Po and 212 Bi are so close in energy
that they do not appear as separate peaks in the spectrum.

6.4.2

Radon and Thoron Alpha Activities

The presence of a large

210

Po peak in the alpha event spectrum was no surprise. Since

there was minimal radon-mitigation during assembly it is expected that naturally occurring 222 Rn in the air deposited on the internals, particularly the PTFE reflector walls. With
plenty of time for any
rate

210

222

Rn deposited from the air to decay to

210

Pb and begin the low

Po alpha decay, a nominal neutron background from F(α,n) in the PTFE was ex-

pected. However, the presence of 222 Rn,

218

Po, and 214 Po at the their measured rates was

unexpected, and the unexpected appearance of thoron and its progeny,

216

Po, and

212

Bi,

suggests that thoriated weld rods were used in detector construction despite explicit efforts
to avoid this. Accurate measurement of all these isotope activities reveal their impact on
the WIMP search.
Most of the alpha populations are easily separated from each other and the scaling
parameters (ai in eqn. 6.2 and N in eqn. B.5) from fitting the peaks give their integrated
counts. However, the

218

Po and

212

Bi alphas are so close in energy that it is difficult to
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disentangle their events, so they are treated as one population. Additionally, the
alpha decay has a 36% branching ratio, where the other 64% is a beta decay to
further suppressing the

212

Bi contribution to that peak.

212

212
212

Bi

Po,

Po also alpha decays, but a

statistically insignificant number of counts were observed near its 8.83 MeV Q-value; no
fit was possible so it is listed it as “not measured” in tables 6.5 and 6.6.
Decay
Chain

Isotope

Half-life

Event Rate (mHz)

Location

Rn
Po
214
Po

3.82 dy
3.05 min
162.30 µs

210

Po

138.38 dy

Rn
Po
212
Bi
212
Po

55.80 sec
0.15 sec
60.54 min
0.30 µs

17.9 ± 0.2stat ± 1.3sys
14.4 ± 0.2stat ± 1.1sys
3.5 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3sys †
> 14.3∗
> 7.2∗
2.6 ± 0.1stat ± 0.4sys
2.8 ± 0.1stat ± 0.5sys
14.4 ± 0.2stat ± 1.1sys ‡
not measured

Uniform in bulk
Uniform in bulk
Sparse throughout bulk
Walls
Cathode
Quadrant I, sparse in bulk
Quadrant I, sparse in bulk
Uniform in bulk
not observed

222

218
238

U

220
232

216

Th

† Adjusted for a 52% event reconstruction efficiency from measured value.
∗ These populations are suppressed due to S2 loss.
‡ Undifferentiated from 218 Po rate.

Table 6.6: Rates of the alphas measured in the Run03 data. Statistical errors are based
on root-N counting statistics. Systematic errors are the standard deviation of the rates
for all datasets used in this work. The noted rates are lower limits and are dependent on
determining event reconstruction efficiencies.
The counts in each peak in fig. 6.13 were scaled from a fractional volume of the top 71%
of the detector. This was to avoid saturated pulses in the 11 cm above the bottom PMT
array. A correlation of -0.70 TBA-to-34.4 cm was used for this scaling, and the resulting
isotope activities are given in table 6.6. The statistical errors are from the fit of the peaks
in the spectrum and the systematic errors are the spread of the rates for each population in
fig. 6.15. The general location of the individual populations are also listed in this table and
are discussed in the next section.
The Bi-Po coincident decays in both the radon and thoron chains had suspected reconstruction inefficiencies in pulse separation and identification software. Pulses were cate-
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Figure 6.15: The decay rates of the seven observable alpha populations per dataset used
for this work. The spread of the rates given for each population are taken as the systematic
error for that population’s decay activity. Error bars are the root-N statistical counting
errors for each population per dataset.
gorized as one of the following: S1, S2, single photoelectron, single electron, noise, gas
and surface events, electron trains, or unclassified. Electron trains are a feature of the low
extraction efficiency in Run03 data [159]. 64% of the electrons ionized in an event were
promptly extracted into the S2 region when they drifted to the LXe surface. The remainder
slowly boiled off the surface over tens of microseconds after the end of an S2 pulse.

214

Po

in the Radon chain has a 234 µs average lifetime after the 214 Bi beta decay, and 212 Po has
a 433 ns average lifetime after the 212 Bi beta decay. These average lifetimes are within the
LUX DAQ trigger window and so these decays would be seen as coincident, but imperfect
pulse separation and misidentification led to these coincident events failing the alpha cuts
in table 6.4
Bi-Po coincident pulse misidentification was due to the data processing software merging the pulses together in several different ways, depicted in the set of cartoons in fig. 6.16.
Events (a)-(c) pass the cuts in table 6.4 because the alpha S1 is cleanly separate from any of
the other pulses, even when the two S2s merge because of electron tails in (c). In cartoons
(d)-(h), the alpha S1 is merged with one or both of the S2 pulses, and so those events fail
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Figure 6.16: Cartoons of the eight possible BiPo coincident topologies in Run03. The
vertical and horizontal dimensions are not to scale but present relative sizes of the S1 and
S2 pulses for both the beta and alpha in a BiPo coincident event. (a) and (b) are examples of
“perfect” BiPo events where all four pulses are cleanly separated. In (c) the two S2 pulses
have merged but since the S1s are isolated this event would still pass the cuts. (d)-(h) are
examples of events that would fail the cuts because the alpha S1 has merged with one or
both of the S2s. The inability of the LUX data processing framework to cleanly separate
these pulses systematically suppressed the BiPo coincident event counts.
the cuts in table 6.4. Pulse mergers contributed to the suppression of the Bi-Po events from
both decay chains. Electron trains and tails masked the counting of 214 Bi-Po events, even
though its coinciding half-life is 160 µs. The prolonged single electron signal also masked
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the higher energy 212 Bi-Po events, with their 432-ns average separation, and extending the
spectrum in fig. 6.13 past 8.8 MeV showed no distinct peak of events. The

214

Po activity

measurement has a large systemic error because of this count suppression.
RQ
Pulse Area (phe)
Pulse (Height) (phe/S)

S1 Min. Value
6.7e4
5e3

Table 6.7: Cuts made on the background data to isolate misreconstructed
events.

214

Bi-Po alpha

To estimate the reconstruction efficiency of the 214 Bi-Po coincident pulses events from
a robust multi-hour dataset were selected using the cuts in table 6.7 and scanned by eye. A
mis-reconstructed 214 Bi-Po pulse has the features of any of fig. 6.16 (d)-(h): the 214 Bi beta
S2 and/or the

214

Po alpha S2 merged with the alpha S1, so its prompt fraction would be

much lower than expected and its pulse area would be greater than expected. This is why
the prompt fraction reduced quantity was not used to select these candidate events for the
reconstruction efficiency study. To narrow the candidates down to manageable numbers a
pulse height minimum was used to select alpha S1 pulses since they would be the tallest
pulse in an event. Using these cuts, 2398 events were selected and scanned by eye to find
22 mis-reconstructed 124 Bi-Po events using an ROI window of 320 µs, which allowed 86%
of the 214 Bi-Po coincident events to be found. The dataset used to estimate this efficiency
had 28 successfully constructed

214

Bi-Po events, so with the 22 mis-reconstructed events

a 52% reconstruction efficiency was found. With this efficiency the initial 1.8-mHz measured activity of 214 Po was adjusted to 3.5 mHz. A very conservative error of 25% is used in
√
this reconstruction efficiency to account for N counting statistics on 52/100 constructed
events and for unknown systematics in the data processing. This activity is listed in table 6.6, is reflected in the lower bound of the 214 Pb untagged beta estimate in table 6.9, and
is discussed in sec. 6.4.4.
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6.4.3

Radon and Thoron Alpha Locations

The goal of this work is to measure the alpha activities to calculate their impact on the
WIMP hunt. Studying the location of each isotope population aided in investigating their
source and how to mitigate these backgrounds in further detector operations. S1-only data
was used for the isotope activity analysis only because it gave the maximum event count for
all populations (fig. 6.12), but to find the general locations of the alphas the full S1+S2 data
was used here. As described in chapter 3, the positions of an event in this type of detector is
found with its time projection (x, y, z) capabilities. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the (x, y)
and (r2 , z) positions, respectively, for the six alpha populations and are summarized in the
last column of table 6.6.

Figure 6.17: The (x, y) positions of each population are plotted with a map of the detector
walls and PMTs for reference. As described in the text, the alphas for each isotope occur in
specific locations and these explain the source for the isotope populations and are explained
by the life-time of each isotope.
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Figure 6.18: The (r2 , z) positions of each population are plotted for the full detector volume. As described in the text, the alphas for each isotope occur in specific locations that
help explain the source of the populations. The locations can be explained by the lifetime of
each isotope with respect to the characteristic circulation, electric field drift, and convection
times.
The positions of the alpha populations give clues to their sources and how the circulation, convection, and electric drift field move the isotopes about the detector. The three
characteristic times discussed in sec. 6.2.3 were calculated for this data and differ between
the two runs due to the higher drift field and slower circulation rate. The Run03 drift field
was 183 V/cm and from the measurements of 208 Tl mobility in LXe in [158], following the
same calculation in eqn. 6.7, there was a drift time of 33.3 min. The sustained LXe circulation rate of 25 slpm throughout the WIMP hunt turned over the active region in 45.6 hrs.
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The convective motion discussed previously was from this data [155], and is the same
∼5 min to circumnavigate the entire perimeter of the active region. Also, convective mixing was seen in the 83m Kr movie to act on a 10-min time scale, strengthening the convective
motion hypothesis.
Half-life t1/2
55.80 sec
0.15 sec

Average Lifetime τ
80.50 sec
0.22 min

Bi

60.54 min

87.3 min

Po

0.30 µs

0.43 µs

Isotope
220
Rn
216
Po
212
212

Q-value (keV)
6404.7
6906.3
569.9
6207.3
8954.1

Decay Mode
α
α
β 36% BR
α 64% BR
α

Table 6.8: Decay information for thoron progeny.
The radon and thoron progeny were not observed to decay according to any half-life
but appeared to be replenishing, as seen in fig. 6.15. The 222 Rn half-life is longer than any
of the characteristic motion times, so it is expected to come to equilibrium throughout the
detector and circulation system, as being a noble gas the getter will not remove it from the
xenon stream. This is confirmed in the

222

Rn location plots of figs. 6.17 and 6.18. Since

the 218 Po half-life is short compared to 222 Rn and similar to the time to move convectively
about the active region, it is expected to also be in equilibrium throughout the detector and
decay before being swept out of the active region. The thoron daughters decay before any
possible removal so their counts reflect the total amount of those isotopes entering the active
region with no time for convection or heavy ion drift to remove them before decaying.
The location of the

210

Po gives clues to the difference in its rate in the S1-only and

S1+S2 spectra in fig. 6.12. Figure 6.18 shows a large fraction of the

210

Po alphas com-

ing from the PTFE walls and cathode grid. Assuming that radioactive decays occurring
isotropically into 4π, half of the 210 Po coming from the walls will decay out into the active
region and half will decay into the walls. One-fourth of the 210 Po on the cathode wires will
decay “up” into the drift region, one-fourth “down” into the upward-pointing field below
the cathode, and the remaining half will decay into the wire material. Overall, the
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210

Po

activity measured through the S1-only study is half of the total rate for that isotope. The
observed events are those that decay away from the material on which they are deposited.
Then the loss in S2 for this isotope is two-fold. For the fraction of events from the cathode
that emit downward below the grid the ionization electrons will not drift up to the S2 region,
but down to the bottom shield grid, and thus produce no secondary light signal. Ionization
electrons from 210 Po events from the PTFE drift close to the walls and can get trapped there.
Thus only a fraction of the 210 Po decays will produce S2 signals, which was reflected in its
suppressed peak when S2-pairing was enforced. Additionally, the low-energy degradation
of the

210

Po peak in the S1-only alpha spectrum can be from decays where the parent is

partially embedded in the rough PTFE surface. The S1 produced from this type of event
will be smaller since the emitted alpha has reduced energy, explaining the low energy tail
of the 210 Po peak in fig. 6.13 and the use of the Crystal Ball Distribution to fit it.
Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the first two thoron alpha emissions congregating near the
top of the active region and a distinct concentration in quadrant 1 (Q1, (+x, +y)). These
isotopes have such a short half-life that they cannot move far from their entrance point into
the active region.

220

Rn and 216 Po are commonly from thoriated weld rod use, but there are

no obvious welded parts in the xenon vessel near Q1 or which have an opening to the active
region. This concentration in Q1 was seen in the

83m

Kr injection tests where sufficient

events were obtained to image the spatial pattern over the first few minutes, shown in
fig. 6.19.

83m

Kr in the incoming LXe stream first appeared in Q1 close to the LXe surface,

where the majority of

220

Rn and

216

Po are seen. This implies that the thoron daughters

are brought into the detector via circulation and explains their roughly constant activity. It
also implies that the thoron source in the circulation path must be close to the active region
because of the 56 sec half-life of 220 Rn.
It is difficult to evaluate the

214

Po population, the last short-lived daughter before the

long-lived 210 Pb. Its own half-life is short enough that it will decay before being swept out
of the active region through circulation or plating onto an internal part, and so will likely
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Figure 6.19: The spatial distribution of 83m Kr 550-sec after injection shows clustering in
Q1 before convection mixes the 40-min half-life isotope tracer throughout the active region.

end up as 210 Pb to be swept out or plated onto something and then add to the 210 Po activity.
However, the activity measured provides a constraint on the emission of 214 Pb betas, and so
despite the inability to discuss its location, its activity is an important limit on the activity
a WIMP hunt ER background.

6.4.4

Interpretation of Alpha Background Activities

The alphas are not themselves a WIMP background as their energies are much greater
than WIMP recoils, but measuring their activities illuminates three critical backgrounds
for WIMP hunts of which they are tracers and sources. These backgrounds are the (α,n)
interaction of alpha-emitting isotopes plated onto or embedded in internal materials in the
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detector, low energy recoiling

206

Pb daughters from the

210

Po alpha decay, and the

214

Pb

untagged beta contribution to the electron recoil background. These are summarized in
table 6.9.
Background
F(α,n) from 210 Po α on PTFE
206
Pb 102 keV recoils
Γ218 Poα > Γ214 Pbβ > Γ214 Poα
214
Pb untagged β
270 kg total active region

Rate
14.3 mHz = 0.012 n/day
21.5 mHz
0.10-0.41 mDRUee

Comparison/Context
PMTs: 0.4 n/day all tubes
Fiducialization removes these
PMT ER BG: 0.5 mDRUee
100 kg unoptimized fiducial
[129]

Table 6.9: Rates of radon-related backgrounds and their comparison to other backgrounds
in LUX.

The rate of neutrons coming out of the reflector walls from (α,n) processes on the fluorine in the PTFE is found from the 210 Po activity. The measured alpha activity for all alphas
emitting from 210 Po is 21.5 mHz. A 560 < (r/cm)2 < 600 radial cut on these events isolated wall events, and after scaling from the S1+S2 fractional volume event count to the
S1-only full active region a rate of 14.3 mHz for F(α,n) from the PTFE was found. Another 14.3 mHz of alphas decay into the walls assuming the observed alphas are half of 4π
isotropic alpha emission. The F(α,n) factor from [160] for incident alphas with an energy
near 5.4 MeV is 9.48×10−6 , so the neutron production rate for alpha events on fluorine in
the PTFE walls is 0.012 n/day. This is a lower limit as these observed events were on the
inside surface of the PTFE walls and there could be F(α,n) interactions occurring outside
of the active region. By comparison, the neutron background contribution from the end of
the 238 U chain is 3% of the 0.4 n/day expected rate from all 122 PMTs.
A second background from the 210 Po on the walls and cathode are the low-energy 206 Pb
recoiling daughters. The alphas from 210 Po decays were observed coming from the walls
and cathode. The decays are assumed to be isotropic in 4π, so the observed events are
2π of the total. The other half of the events emit into the material upon which they are
plated and do not produce an S1 in the active region. Thus the rate of these low energy
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events would be equal to that of the measured

210

Po activity; i.e., half of the total rate of

210

Po decays, previously given as 21.5±0.2 mHz. Their energies will be degraded as the

206

Pb are expected to lose substantial energy in the microscopically rough PTFE surface,

given their sub-µm track length. Thus for many, their ∼100 keV initial energy is degraded
into the < 30 keV WIMP window. They are also very similar to electron recoils, and are a
dangerous background if their location on the walls is not properly reconstructed.
The 214 Pb untagged beta rate is difficult to measure since there is no gamma cascade to
separate it from the rest of the electron recoil spectrum. Two alpha events, 218 Po and 214 Po,
bookend the

214

Pb beta emission, and these activities were measured as 14.4 mHz and

3.5 mHz, respectively. The 214 Pb decay has a 9.2% branching ratio for the first forbidden
ground state beta transition [161], giving a range of 0.3-1.3 mHz for this beta background.
This is converted to DRU using values from [162] – 1.3×10−6 counts/keVee /kg/(214 Pb decay in a 100 kg fiducial region), scaling to 270 kg for the full active region – to get a range
of 0.10-0.41 mDRUee for the

214

Pb untagged beta. This is comparable to a 0.5-mDRUee

PMT ER background in a 100 kg fiducial mass in table 6.9 [129].

6.5

Summarizing the LUX Radon Adventures

Radon can be a limiting factor in large low background experiments if care is not taken
to mitigate its introduction to the sensitive region of the detector [163]. There was no
active radon mitigation in place during the assembly of LUX, except for a purge bag used
overnight late in the construction process. A small radon rate of < 1 Hz was seen before
an accidental 436.2 ± 0.9 Hz introduction of 222 Rn and its two fast alpha-emitting progeny
on Nov 23, 2011 [164]. This radon contributed to the overall 210 Pb rate from construction
before the 115-Hz Rn injection on January 12, 2012, and is only dangerous if the

206

Pb

recoil daughters are poorly reconstructed.
The Run02 Rn injection allowed for the study of circulation and convective processes
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within the LUX detector active region. Using the activities of

222

Rn,

218

Po, and

214

Po as

tracers, changes in circulation rate and path affected convective motion within the active
region. The LXe motion moved the 222 Rn progeny out of the active region, pushing it out
through cracks to outside the active region. If these daughters are all inside the TPC and not
being removed through circulation to the getter, then the build-up of 210 Po must be watched
for potential backgrounds in the 300-day WIMP hunt.
The activity of

210

Pb from deposition on the LUX internals from the accidental and

intended radon introductions in Run02 can be estimated. The 436-mHz radon exposure
in November 2011 and the 115-Hz radon injection in January 2012 give a total expected
210

Po activity of 276 mHz, assuming complete conversion of all injected

Alpha measurements from Run03 show a 21-mHz activity of

210

222

Rn to

210

Po.

Po in the active region,

demonstrating that the accidental and intended Run02 radon introductions did not flood the
active region with long-lasting alpha emitters, but the total rate onto all PTFE and HPDE
surfaces is unknown.
The study of alpha events in Run03 data also showed the presence of thoron and its
alpha-producing progeny. Thoron is the

220

Rn isotope in the

232

Th decay chain and its

progeny had roughly constant activity throughout May–August 2013, suggesting a nearby
and possibly strong source of thorium and uranium. However, the estimated (α,n) and ER
backgrounds were found to be sub-dominant to backgrounds from the 122 PMTs, and these
results were used in the PLR test statistic in the first LUX WIMP result.
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Chapter 7
The First LUX WIMP Results
“Limit... limit... Limit! Haha, that’s another one of those freaky words!”
- Chris Farley as Mike Donnelly in “Black Sheep”

The first LUX results are from data taken from April through August 2013; this was
Run03 of the LUX detector and the first underground operations. The detector ran for
110 days and produced 85 live-days of WIMP data. Stable operations were achieved with
the thermosyphon cooling and Slow Control systems, while the gas handling system purified the xenon. All this maintained a consistent environment for data taking. The background electron recoil band and signal nuclear band were defined with internal and external
calibration sources, and careful measurements and modeling of the backgrounds were used
with the WIMP data in a profile likelihood ratio (PLR) test statistic to produce the first
LUX WIMP result [65].

7.1

Stable Operations and Fiducialization

The heat loads and stable xenon circulation during Run03 are discussed in sec. 5.6.3. Constant 25-slpm circulation through the completed internal plumbing and HX2 produced a
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6-W heat load on the detector. This circulation of the xenon through the getter achieved a
134±15-cm drift length, which is over 275% of the active region height. Occasional power
outages and circulation stops reduced the purity several centimeters, but rapid restarts reestablished high purity with minimal loss in data taking. Over the 110 days of operation
the detector saw stability in temperature and pressure of ∆T < 0.2 K and ∆P/P < 1%, respectively, and liquid level variations < 0.2 mm [65]. This stability, with the rapid return to
purity after brief power losses, led to high data acquisition uptime and the 85.3 live-days of
WIMP data.

WIMP DATA IN LUX
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of all events in (R2 , Z) of the detector active region showing the
Adam Wade Bradley - Case Western Reserve University
17
University of Alberta Physics Seminar - Dec 6, 2013
fiducial
volume as indicated by the dashed cyan
line,
and the xenon self-shielding of the
gray background events. The dotted-dashed black lines show the cathode and gate grids
and where the PTFE walls form a dodecagon. Taken from [65].

The power of using xenon as a detector medium in a TPC lies in its self-shielding to
produce a nearly-background-free fiducial mass within the active region; see sec. 2.2.2 for
a detailed discussion. A 118±6-kg fiducial mass was defined with 30–305 µs cuts in drift
time to avoid background contamination at the top and bottom of the detector, and a 18-cm
radial cut to remove 206 Pb events from the walls; this is depicted in fig. 7.1. After cutting
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events for detector stability, single scatters, S1 and S2 energy, and the contamination from
single electrons, there were 160 events with WIMP recoil energies in the fiducial volume.
These are the events that went into the analysis.

7.2

Calibration and WIMP Detection Efficiencies

Calibration sources were used to probe event discrimination and WIMP detection efficiencies. The ER band was defined with the injected tritiated methane source, and there was a
99.6±0.1% discrimination of ER events with 50% NR acceptance. The NR band was calibrated with external AmBe and

252

Cf neutron sources, with the LUXSim package [165]

replicating the data to high precision. These neutron-induced events could not be used to
model the WIMP signal because of dispersion and multiple scattering, so simulated S1 and
S2 distributions of different WIMP masses that were consistent with these distributions
were used [65]. The ER and NR bands are shown in the discrimination plot in fig. 7.2.
WIMP detection efficiencies were exhaustively studied using single scatters from the
CH3 T beta source and AmBe and 252 Cf neutron sources. Figure 7.3 shows the efficiencies
for S1-only, S2-only, the two combined, and and the two combined with S1 and S2 thresholds applied. The 2 phe S1 lower threshold was the smallest resolvable pulse size and the
30 phe upper threshold was set to avoid the 5-keV x-ray from

127

Xe, which was cosmo-

logically activated when the xenon was at the surface. The S2 > 200 phe threshold, set to
correspond to a minimum S2 size for the S1 minimum threshold, gave a > 99% finding
efficiency of the smallest S2 pulses [65].

7.3

Background Measurements and Models

These calibrations and detection efficiency studies were used with careful measurement
and modeling of the residual backgrounds in the PLR test statistic for the WIMP result.
The predicted and observed event rates in mDRUee of the fiducial volume in the WIMP
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window are given in table 7.1. The work described in chapter 6 was used in finding the
range of the 214 Pb contribution, and the rest were found from component assays (sec. 3.3.5),
the results of the Kr-removal work [127], and measurements of the background energy
spectrum [128].
Source
γ-rays
127
Xe
214
Pb
85
Kr
Total predicted
Total observed

Background rate (mDRUee )
1.8±0.2stat ±0.3sys
0.5±0.02stat ±0.1sys
0.11–0.22 (90% C.L.)
0.13±0.7sys
2.6±0.2stat ±0.4sys
3.1±0.2stat

Table 7.1: Predicted and observed backgrounds in the Run03 fiducial volume, 0.9–
5.3 keVee are gamma contributions from the detector components, activated xenon, the
222
Rn decay chain, and 85 Kr after removal. Observations matched prediction within error.
1 mDRUee = 10−3 events/kg/day/keVee . Reproduced from [65].
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model predictions are extrapolated from independent high-energy measurements. 85 Kr rates are estimated based on the direct
measurement of the Kr content of LUX xenon, with an assumed 2 × 10−11 85 Kr / nat Kr. Count expectations are based on an
85 live-day exposure. [31]
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7.4

WIMP Limit from the PLR

The WIMP limit was found in an unblinded analysis using a PLR test statistic. This statistic exploits the signal and background separation in four physical quantities: radius, depth,
light (S1), and charge (S2). The 160 events from the fiducial volume in the WIMP window are shown in the discrimination plot in fig. 7.4. The result was consistent with zero
signal, with a p-value for the background-only hypothesis of 0.35, and the 90% C.L. on
the expected signal ranged from 2.4 to 5.3 events over WIMP mass [65]. The limit curve
with its ±1σ band from this zero-signal result is shown in fig. 7.5, with other leading dark
matter direct detection limits shown for comparison. The inset shows how the first LUX
limit negates much of the contested low-mass WIMP region. The limit, with a minimum
cross-section of 7.6×10−46 cm2 for a WIMP mass of 33 GeV/c2 , is 2-3 times more sensitive than the previous leading result in middle to heavy WIMP masses, and 20 times more
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Figure 7.4: Events from the fiducial volume in the WIMP window that went into the PLR
test. The cyan lines are the 2 ≤ S1 (phe) ≤ 30 thresholds and the magenta curve is the
S2 ≥ 200 phe threshold. The solid blue and red curves are the ER and NR band means,
respectively. Taken from [65].

sensitive at lower masses [65].

7.5

Looking to the Future

The first result firmly establishes LUX as the leading dark matter direct detection experiment. A blinded 300-day WIMP hunt in 2014/15 will push the sensitivity 5 times lower,
as projected with the dark blue curve of fig. 7.6. For full exploration of the WIMP crosssection and mass phase space, a ton-scale experiment is currently in R&D for projected
deployment in 2016. This experiment merges the expertise of European and American
dark matter researchers from the LUX and ZEPLIN-III collaborations to build a 9–10-ton
LXe TPC with a 7-ton active region and 5–6-ton fiducial volume [166]. It will be deployed
in the existing LUX water tank at the Davis Campus of SURF with a liquid scintillator
outer detector surrounding the cryostat. A blinded 1000-day WIMP hunt will push the sen184
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Figure 7.5: The LUX 85-day limit is 2-3× more sensitive that the previous leading result at
28
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mid- and heavy WIMP masses. The limits from from other leading dark matter experiments
are: Edelweiss II (gold); CDMS II (dark green); ZEPLIN-III (magenta); XENON100 100day (orange); XENON100 225-day (red); LUX 85-day with ±1σ band (blue). inset: The
LUX 85-day limit is 20× more sensitive than the leading result at light-mass WIMPS
and rules out much of the contested low-mass WIMP countours: DAMA/LIBRA (gray);
CRESST (yellow); CDMS II Si (light green); CoGeNT (pink). Taken from [65].

Adam Wade Bradley - Case Western Reserve University

sitivity 100 times lower, the red curve in fig. 7.6, probing toward yottabarn WIMP-nucleon
cross-sections with neutrino coherent scattering beginning to appear as an irreducible background [167]. Beyond this, kiloton-scale LXe detectors would be necessary to tag and
remove neutrino events from the active volume, and these would only be feasible with a
one-world government run by enlightened scientists. Until then, the future is bright and
energetic with the 175 nm scintillation of WIMP-nucleon interactions.
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Appendix A
Derivation of δ(z) in Nusselt
Condensation Theory
Nusselt Condensation Theory describes the condensation of a vapor onto a cold vertical
surface where gravity moves the condensed film down the surface. This appendix shows
the derivation of the condensate thickness as a function of the height of the condenser δ(z),
as related in [149].
The heat flux as a function of the height of the condensing surface is

q(z) =

k
(Tsat − Tw ),
δ(z)

(A.1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the condensate, δ(z) is the thickness of the condensate as a function of the height of the condensing surface, and Tsat and Tw are the
temperatures of the saturated vapor and cold wall, respectively. The local heat transfer
coefficient hloc is defined with

q(z) = hloc (Tsat − Tw ),
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(A.2)

so it follows that
hloc =

k
.
δ(z)

(A.3)

Thermal conductivities are known for a myriad of materials, so the goal is to find an expression for δ(z).

#"
!"#$%
&'()%

&*%

*"+$%

!"
Figure A.1: Representation of the two temperatures, Tsat and Tw , which drive film condensation on a vertical surface. The condensate has a horizontal velocity profile w(y) that
gives it its height-dependent thickness δ(z). Not shown in the third dimension is the width
λ of the condensing surface. Reproduced from [149].

Figure A.1 shows the basics of the Nusslet Theory of film condensation on a cold vertical surface. The condensate thickness is a function of the height of the condenser δ(z),
the saturation and wall temperatures Tsat and Tw , and the condensate velocity profile as a
function of distance from the cold wall w(y). Not shown in the third dimension is the width
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λ of the condensing surface. Starting from a force balance for a fluid element in the film
the velocity profile is
µ

d2 w
= −(ρc − ρv ) g,
dy 2

(A.4)

where µ is the viscosity of the condensate and ρc is its density; ρv is the vapor density; and
g is the acceleration of gravity. Equation A.4 has boundary conditions at the wall
dw
dy

= 0; w(0) = 0,

(A.5)

y=δ

such that the condensate on the wall has no motion and the surface of the condensate in the
condenser volume reaches a terminal velocity. The solution to eqn. A.4 is
(ρc − ρv ) g
w(y) = −
µ



y2
δy −
,
2

(A.6)

and the mass flow of the condensate can be found by integrating equ. A.6 from y = 0 to
y = δ and multiplying by the condensate density ρc , giving

ṁ =

ρc (ρc − ρv ) g λ δ 3
.
µ
3

(A.7)

Differentiating eqn. A.7 with respect to the condensate thickness δ gives
dṁ
ρc (ρc − ρv ) g λ 2
=
δ .
dδ
µ

(A.8)

The heat flow from the condensation of the vapor is

dQ̇ = ∆Hdṁ = qλdz,

where ∆H is the enthalpy of vaporization of the condensate/vapor.
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(A.9)

Putting eqns. A.8 and A.1 into eqn. A.9 gives a differential equation for δ(z):
δ2

with a solution

dδ
kµ
=
(Tsat − Tw )
dz
ρc (ρc − ρv ) g


k µ (Tsat − Tw ) z
δ(z) =
∆Hρc (ρc − ρv ) g

1/4

(A.10)

,

(A.11)

showing that δ ∝ z 1/4 . The condensate thickness as a function of condenser height has
been found, and to finish the calculation to find the flux of heat released from the condenser during TS operation substitute eqn. A.11 into eqn. A.3 to get the local heat transfer
coefficient
hloc


1/4
k
∆Hρc (ρc − ρv ) g k 3
.
=
=
δ(z)
4µ (Tsat − Tw ) z

(A.12)

To find the mean heat transfer coefficient h, integrate hloc from z = 0 to z = L, the height
of the condenser
1
h=
L

Z

0

L



∆Hρc (ρc − ρv ) g k 3
hloc dz = 0.943
4µ (Tsat − Tw ) L

1/4

.

(A.13)

This is put into eqn. A.2 to get the mean heat flux q from the condenser, and can now be
used to find the total heat released by a TS condenser during detector operations.
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Appendix B
Crystal Ball Distribution
The Crystal Ball Distribution (CBD) was used in fitting the Run03 S1-only energy spectrum. The spectrum had six distinct alpha peaks, with the first peakbeing 210 Po. This peak
showed low-energy degradation and so the CBD, created to deal with lossy processes in
radioactive decays [168], was suggested to fit it instead of a Gaussian.
The Gaussian distribution is defined as


−(x − µ)2
N (x; a, µ, σ) = a exp
,
2σ 2

(B.1)

√
with a mean µ, standard deviation σ, and normalization factor a = 1/ 2πσ. The CBD
starts with this distribution and adds a definition condition based on the term

x−µ
.
σ

When

this term is greater than a certain value the distribution becomes a falling exponential on
the left side of the peak. It is defined as



2

 exp −(x−µ)
2σ 2
f (x; µ, σ, α, n) = N


 A · B − x−µ −n
σ
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x−µ
σ

> −α

x−µ
σ

≤ −α

,

(B.2)

6
Gaussian: µ=10, σ=1
CBD1: n=1, α=0.6
CBD2: n=2, α=0.6
CBD3: n=5, α=0.6
CBD4: n=2, α=10
CBD5: n=2, α=1
CBD6: n=2, α=0.1
CBD7: n=2, α=0.01
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Figure B.1: Crystal Ball Distributions for various values of α and n, with a Gaussian
distribution of the stated parameters for comparison. Smaller values of α (green) give a
more extreme left side of the distribution, with α=10 overlapping the Gaussian distribution
completely. With larger values of n the left side of the distribution is less severe.

where
n
n
exp (−|α|2 /2)
A =
|α|
n
B =
− |α|
|α|


(B.3)
(B.4)

and the normalization factor N is
1
, with
σ(C + D)
n 1
C =
exp (−|α|2 /2)
|α| n − 1
r 


π
|α|
D =
1 + erf √
.
2
2

N =
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(B.5)
(B.6)
(B.7)

When α = 1 the CBD approaches the Gaussian distribution, attaining the Gaussian shape
when α  1. Figure B.1 shows how the values of α and n affect the basic Gaussian distribution, depicted in blue and completely overlapped by the CBD with α=10.
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